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158b.124 Résumé Historique\fn{by Rukemampunzi du Abanyiginya-Abahindiro (c.1875-after 1957)} Rwanda (M) 5
1. Gihanga est né dans l’Umubari, à Kinyana-lez-Murundi. Il y vit, il y grandit. Un jour, il se brouille avec les
Abasinga. Ses oncles maternels, des Abazigaba, prennent leurs dispositions. Il se rend à Nyamirembe. Les
Abasinga l’y poursuivent et l’y attaquent. Il quitte alors ce lieu et se rend à Gatsibo. Ils le poursuivent, car ils le
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haissaient fort. Il quitte alors ce lieu et se rend à Gasabo. Ils l’y poursuivent. Comme ils l’y poursuivent, il y laisse
des vaches: Rugira et Ingizi. Il les laisse à Gasabo.
2. Il part pour le Burundi. Il débouche à Kucyanamo. Il part pour Kibirizi, en Ubunyabungo. Il y avait dans
1’Ikinyaga un roi appelé Jeni. Celui-ci avait deux filles. Elles étaient pauvres, elles n’avaient pas de quoi se vêtir.
Gihanga chasse de temps en temps. Il vit en compagníe de ses cousins et de Twa. Ils tuent des animaux. Il
rencontre les dites jeunes filles, qui sont nubiles. Elles lui demandent de quoi se vêtir. Il les épouse. C’est l’une
d’elles qui a enfanté Kanyarwanda. L’autre est celle qui a enfanté Rutsobe. Ces filles étaient sœurs, mais n’avaient
pas la même mère. Elles engendrent ces deux enfants.
3. Elles arrivent à un endroit appelé Mpembe, dans l’Ikinyaga. Gihanga apporte les cadeaux; c’est ainsi que
l’endroit s’appelle Mpembe. Gihanga les emmène dans l’Ubunyabungo, au lieu nommé Kukiriri. C’est ainsi que,
encore actuellement, quand les femmes accouchent, on dit qu’elles sont ku kiriri. Gihanga reste là. Un jour, il s’en
va. Il part et marche longtemps … Arrivé dans l’Umurera, il s’y établit. La région s’appelle Ubuhanga; elle existe
encore actuellement. Des vaches arrivent. Elles viennent chaque nuit, de sorte qu’on ne les voit pas, bien qu’on
les entende beugler. Un jour qu’elles étaient venues, une vache vêle et les autres l’abandonnent. Elles retournent
dans le lac. La vache reste avec son veau.
4. Gihanga avait une fille, qui s’appelait Nyirarucyaba, avec laquelle il avait mené jadis une vie dure. Il l’avait
mariée à un homme du clan Abazigaba. Ces Abazigaba de ce pays ne connaissent pas les vaches. Mais
Nyirarucyaba, pour avoir vécu avec son père, les connaît, celles qui sont restées à Gasabo; elle connaít leurs
cornes et leurs pis, elle sait que ce sont des vaches. Voyant la dite vache, elle s’aperçoit alors qu’elle ressemble
aux autres. Son mari veut qu’on la tue, disant que c’est une bête sauvage. Nyirarucyaba l’en empêche. Elle va
prendre le veau de la vache, l’amène et dit à son mari, à qui on l’a mariée: «C’est une vache, elle est utile. Vois:
trais-la!» On la trait. Son mari refuse de boire du lait, car il ne le connaît pas. Nyirarucyaba, elle, en boit avec
plaisir. Son mari l’imite, ils boivent.
5. Un jour, on vient annoncer à Nyirarucyaba que son père souffre du ventre, qu’il va mourir. Nyirarucyaba
comprend que c’est par manque de lait. Elle met du dit lait dans un pot, puis l’apporte et le donne à son père.
Évidemment, son père est fort soulagé. Il lui demande où elle l’a pris. Elle lui dit comment ils ont trouvé cette
vache. Alors il envoie son mari chercher la vache. Comme son mari fait mine de refuser de l’amener, on le saisit
et on le ligote. Nyirarucyaba amène la vache, elle vient racheter son mari.
6. C’est de cela qu’il s’agit quand on dit que quelqu’un se rachète: la rançon pour le rachat d’un captif remonte
à cet événement. Quand la vache est arrivée là, elle fait vivre Gihanga, pendant de nombreux jours. Les dites
vaches sortent donc d’un lieu appelé Gipfuna. Sortant donc de là, elles continuent d’arriver, d’arriver, d’arriver.
Quand elles vont recouvrir entièrement Buhimanka, Gashubi jette des cris d’alarme—c’est le fils de Gihanga. Une
partie des vaches s’en retourne dans le lac. L’autre, nous la possédons. Ce sont elles qui se sont reproduites
jusqu’à nos jours. Celles que nous avions auparavant étaient Ingizi.
7. Gihanga vit donc dans l’Ubuhanga même. Un jour, il se met en route et arrive à Nyamirembe-lez-Gishubi. Il
prend alors des dispositions pour ses enfants: il en fait des rois. Il avait beaucoup d’enfants, qu’il avait engendrés.
Kanyarwanda étant l’aîné, il lui donne le Rwanda. A Ngabo, il donne l’Ubunyabungo. A Mugondo, il donne
l’Ubugesera. A Mushambo, il donne 1’Indorwa. Il adjoint Rutsobe à Kanyarwanda dans le Rwanda pour qu’il leur
appartienne à tous deux, l’un en tant que roi et l’autre en tant que ritualiste.
8. Nyirarucyaba reçoit le privilège de laisser son nom à ses enfants. C’est pour cette raison qu’ils sont
Abacyaba; précédemment ils étaient Abazigaba. Gihanga répartit ainsi ce pays parmi ses enfants. Quant à ce
Gashubi qui a lancé les cris d’alarme, il est envoyé en Ubushubi. Ceux-là, tels que je viens de les citer, ce sont les
Abanyiginya, qui descendent de Gihanga. Ceux: qui n’ont pas cette origine et qui s’attribuent des clans sont des
menteurs. Les Abanyiginya sont ces fils de Gihanga, ils ont ainsi été rois, tous, tant qu’ils sont.
9. Kanyarwanda vit paisiblement. Un jour, il se brouille avec Mugondo, celli de l’Ubugesera. Mugondo étant
le plus jenne, sa mère l’emmène dans l’Ubugesera. Il emporte avec lui les symboles dynastiques relatifs aux
tambours et aux vaches. Un jour donc, on le vainc et on reconquiert ces biens. On vient dans son pays pour le tuer.
Cependant, on ne s’est pas battu: on craignait encore de tuer des membres de sa famille. Le Rwanda devient donc
propriété de Kanyarwanda, les autres fils de Gihanga le vénèrent et lui font des présents; c’est lui qu’ils reçoivent
l’ordre de considérer comme chef, parce qu’il est l’aîné—de fait il était l’aîné. Kanyarwanda décède.
10. Décédant, il laisse à sa place le nommé Musindi. Musindi engendre beaucoup de descendants: voilà
pourquoi nons sommes appelés Abasindi. Il s’agit de Musindi fils de Kanyarwanda. Il vit paisiblement. Un jour, il
engendre Mbazi. Mbazi engendre Nkundwa. Nkundwa engendre Rubanda. Rubanda engendre Samembe.
Samembe engendre Nsoro. Nsoro engendre Ruganzu Bwimba. Il habitait à Giti. C’est tout près, vous n’avez qu’à
regarder. Après s’être établi là, Nsoro se brouille avec les Gisaka.
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11. C’étaient des Abazirankende. Ils lui demandent une fiancée, en lui demandant sa propre fille. Elle
s’appelait Robwe. On la leur refuse. Les Gisaka empoisonnent alors Nsoro et il meurt. Ses enfants, une fille et un
garçon, s’entendent pour venger leur père. C’est leur mère Nyakanga, du clan Abasinga, qui était reine-mère. Elle
et son frère Nkurukumbi donnent malgré tout la dite fille en mariage à l’Igisaka, alors que son père l’avait refusée.
La fille convient avec son frère de ceci: «Puisqu’on va me marier là-bas, tu me secourras vite, pour que nous nous
vengions.»
12. Un jour, quand elle est enceinte pour la première fois—elle a avec elle un client de la famille, de son père,
appelé Mukubu, fils de Mushyoma; ils sont partis ensemble; c’est un Abaha. Celui-ci donc vient annoncer à
Ruganzu que sa sœur est enceinte. Ruganzu se met donc en route, il se met en route pour aller faire le libérateur,
pour se sacrifier à la victoire. Sa femme, Nyakiyaga, est enceinte. Ruganzu part donc de Giti-lez-Nyakabungo,
que voilà. Arrivé à Sasabirago—en ce temps-là l’endroit s’appelait Tabirago—, voilà que sa femme accouche.
Elle accouche; un client de la famine, ritualiste, Cyenge, fils de Cyesa, vient l’annoncer; il arrive après une pluie.
Où ils ont passé la nuit, un léopard arrive alors dans l’intention de prendre ces gens-là. Ruganzu tire sur lui et le
tue. On a mis sa peau à sécher.
13. Ruganzu voit donc Cyenge arriver et lui demande: «Cela va-t-il bien?» L’autre répond: «Cela va bien, ta
femme a accouché.» Il demande: «Qu’a-t-elle mis au monde?» L’autre répond: «Elle a mis au monde un garçon.»
Il dit: «C’est bien. Pars, voici le berceau que je lui donne!» Il lui donne la dite peau de léopard et ajoute: «Quant
au nom, je l’appelle Rugwe; adulte, il s’appellera Cyirima et sera intronisé comme roi.» Ruganzu s’en va. Arrivé à
Nkungu-lez-Munyaga—il y à la un petit vallon où Ruganzu a succombé, il s’appelle Nkurumbi—, les Gisaka le
tuent. Ils avaient chassé et Ruganzu était également allé chasser, mais avec l’intention de s’offrir pour qu’ils le
tuent. Le dit homme, Mukubu, l’a déjà appris et en a informé Robwe. Robwe se suicide également: elle se
précipite de haut sur le tambour Rukurura des Gisaka et le bébé sort de son sein. Le désastre de l’Igisaka, le
moment où il fut vaincu, a son origine là même, et notre vendetta et notre haine y ont leur origine. On se hait
toujours plus. Cyirima arrive pour l’intronisation. Il est intronisé à Kigari, à Nyarubuye-lez-Kigari.
15. Il y avait l’Ubugesera. Il se réfugie auprès de Nsoro, à l’idée que celui-ci est son cousin parallèle:
Mugondo, en effet, était frère de Kanyarwanda. Cyirima lui demande un terrain pour construire. Après qu’il le lui
a donné, ils vont un jour demander une jeune fille en mariage. On la leur avait dite belle et elle s’appelait
Nyanguge, fille de Sagashya. Ils se disputent donc à son sujet et l’épousent tous les deux. Un jour, on brouille
Nsoro et la femme. Comme on les a brouillés, ils se haïssent. Elle vient chez Cyirima et conçoit de lui le roi
appelé Kigeri Mukobanya. Celui-ci naît à Kigari. Ensuite Cyirima Rugwe décède. Puis Kigeri Mukobanya est
attaqué par Murinda le Goyi; on l’attaque à Musave-lez-Rubungo, dans 1’Ubwanacyambwe.
16. Ils se battent, Kigeri les vainc. Il les vainc après la mort de son père. Kigeri Mukobanya est intronisé. Un
jour, il engendre Mibambwe Mutabazi. Mutabazi est attaqué par les Nyoro. Ceuxci s’assemblent chez eux, à
l’étranger, et attaquent le Rwanda. Ils se battent ici même, à Muhura. C’est précisément à l’endroit appelé
Akubwoba, ici en contrebas, sur la pente que nous gravissons. Cela fait allusion à ceux qui se sont mal battus.
C’est ce qu’on désigne dans les récits historiques: quand on dit qu’ils ont attaqué Juga, il s’agit de la colline ici en
face. D’ailleurs l’Imana qui les a vaincus était dans le temps à Humure, là-bas où j’habite; il s’appelait Rwagisha.
17. Les Nyoro vainquent Kigeri ici même, à Muhura. Mutabazi se rend ensuite à Musave. Il s’y bat avec eux.
Il est avec son père, qui est vieux. Les Nyoro l’y vainquent. Il se rend à Nyamweru, au-delà de Kigari. Son père y
décède. Mibambwe s’en va jusqu’à Runda. Les Nyoro l’attaquent à Runda; ils s’y battent et le vainquent.
Mibambwe quitte ce lieu et va à Mugarura, dans la partie de l’Ubunyambiriri appelée Muntuku. Encore
actuellement, les herbes de ce lieu sont rouges. Le demi-frère de Mibambwe, appelé Mpyisi, y périt: il décède en
se sacrifiant à la victoire.
18: Les Nyoro marchent cantre Mibambwe, le vainquent, et il part vers l’Ikinyaga. Ils se battent à l’endroit
appelé Mpishyi. Y succombe son autre frère cadet, appelé Gitori, ancêtre des Abenegitori. Les Nyoro y vainquent
Mibambwe, qui traverse la Rusizi et va dans l’Ubunyabungo. Il y reste avec ses hommes et ils construisent des
camps à Ruganda. Ses frères cadets survivants—l’un d’eux s’appelle Ntamavo et l’autre Forongo—se brouillent
avec les Nyabungo et disent: «Allons, risquons notre vie contre ces gens-là, quitte à retourner chez nous!» Ils
cherchent querelle pour le taureau d’un Nyabungo qui s’est battu avec le leur. Ils reviennent et meurent. Le peuple
se bat contre eux.
19. Ils atteignent Mibambwe d’une flèche au-dessus de l’œil. Ce désastre des libérateurs vainc les Nyoro.
Mibambwe revient et s’établit à Runda-lez-Gihara. Il a vaincu les Nyoro. Il prend pour femme Matama, fille de
Bigega, qui vient de l’Ubuha. A son arrivée, elle va à Karambo-lez-Rukore, avec les descendants de Ndoba:
Mugunga, descendant de Ndoba; Munyiga, descendant de Ndoba; Mukobwa, descendant de Ndoba; Muce,
descendant de Ndoba; Muturagara, descendant de Ndoba et Mujiji, descendant de Ndoba. Ils arrivent done à
Karambo-lez-Rukore; l’enfant attendu y naît et grandit.
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20. Mibambwe a une femme appelée Setsa et une autre appelée Hondi. Elles désirent chacune régner. Le fils
quitte Karambo lorsqu’il est adulte, puis son père l’amène pour l’introniser. C’est Yuhi Gahima qui était né. Il est
intronisé par son père Mibambwe. Il était done adulte. Son père meurt. Lui part s’établir à Nzaratsi, dans le
Nyantango. Quand il est allé au Nyantango, un pays d’en deçà de la rivière se révolte. Il s’y trouve un rebelle
appelé Cyubaka; il habitait à Nyagasiga; maintenant encore, il y a là des umuronko dits de Nyagasiga; il s’agit des
guerriers qui taillaient des arcs dans leur bois, après quoi les souches ont repoussé là.
21. Quittant Nzaratsi-en-Nyantango, Yuhi part en guerre pour secourir ce pays-ci, de ce côté-ci. Cyubaka
l’avait soumis. Yuhi le vainc. Ils progressent en se battant, Yuhi lui fait traverser l’Umuvumba. Il y a là des arbres
que Cyubaka y a plantés, des umukinga, qui bordent l’Umuvumba. C’est de ceux-là qu’on essaya de faire des
palissades que les Rwanda ne perceraient pas. Les guerriers de Yuhi s’appellaient Oiseaux de proie; cette troupe
encore actuellement est commandée par les descendants de Semurema. Ceux de son père s’appelaient Ingata—les
Ingata sont plutôt ceux de son fils Cyamatara. Ayant vaincu ce pays, Yuhi donc engendre Ndahiro Cyamatara.
Ndahiro naît à Bibungo-lez- Mukinga, dans l’Induga. C’est là qu’il s’établit.
22. Il y vit donc. Un jour, il est attaqué par les Abakongoro. Ils l’attaquent à partir de l’Ubushi, au-delà de
l’Igishari et de l’Akamurosi. Les Abakongoro invitent leurs Hutu et attaquent. Ce sont eux qui ont tué. Ndahiro:
ils l’ont capturé, ils l’ont capturé à Bibungo. Ils l’emmènent, le fatiguent par la marche; Ndahiro périt à Rubi-lezNyundo. Il périt avec son tambour Rwoga. Mais il meurt après avoir envoyé son fils au loin, car il prévoyait
l’attaque et savait qu’il se sacrifierait en libérateur pour vaincre les Abakongoro par cette ruse propre à la cour.
23. Son fils part en sachant qu’il sera intronisé; il va dans l’Akaragwe, chez sa tante paternelle Nyabunyana. Il
est envoyé par les ritualistes, selon la décision de son père. Son oncle paternel s’appelait Juru. Celui-ci reste dans
le Rwanda, s’y faisant passer faussement pour roi et croyant que ce fils de Ndahiro ne reviendra pas. Cela va mal,
le Rwanda souffre de la sécheresse, c’est terrible. Les vaches ne parviennent plus à vêler normalement, ni les
femmes à enfanter. Il y a trop de soleil. Un jour, les principaux clients de Ndahiro, Gitenge, Kiroha et Mpande,
délibèrent et disent: «Allez chercher le fils de Ndahiro, il est adulte!» Ils envoient Kavuna. Kavuna avait entendu
clandestinement le rituel dynastique. On avait voulu le tuer, mais Ndahiro l’avait empêché en disant: «Il sera
utile.»
24. Il s’en va; c’est lui qui est allé rechercher Ruganzu à ranyange-en-Akaragwe, chez sa tante paternelle.
Malheureusement il périt et ne revient pas dans le Rwanda. Ruganzu arrive: ses oncles paternels, Byinshi et Juru,
le haissent; il arrive dans cette région-ci. Parvenu à Gitambi, au-delà de ce pont connu, il rencontre les vachers de
Byinshi en train de puiser de l’eau pour les vaches. Ils veulent le tuer. Il s’en va donc et les fuit. Ils partent à sa
poursuite; il pénètre dans l’enclos d’un Tutsi et y trouve une femme qui faisait du parfum. Elle le cache dans un
panier à parfum, après en avoir retiré le brasero.
25. En arrivant, ils disent: «Montre-nous l’homme qui est venu ici!» Elle répond: «Entrez vous-même dans la
maison, vous ne le trouverez pas.» Ils se retirent. L’un d’eux, qui sait consulter les esprits, leur dit: «Vous l’avez
laissé dans le panier à parfum.» Mais la dite femme en a déjà retiré Ruganzu et l’a mis dans une peau de bœuf. En
revenant, ils disent: «Retire ce panier de là, que nous voyions!» Ils ne le trouvent pas. Comme ils s’en retournent,
le dit homme qui consulte les esprits pour eux leur dit: «Vous l’avez laissé dans une peau.» La dite femme donne
Ruganzu à porter sur la tête à ses Hutu; ceux-ci croisent les dits vachers à l’entrée de l’enclos. Les vachers entrent
dans la maison. Arrivés en pleine campagne, les Hutu le retirent de la peau.
26. Il s’en va, court à travers tout l’Uburiza; à peine arrive-t-il entre Kabuye et Gihogwe—l’endroit s’appelle
Bugarama et il y a là une caverne dans le rocher—, il y entre. Entrant de dans donc, il y entre sous les regards des
vachers. Comme il poursuit des singes qui s’y trouvaient, ses chiens les chassent—Ruganzu avait en effet avec lui
son Twa Bwami, fils de Muriro, et ses deux chiens. Ceux-ci chassent donc les dits singes. Comme les singes y
sont entrés, les chiens y entrent également; le dit Twa, Bwami, fils de Muriro, y entre également; Ruganzu y entre
aussi. Les vachers viennent l’enfumer. Ils l’enfument longtemps, croyant qu’il finira par y périr. Comme cela dure
et qu’ils brûlent beaucoup de maisons pour l’enfumer, le feu apparaît au sommet de Rubingo.
27. Ruganzu est parti, et c’est donc alors qu’il s’est rendu chez Minyaruko. Il y reste. Quant à Minyaruko, c’est
un ritualiste. Ruganzu reste donc là. On attaque. Juru meurt, Byinshi meurt également, ceux qui voulaient le tuer.
On accompagne Ruganzu pour l’introniser. On l’intronse à Ntosho-lez-Rubuyenge, en deçà de Nyanza. Il vit là, le
Rwanda s’en trouve bien et se remet, la pluie tombe, le peuple cultive, les femmes enfantent et les vaches vêlent.
28. Cela dure trois ans; la quatrième année, la situation se gâte à nouveau, parce qu’on n’a pas encore fait
l’intronisation régulière et qu’on n’a pas le ritualiste authentique, Mpande de Cyotamakara-en-Ubuhanga, près de
Kagunga. On cherche en vain un ritualiste de valeur. Ses clients, ceux de Ruganzu, disent: «Nous n’avons pas de
ritualiste; venez, allons en chercher un!» Ils demandent à des gens qui vont se ravitailler de le chercher. Ceux-ci
partent. Arrivés à Rwaheru, ils s’informent auprès des voyageurs, qui leur parlent de Mpande.
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29. Ils viennent jusque chez lui. Ils ramènent Mpande, celui-ci arrive donc. C’est lui qui a désigné ces
libérateurs. Il va donc dans la cour arrière avec Ruganzu. On apporte de la bière; des Abatsobe et des Abanyiginya
entrent dans la maison et boivent de la bière—cela se fait sur l’ordre de Mpande—, les Abatsobe se chargent de
vaincre 1’Indorwa. Parmi les parents de Ruganzu, Binama reçoit l’ordre de vaincre le Burundi; Kibogo—la
foudre tombait régulièrement en plein soleil, elle tombait sans pluie, sans passer un jour—, lui aussi se sacrifie.
Jusqu’il y a peu, les Rwandais disaient encore: «Puissions-nous avoir Kibogo, fils de Ndahiro!»
30. D’autres disaient: «Nous sommes au point d’oú Binama a tiré l’Ubusanza.» Quant à Mbaya, de la famille
des Kivumajoro—c’était un Abacyaba. Ou plutôt, non, quant à Barenga fils de Sagihutu—c’était un Abatsobe—,
c’est lui qui a soumis l’Indorwa proche d’ici, en tant que libérateur. Les choses en restent là, le roi est intronisé.
Le Rwanda s’en trouve bien. On fait partir le roi de Ntosho car, dit-on: «Il n’y a pas de capitale qui s’appelle
Ntosho. Emmenez-le à Gitare-lez-Vugiza; si on veut que le roi soit fort, au lieu d’étre un galet, qu’il soit un roc,
mais il ne faut pas de Ntosho.»
32. On lui fait donc quitter ce lieu. Il recrute les Lutteurs, conquiert tous les pays d’ici, razzie les Panoramiques
de Mushongi et les Insanga; ces vaches se mêlent aux autres. Ruganzu fait construire sa résidence, il la fait
construire à Mahembe. Il vainc tous les pays et devient puissant. Ryangombe l’attaque. Voilà donc ce que vous me
demandiez. Il a attaqué Ruganzu. C’était un ensorceleur redoutable. Ruganzu se montre plus malin que lui en lui
mariant sa fille appelée Nyanzige. Au moment où Ryangombe se réjouit d’être le gendre du roi, on l’attaque et le
tue.
32. Les hommes de Ryangombe perdent des leurs en route, ils vont chez eux dans 1’Inkore. Quant à leur clan,
ils sont des Abahinda. Et leur tambour, dont les Abahinda ont hérité, c’est Bagendanwa. Ils partent donc au loin,
c’est-à-dire dans la région qu’on a l’habitude d’appeler «Chez les Abacwezi». Ceux-ci étaient vivants autrefois;
maintenant ils sont devenus des esprits. Ruganzu vainc donc Ryangombe. Un jour, il est lui-même blessé. On
l’amène; à peine arrive-t-il à Tyazo, qu’on lui enlève l’œil dans lequel on avait tiré et qu’on le jette là. Arrivé à
Muciro, il meurt, chez son Hutu Rusenge.
33. Arrive son fils Semugeshi. Son nom de règne est Mutara. Il est accompagné des Abaganda, ses guerriers,
ainsi que de ceux de son père, les Lutteurs. Ils arrivent donc, ayant appris que chose, Rusenge, s’est suicidé.
Parvenus à Butansinda-lez-Kigoma, entre Kigoma et Muyange, avec l’intention d’attaquer l’Ubugesera, quitte à
périr avec lui, la faim les extermine. Ils se battent là-bas et y périssent. Les hyènes qui les y ont dévorés creusent
des tanières; c’est cet endroit qu’on appelle Butansinda. Si l’on dit que ces hyènes sont plus féroces que les autres,
c’est qu’il paraît qu’elles ont dévoré les Lutteurs.
34. Semugeshi est intronisé. Il est intronisé près de Mukingo, à Gatagara. Il vit là. Il fait beaucoup de guerres.
Il tue ainsi Nyaruzi fils de Haramanga. Il tue Rubuga fils de Kagogo; celui-ci était le roi de 1lUbunyambiriri et de
1’Ubufundu. Il tue Nyagakecuru. Il agrandit son pays comme son père l’avait agrandi, au-delà de la rivière. Un
jour, il décède. Il avait engendré Kigeri Nyamuheshera, le Fléau-des-montagnes. C’est lui qui a vaincu taus ces
pays montagneux, l’Ububeruka, l’Umurera, l’Ikingogo, l’Ubudaha, l’Akanage, l’Ubugoyi, l’Ubwishaza et
l’Ikinyaga. Il est le Fléau-des-montagnes, c’est lui qui nous a donné de nombreux pays.
35. Au moment où il va décéder, il engendre Mibambwe Sekarongoro, qui a résidé à Joma en Ubumbogo.
Celui-ci fut très bon pour le Rwanda. Il vit donc paisiblement. Quant à 1’Induga, alors il a créé de nouveaux
embarras. Mashira s’en était approprié en s’y faisant roi, comme ce fut le cas de Ndungutse et consorts.
Mibambwe Sekarongoro l’attaque donc. Voilà les services qu’il nous a rendus: c’est lui qui a tué Mashira.
Mibambwe laisse le pays à son fils Mazimpaka, qui s’établit à Kamonyi. Il se montre un grand chef, se fait
respecter, recrute ses guerriers, appelés Javelines, s’intéresse aux vaches, crée ces fameux troupeaux de vaches
nobles—c’est alors que les vaches nobles venaient d’apparaître—, il s’intéresse done beaucoup aux vaches, il se
conduit en roi, engendre des enfants et devient puissant.
36. Un jour, il décède. Il avait engendré Cyirima Rujugira. Rujugira s’établit à Ntora, au-delà de Kigari. Il se
bat contre l’Igisaka. C’est lui qui nous a donné l’Igisaka. On se bat, on s’affronte. L’Igisaka arrivait tout près d’ici
et le camp des Rwandais était à Muhura. Iis vainquent 1’Igisaka. Le territoire qui en restait, c’est Ndabarasa qui
l’a conquis jusqu’au-delà de Munyaga et il a même planté un Imana commémoratif à Munyaga.
37. Il décède, et son fils est intronisé. Rujugira quitte donc ce pays. Ndabarasa nous donne ce pays-ci,
l’Umutara, l’Ubuganza, l’Umubari. Ndabarasa vainc ces pays, jusqu’à l’Indorwa. Il n’y a pas longtemps que les
Anglais ont pris ce dernier. Un jour, Ndabarasa décède et son fils Mibambwe est intronisé. Celui-ci n’a pas vécu
longtemps. A ses expéditions n’ont participé que les Vainqueurs. Il est décédé rapidement, laissant Gahindiro
encore enfant. Dès son intronisation, Gahindiro se conduit en homme. Il recrute ses guerriers, appelés
Abashakamba. Il est aimé dans le pays et possède des vaches, qu’il élève.
38. Bref, il fait respecter le pays. Quant aux pays qu’il a vaincus, il a vaincu l’Ubuyungu, l’Akamurosi et
l’Igishari. C’est là qu’il a vaincu. Il décède et Rwogera Mutara est intronisé. Celui-ci s’acharne contre l’Igisaka. Il
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le vainc intégralement; c’est depuis lors que nous le possédons. Rwabugiri est intronisé. Il poursuit la conquête
des pays que ses ancêtres ont vaincus. Il s’acharne contre l’Ubunyabungo; au moment où il va le vaincre, il
décède. Nous en sommes donc là. Était resté son fils Rutarindwa, auprès duquel nous étions. Quand les Européens
arrivent, ils viennent à Shangi. Rutarindwa les attaque. Nous y allons combattre. Les Européens nous vainquent et
nous revenons. A notre retour, Rutarindwa meurt.
39. A sa mort, Musinga est intronisé. Il se soumet aux Européens. Musinga est intronisé. Un jour, les
Européens nous rencontrent à Gitwiko. Ce sont les Allemands qui arrivent. Musinga se soumet à eux. Nous
vivons avec eux. Ils vivent dans le Rwanda et s’y habituent; ils s’établissent à Kigari. Nous quittons donc cet
endroit, Runda, pour nous rendre à Mukingo, que nous quittons pour nous rendre à Bweramvura, que nous
quittons pour nous rendre à Mwima, que nous quittons pour nous rendre à Nyanza. Parvenus à Nyanza, nous y
passons deux ans.
40. Les Pères arrivent à leur tour, ils rejoignent les Allemands. Ils s’installent à Save; d’autres vont à Nyundo;
d’autres vont à Zaza. Alors ils apprennent au peuple à s’instruire. C’est la première fois que nous voyions cela.
Musinga s’entend avec les Allemands. Un jour, les Allemands se brouillent avec d’autres Européens de chez eux.
lIs se battent. Ils se sont battus chez eux, puis ils en sont venus à se battre ici. Les Allemands sont vaincus et les
Belges arrivent. Quand arrivent les Belges, Musinga se soumet à eux. Nous nous entendons avec eux; nous nous
entendons avec eux comme nous nous entendions avec les Allemands. Ils nous font apprendre les choses de chez
eux; nous vivons donc avec eux jusqu’au décès de Musinga.
41. Rudahigwa est intronisé; à son intronisation, il connaît déjà ces choses; il sait lire, il connaît la langue
swahili, il connaît toutes les choses des Européens. Vous l’avez vu, il est allé deux fois en Europe. De ce qui se
passe dans son Rwanda, il va s’entretenir avec le roi qui est en Europe. A son retour, nous en profitons. Ainsi
donc, encore actuellement, nous en sommes toujours là: dans ces conseils que nous tenons et ce que nous disons,
nous nous sommes mis d’accord avec les Européens belges, nous avons les mêmes desseins, nous sommes amis et
nous nous entendons.
42. Il se fait même qu’ils épousent nos filles, ils ont parfois des enfants avec les femmes rwanda. Nous par
contre n’épousons pas leurs filles. Nous vivons donc paisiblement avec les Belges dans notre Rwanda, il
appartient à Baudouin et à Rudahigwa. C’est terminé.
285.106 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Mukandori (c.1885-after 1959)} “the colline Cyubi of Bmembo at
Kingoro in the Territory of Kisenyi”, Rwanda (F) 9
I was born in the reign of Rutalindwa about 1895.\fn{ Her actual age determined at the time of the interview correlates
It was two months after the death of Kigeri IV Rwabugiri. The Mwami Mibambwe Rutalindwa
came from Gatovu. It was the colline Cyubi of Bmembo at Kingoro in the Territory of Kisenyi. My father had a
great rugo.\fn{Family enclosure} It was there all of us children were born.
My father had nine children. Four have died, five of us are living. I was the third in order of birth. Two were
boys and three, girls.
It must be declared that my father was very rich. He had so many vassals they could not be counted. He had
four rugo: at Cyubi in Kisenyi; at Migongo in Gisaka in the Territory of Kibungo; and at Mpembe in the Territory
of Kibuye. We had female vassals and male vassals beyond counting.
There were seven boys and six girls related to our parents who were raised together with us. In my father’s
rugo there were two kambere; a house for the boys named after the colline Bubazi; a house for the small girls
named after the colline, Gasayana; a second house for girls named after the colline Ruhanga on the route to
Gitarama; a house for adolescent girls named Mu Bwiz, meaning “beauty;” a house named Ku Muyange after a
colline; the house for liquors; the cooking house; the house for milk, Mu Bozi; other houses for vassals and
servants.
We drank milk up to the time we were twelve years old. We had to take milk six times a day and six times a
night. Servitors had to keep watch over us until morning. There were so many servitors I could not remember how
many.
A little after I was five years old I was taken to our grandmother’s—Rukorera, Nyirawangeshi and I. Our
grandmother, Nyiramukesha, the daughter of the Mwami Rwogera, was the wife of the great chief, Ruhinankiko.
But a short time afterwards the Abakusi fell into disgrace when Ruhinankiko was removed from office. Our
father then sent for us to be brought back to his rugo at Shyanda near Save to stay until we were ready for
marriage.
better to c.1885:H}
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We had no games but we were always busy with basketry. We made ibibumbiro and inkomane and we covered
various objects with beadwork. As for other household work, we were forbidden to go outside the enclosure or to
go near the fire. We had to stay inside the house all day long.
We were taught how to prepare different fermented drinks: ubuki\fn{Hydromel or mead}; inturire\fn{Hydromel and
sorgho liquor}; and so on. They taught us how to prepare ibiyahi\fn{Bed clothes made of skins } and how to perfume
them. We learned how to cook well and how to handle milk so that we should never make the blunder of giving
men bad milk We learned to judge butter, so we should never give our husbands bad butter. This was all done to
prepare us for marriage.
It was at Shyanda that I was betrothed by the great chief K. It was a short time after my mother died.
*
This is how the betrothal ceremonies take place among the nobility and particularly among the Abanyiginya. The first step was gutama, to commission the one—in this case a noble vassal—to say he wished to
betroth the girl who was named. K. sent my maternal uncle, Ruhigirakurinda, who was a noble and one of his
men. The father of the girl tells him he will give him an answer, and then inquiries are made of all the relatives
of the girl’s mother and of the father’s relatives to find out if anyone in the family opposes it. When the family
consents he answers affirmatively, if he is a great chief, to the future father-in-law of his daughter.
The second step is gukwa, to make the marriage payment. That consists simply of bringing the cow to the
parents of the girl. There are interesting ceremonies connected with this in which fine language plays a
leading part. With us, the Abanyiginya, they brought a cow and in front if it they placed a hoe and the isando
which is a kind of statuette of a cow made of erythrine wood. No liquor was brought to the nobility. The
Abakwe, those who brought the cows, were four in number; while the Abasangwe, those of the girl’s family,
were very numerous, all the girl’s relatives and the great vassals. Much liquor was drunk and the talk was in
beautifully turned phrases when the father of the girl bestowed her to the delegates. That was the way it was
for me. The rest of us did not hear the actual course of the betrothal ceremony because we were seated in the
back of the house. Only afterwards, the mother of the girl would come and tell her what had gone on.
A month afterwards a certain Gatsimbany, a vassal of K’s came with the milk cow to gutembutsa, to seal the
marriage.
A few days after they began to bring the ibirongoranywa which are the objects the girl takes to her husband’s house. That is the moment for putting everything in order.
My mother died then, and there were to be four months of mourning. But the betrothed girl and she alone
could not mourn. It was forbidden. She was given some ibiyuhagiro, which was the water thrown on the
initiates of the cult of Ryangombe at the close of the mourning ceremonies which were named kwere, meaning
“to be white.”
After the funeral the Abakwe, those who were to accompany the bride, were invited. They were very numerous. More than twenty Twa carried my litter.
Among the objects I took with me were two impuzuzosheji\fn{Pieces of perfumed barkcloth}; a churn\fn{Igisabo};
anklets\fn{Ubutega} and leglets\fn{Bwinshi}; perfumed butter\fn{ Amadahano}; imbiribiri; two kigagara; one
icyotero\fn{Brasier}; many baskets\fn{Ibiseke} three women servants\fn{ Abaja}; four male servants; and so on
and so on.
At that time chief K. was at Kibaga near Nyanza. First, a small house had been made ready for us near his
house. We rested there a bit and all the people with me found something to drink there. We arrived there about
ten o’clock at night and left there about midnight. Then we went to the house of K. and were shown where to
sit. There were many Twa women from Amanza seated around me. And there were their husbands from the
corps called Imbasharugambe\fn{Those who support the armies }; K. and his vassals of the corps of Imbugira\fn
{Those who love celebrations }; and the corps of Intwari\fn{Valiant ones}; and another corps the Ibikinga; and the
Intagwabira\fn{Those who kill many}; and Interanamacuni\fn{Those who throw lances}; and Inkuba\fn{Lightening};
and many vassals of the royal court.
My older brother had come with me for the wedding ceremony. This was performed by Umurishywa and
Mbazi.
At that moment I cried as was customary. You cannot become quiet until your husband gives you a cow.
Then I became silent when K. gave me a cow. Then right away all the girls also became silent and began to
drink until morning.
When morning came we went out to see the fête. The cows came first, the inyambo\fn{ Royal cows}, then
all the corps of the Intore along with those who knew kwinikizi, especially gahini and karmaikike.\fn{These
are apparently types of dances } Then K. came to see the ibirongoranywa\fn{ The marriage present for the bride } in the
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igikari\fn{The rear of the rugo }. After that he gave five cows as a present to my family. Then after having a
short drink the members of my family took their leave.
*
For about three weeks my husband did not look at me again. In order to be able to do that he had to give
a cow to my female servant so she would have me get up at three in the morning. Then he asked my servant
to see me and after again paying something I was brought outdoors to wash, comb my hair and dress in the
little uruhu\fn{The loin cloth of hide }. After that you were positioned inside the house so the husband could see
you standing between two girls. Then someone came to get me to sit on a chair beside him. This was
gutinuka\fn{To no longer be afraid }.
At that moment he gave me a cow of Rugigana. Then he gave me two other cows, one named “from
Kanume” and the other “from Nyirinkwaya.” He sent them to me while he was en route to the court. We
were at Kaguri, a colline near Nyanza. A few days later he gave me another cow, “ Inka ya Nyiringabo.” At
that time I had to go on wearing the uruhu and the other garments I told about earlier.
We had passed six months in our dwelling at Kaguri. That was the time I was pregnant with my eldest,
Ruhongera. After four months of my pregnancy my husband gave me all the property and vassals he had at
Buliza in the Territory of Kigali.
*
We left Nyanza and went to Ntongwe. Of course, he had another wife there, Mukamuzima, the daughter
of Kabanjyonyo, a Munyiginya of the Abanana. We spent a single day there, and that day was a celebration with
a procession of cows.
Then we left to go to Rugima in the chefferie of Mayaga in Nyanza Territory. There also we spent a day in
festivities, The coffine of Mugira also belonged to him. All over Rwanda he had chefferies and sous-chefferies.
The following day we went to Ruyenzi near Kigali. The cows of the army Imikara\fn{The black ones} were
marched past. The chief of these cows was named Mpatsingabo. He was also in charge of the cows of the army
named Ingeyo. The chief of the herders was named Ngango, the father of Nkongeli, Laurent. They were presented
in the way ordained by custom. All the cows and all the vassals belonging to the cattle armies Imikara and Ingeyo
were destined for me.
We had spent a whole month. Cows were presented every day. What was being done was a census of cows;
there were so many!
*
The second month we went to Buliza. There we were given lodging because there was no rugo there. K.
pointed out the spot on which to build one and the construction was begun. He invited the people of his collines in
what is today the chefferie of Prince Rwigimera and more people from the other colilnes he had just about
everywhere in the Territory of Kibungu.
They came in numbers and built an immense rugo. It was very large and its construction took four months.
That was because the houses were of the kind called ibihome, beautiful houses, that were built by the Abadaraza.
They were built with the fineness of woven cloth. There was a great kambere and two others behind it. These
houses were given the title Abatoni\fn{Favorites}. Altogether seven houses were built. The rugo fence was made of
the thinnest reeds.
Of course, these seven were the principal houses, as for the other ones, I do not know how many there were in
back. As for us, we were busy making insika\fn{Screens for the bed and so on }. After the houses were built we made
them ready. For that hearths, igitabo, were made; little ones called inkomane and another kind called intarenga
which are the finest kind of all.
*
I have to say that my husband was the richest man in Rwanda. He had chefferies and sous-chefferies all over
Rwanda. Presents flowed in from every corner of Rwanda, and corvées, and everything you could think of, and
that went on every day. Every day was a fête for us and for anyone with us.
We got ready for the celebration of entering the new rugo. We had liquor of all kinds from all over. Then the
Twa were sent for, the corps called the Abagiga\fn{The strong} of the Intore and those of their wives who had given
birth the first time, the Amariza of the Intore, and other guests and people who had not been invited—they all
came for the ceremony of entering the rugo.
It began about eight in the morning. All the entertainments known in Rwanda took place in their turn. In the
evening there was a party\fn{ Igitarama} that lasted until the next day. And all night long he gave away cows. He
had vassals who had a hundred or more cows.
The second day about eight o’clock the Intore were very tired and so were the Twa. Food had been prepared
for the Twa and there was milk and liquor for everybody. Everyone went to his quarters to rest and sleep the
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whole day, then they ate in the evening, because nobles cannot eat in the daytime, only at night. They drank milk
in the morning and about midnight.
We got up the following day at about eleven o’clock. Presents flowed in from every part of Rwanda. Later on
my husband sent an order to the chiefs of the great herds of the region of Andela of Nyabarongo. There were
twenty of them and he sent for them to tell them what was at my disposition. He gave me the herd of the Ingeyo
and of the Imikara\fn{The black ones}.
There had to be sixty milk cows near my residence. The name for those was the Intarama\fn{Those who were
paying court}, and they had to be replaced as the need arose. This was to prevent me from having to drink milk that
was brought from too far away. Milk was sent from all the herds, but that milk was for making butter or giving to
passers-by. The Intarama were always being replaced.
The vassals called Inkuba\fn{Lightening} and Interanamacumi\fn{Those who throw lances} were given to me. After
he had showed me all this he went to Nyanza again to the court.
*
I was pregnant. I should point out that K. had no son. With all his wives he had nine girls and not a single son.
Everyone was waiting to see what I was going to bring into the world.
Wives of chiefs gave away cows, dismissed sous-chefs from office, and were really mistresses of everything.
They had to have young nobles as Intore whose job it was to pay court to me and to guard me. Also, court had to
be paid to us just as to all great chiefs and this went on every day.
When I arose in the morning there was nothing but “Good days” from all around me. Everyone came to salute
me and to ask for a drink and to enjoy himself. It went on that way until noon.
Then a house servant came and everyone got up to leave. Then I got up to go into the back of the house and to
talk with my servants and to deal with the pleas of the little poor people who sometimes wanted a cow, sometimes
a bull, a hoe, a mat and so forth. And to see those who brought presents.
Oh!, the number of sorcerers who divined the sex of my unborn child! There were so many of them. One said I
would have a boy.
He foresaw the truth.
The fact was that my husband had forbidden my sending word to him that I had a girl. My servants were of the
real nobility and were as handsome as I was. Sometimes you could not tell us apart.
Then one morning I brought a boy into the world and cries of joy went up all around. A crowd had come
around to see what sex child I would have, because everyone was afraid I was going to have a girl. When they
learned it was a boy there was a great celebration and rejoicing everywhere. They came and drank.
Then I immediately sent a servitor to hasten to K. and tell him the good news. It made him very happy and he
announced the news to his favorite army, the Imbunggiramihigo\fn{Those who seek great deeds to do }. I received
presents from all over—milk cows. I received 300 cows and 100 bulls. I gave away cows like the great chiefs did.
*
A month later the army of the Twa named Imbasharugamba came to escort me to Nyanza. I had much liquor
with me and nobles to guard me and a great crowd to follow along. We went by night in order to rest during the
day; that was so the sun would not harm the child.
We spent four days en route between Kigali and Nyanza, and all along the way it was like a celebration. There
was entertainment, and parades of cows, and Intore.
The fourth day we arrived at Kibaga where I had been married. Someone was sent on ahead to tell K. of my
arrival and he sent word that he would come. The whole retinue was given quarters and took up most of the
colline.
K. came that evening and was happy to look on his first son.
The next day he gave the name Ruhongeka to his son. The Queen Mother, Nyirayuhi, had told him the name.
Then he gave me a cow as a present and then next day we went on to Nyanza. The Queen Mother gave me a cow .
At Nyanza the child was sick. It was terrible; everyone was shaken by it. The child had pneumonia. My aunts,
the future Queen Mother, Kankazi, and her sisters, and also the great chief Rubusisi would not leave. Then the
child was cured and there was a celebration.
The next day K. had thirty cows and a bull brought in and gave them to me.
*
I spent two years at Nyanza and became pregnant again. It was the pregnancy of the second son, Bahorana. On
the day of his birth there was a great celebration when it was announced that the child was a boy. I was the
favorite wife. I was given many cows including some from the Queen Mother.
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At the end of the second year I sent liquor and asked to be given leave so I could go see after my property and
my rugo. I was granted permission after having been given many presents. So I went to my house, and all along
the route there were celebrations, though 1 did not want it. I had always wanted to go back to my house in Buliza.
The day I arrived there a crowd was assembled. To announce my arrival the Twa broke out into the chant of
joy\fn{Mpundu}. Then everyone came to salute me. Drink was brought for my retinue, for the young nobles and
for the chiefs and for the Twa.
That evening I did not want a party. I went to bed happy as a princess.
The next day the cows were paraded before me. It began around eight in the morning and lasted until three in
the afternoon. Presents kept coming in from everywhere because of the rejoicing over the birth of my second son.
Of course, I also gave away many cows. I was like a powerful Queen in my royal preserves. Yes, I, all alone,
could command what I wished. I was always esteemed because of my two sons.
*
A month later K. came. He spent two weeks at my house and then we left together for Buganza in the Territory
of Kibungu, to the colline Gasambya in order to see our royal cattle. He took me with him because I was
altogether favored by him.
Several days afterward we left for Gikaya. We were accompanied by many people and every time we moved
on we were accompanied by a greater number than before.
We spent three weeks at Gikaya always looking over the royal cattle and other cattle. Every day there was a
celebration.
Somewhat later on we went to Nyambuye and we continued to look at the herds of royal cattle and other cattle.
We spent a whole month at Nyambuye.
A little later we went to Mukaramye and it was always the same business of leading out the inyambo and the
inkuku.
After three weeks there we went to Buliza to the colline of Kwiraba to see his cows. We were two weeks there.
There were also inyambo there. Everywhere down there he had hundreds of cows.
Then we went to the colline Burega, also in Buliza, where we spent three weeks. There were no inyambo there.
Then we went to Banyanza, still in Buliza. Every day he received cows, but then he gave them away in his
turn. Then we returned to our house in my rugo.
*
He rested the whole day following our return, but then, once again, he sent out instructions to his herdsmen
who were in every part of Rwanda. At noon he rested to chat with the women and to drink. It was then that I
would receive liquor. He got presents from everywhere.
Around three o’clock he sought me out to rest and drink a little. Then we would go to bed and get up around
seven-thirty in the evening. Then he told me to fetch liquor so there could be a party.
Once, for a joke, I told him there was no liquor because he had refused to give me two cows he had just
received as a gift. I had just happened to take a fancy to them. He gave them to me and then there was really a
party! He gave away cows and everything went well.
Oh, it is of no use to try to measure our wealth or our very easy life! Since the party had lasted until morning
we just rested the following day. There were no parades of cows or other entertainments of the sort that were
usual wherever K. was.
The next day he was again busy with the inyambo and the ordinary cows, the inkuku. After the business with
the cows was done a message came from the Queen Mother with an urgent summons to Nyanza, and three days
later he went to Nyanza to take care of those of the Mwami’s affairs that were not being done during his absence.
He was at Nyanza several days and then he returned to Buliza to look after his cows and such things.
*
After two months he was again urgently recalled to Nyanza. He summoned my rival there and six months
afterwards she would be giving birth to a child in her house. But by a stroke of bad luck she had a daughter and K.
was very angry and had me summoned to Nyanza.
At the time I had a lot of peas and beans under cultivation. Later on I decided to go to Nyanza where I had to
stay a long time. K. called my rival and he slept between us. We both gave him milk and so on.
In the meantime I became pregnant and I wanted to return to my own house but he would not have it. Several
months later I gave birth at Cyaratsi at the house of Murindangabo to whom K. had given many cows. He swore
that “K. has given me so many cows there is no counting them.”
When my husband learned that I had brought a third son into the world he came and brought me many gifts.
He had met up with my rival who also sent me presents. We liked one another very much in spite of everything. It
was because we were both very rich that we were lacking in rivalry.
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My third son was named Rwiririza. I remember a big joke I shared with my rival once. We wondered whether
she might poison my children because she had no male child, but she said she would be unable to do so, that it
was a matter of divine will that had ordained that she have but half as much joy, and that, were she to do it, she
might expose all of K’s children to it.
One day K., who had never wanted even to see his daughters, called them all before him and began to look
upon them as his children because, as he said,
“Now I have children to take my place.”
The birth of sons had delighted everyone, even K’s enemies, and my relatives, and the great chief Bandana
Each time there was a child his friends, his relatives like the great chiefs Rwagataraka, Rwabusisi, and his sisters
and aunts like the Queen Mother Nyirayuhi and the Queen Kankazi, who was the mother of Mutara III, were all
delighted and thought of me as the only one of his wives that mattered.
So I was the joy of my family and even my rivals held me to be his true wife because it was I who had had
successors to the line.
*
I went back to Nyanza and stayed there a month . On my departure my husband gave me another cow. Back at
Buliza after a month had passed my son, Bahorana, died of pneumonia. This caused anguish among all the vassals
as well as to all the relatives. Many cows were brought to me as gifts because the ancient saying is, “When a
mother bears a child she is given presents and, also, when her child dies.” So that was the custom.
Two weeks later I again went to my husband. When I arrived there my rival’s family were very happy because
they thought that I would not have any more children and that the ones I had would die. I remember the father of
my rival saluted me with these words:
“Greetings to her who never has deaths!”
My husband was furious and he took twenty of his father-in-law's cows away from him and gave them to me.
My rival was very angry and so were her brothers.
*
A year went by and during this time my husband did not feel me to be his wife any more. Two months later
Mushakuzi had his son die also. He came to see me and I returned his salutation and it was a blow to him.
Sometime afterwards my husband asked him whether it was such a gay thing to lose a child. A short while later
my rival’s brother lost still another child. I was happy about it, of course.
About that time I asked for permission to go to my own home and see my family. I brought my brother a cow
as a congratulation present because he had just been named head of the family. My sister, M., who was also the
wife of a chief, also come to give him a cow in congratulation. In return he gave a cow to each of us. I returned to
Nyanza three or four days after Iragara.
I had become pregnant shortly after I had gone to Buliza. When I was six months along K. came to Buliza and
spent a month there before he returned to Nyanza. After I had had the child, a fourth son, the oracles would not
allow me to go to Nyanza, and I stayed at Buliza without going to Nyanza to show the child to its father until it
was eighteen months old. The diviners were unalterably opposed to my going sooner; this was so the child would
grow.
In the meantime K. came to us and what was very unhappy was that the diviners predicted the death of the
child after he had grown up and had several children. And you know that that is the way it happened, that he died
after having had a daughter and four sons as had been predicted.
No! Do not speak to me about diviners. They are terrible. We know about our future far in advance.
K. wanted our son to go to Nyanza but that was not possible before his initiation into the cult of Ryangombe. A
little later on he returned to Nyanza.
Then the terrible hatred between the Mwami Musinga and my husband began. But it was awful! The great
chief Bandora and the chief Gashamura of the Abatsobe were our enemies and did us terrible wrongs. But it was
of no use because we were so powerful.
One day our herdsmen fought with those of chief Gashamura and ours brought a case against the others before
the Mwami.
*
One day my husband, K., asked me to give him my younger sister M. in marriage. She had just left her
husband Mpetamacumu who was a chief. I had heard the news from my brothers—my father was dead. My
brothers were against it. They said,
“You might become enemies and there might be a rift between you in spite of the fact that you are sisters.”
After they refused I personally took the initiative and gave my sister to him because I did not want to oppose
my husband’s desires when it was a matter of our love for one another. We, that is, K. and I, sent a cow to my
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brothers to inform them that we had stolen from them in marrying my sister without their consent. It was Mutara
who took them the cow. He gave the cow to my uncle Ndirima and to my brother Rugagi.
They gave their consent and asked for the official marriage payment. My husband agreed and gave it to them.
We were then two sisters who were wives of the same husband. We slept on the same bed with our husband.
K. spent several months with us and then left for the court at Nyanza. After he was at the Mwami’s he asked
me to send my sister to him to become his wife. I got everything ready for the marriage as if I were her mother. I
gave her a beautiful heifer as a present and I accompanied her. We were carried in litters as far as Ruyinzi, then
the next day I came back to my rugo and she continued on to Nyanza to rejoin our husband.
I want to note that there was no ill feeling between us. We liked each other very much and found it amusing to
be in the position of rivals. She passed many years at Nyanza with K.
At that time K. was building his rugo at Maza and he was staying at the house of Mushigojisho. After the rugo
at Maza in Busanza-Nord was finished I was summoned by my husband to come and help my sister who was
pregnant. She had a daughter who died three days afterward.
After helping her for three months my husband permitted me to return to my rugo and he gave me a cow in
acknowledgment of what I had done, and my sister gave me another, and I took the road back. My sister had
already become the real wife and had replaced my first rival who had died during the coughing epidemic. This
was all under the reign of Musinga. My sister had two other children later on, a boy who was to die later at the
Groupe Scolaire and a daughter, Mukamudenge, who is today the wife of chief Ruhorahoza of Bugesera. Then I
was back home and after that whenever I wanted to send anything to my husband it was always done through my
sister.
*
At a later date when my sister was at my house a group of Abatsobe came to attack us. It was Gashamura who
was responsible. There were many people at our house whom he put to flight. When my husband went to tell
about it at the court, the Queen Mother decreed that if any of the Abatsobe killed a child of K’s or harmed one of
his wives, all the Abatsobe would die and not one be spared.
Hatred between the Mwami and my husband had grown to terrible proportions. Of course the Queen Mother
tried to act for my husband but the hatred continued to grow and the future looked black. There was the Mwami’s
party and it was set against K’s party.
The real source of the hatred was a man whom K. had made rich but who did not want to obey K. any more
and who, therefore, made accusations against him to the Mwami all the time The day came when my husband sent
me along with many of his men to go to this man’s colline and conquer it.
I went with a large party of men and I was head of the army, and we fought against the whole colline and
conquered the sous-chef. That attack is a matter of history and it is known in the books under Igitero no.
1\fn{Military expedition} of M.
When Rwagaju was vanquished along with all of his men and all his property taken away from him, he took
his complaint to the Mwami at the court. The Queen Mother summoned K. who said that he knew nothing about
any fighting. He was told his own wife had been there. K. said that perhaps she had gone to supervise cultivation
and had been attacked by Rwagaju.
“It would be completely understandable,” said K., “that my vassals would have come to my wife’s aid, if her
life were endangered.”
The Queen Mother sent an emissary with three vassals and Rwagaju, himself, to ask me about it. I offered
them liquor and the Queen Mother’s vassals then said,
“I have been sent to ask you why you destroyed the house of Rwagaju here without first receiving the
permission of the Court?” I asked him who had said I had done so, and he replied,
“Rwagaju.”
Rwagaju then added that it was my igitero that had destroyed his property and almost killed him. I then asked
him if I, myself, had fought, and he said,
“No, but you were the umugaba.”\fn{General} I asked him if the colline Murambi had really belonged to him,
Rwagaju, and he said,
“Yes.” I then told the special envoy of the royal court,
“Hear this! I have been at Buliza for a long time. I know that the colline Murambi belongs to my husband; it is
for him that all the people there perform corvées.” I said to Rwagaju,
“Let us see whether the colline belongs to you or to K.” Then I told the envoy of the court to go and see the
remains of his rugo.
“If we destroyed your rugo, there must still be some trace of it left, and, if that is the case, the court will punish
us for it.”
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Of course, I was quite certain that would be impossible, because my men had torn out everything and had
planted beans and other things and had cultivated there, and everything had grown tall by then. They went to look
at the spot early in the morning and found nothing there. The accuser searched and searched to find any trace of
the rugo, but in vain. Everything had been well planned. Not a trace of that fine rugo remained, so the search
came to nothing.
They came back to my house. The special envoy of the court made an inquiry on the colline to find out
whether Rwagaju had had a rugo there, and the inhabitants swore that he had never lived there. The envoy of the
court reported to me about what he had found out and it was all as I have told it.
The next day I gave the gift of a heifer to the envoy of the court and he returned to the court. Of course, he
concealed the gift heifer. He reported to the court what he had investigated and what he had found out. He said
that the rugo had never existed and then the court awarded the colline Murambi to us and ruled that Rwagaju had
lied.
*
After that K. was very pleased with me and promised that he would come and see me and thank me, which he
did with great ceremony. He had to wait outside the rugo so that the preparations to receive him could be
completed, so I and my women of honor could don our ceremonial clothes. Then he came in and greeted me first,
and then my women of honor, and then he drank milk.
Immediately afterwards a great number of young men entered and found liquor waiting for them. They drank a
great deal. They arrived about nine in the morning and they drank until about three or four in the afternoon.
I should note that my husband never drank during the day, but he certainly drank at night. Finally, I had a few
minutes respite and could make the necessary preparations for the evening party—every evening there was a party
at our house. Then all the liquor was made ready for a party that would last until morning.
That day he gave me time to make my preparations. I had the fire lighted with wood from the Territory of
Kibuye in the chefferie of Budaha from a certain man named Seruhaga. The wood was called ibyakaka\fn{That
which burns quickly}. Then I chose pretty girls and we got our pipes and tobacco so we could make use of them
during the songs and so on.
I should note that I had already sent food, liquor, milk and butter to the quarters of the Intore and the other
nobles of the retinue. Then the party began.
First there was drinking and conversation, serious at moments. After that there was singing and autopanegyrics
and then the famous song Rutayoberana.
Then Nyirinkwaya gave me a cow in thanks for the party. K. gave me another. My women of honor asked me
for them and I granted the request. The party lasted into the morning. We went to bed about eight in the morning
and got up about five in the afternoon. Then we washed and went out to see the Abahungu\fn{Those who have been at
the court}, usually referring to boys.
That evening K. questioned me about the affair of Rwagaju. There was a small party for about two hours and
then everyone left at about ten o’clock.
The next day went the same way. During the day they did nothing but play igisoro every day until noon. In the
afternoon they went to bed until five. Then there was a party.
Later on I gave the colline to a certain Mushi, a Munyiginya of the Abainanuka. He became a true sous-chef
whom no one could trifle with. I gave him twenty cows and more after that and I made him very rich and comforttable.
*
Two months later K. sent me word that we were going to go together to Kinyaga. After his arrival at our house
we spent two weeks making preparations and we left the third week, leaving the children at Buliza. On the trip we
never made more than ten kilometers a day and sometimes only three or four. We were more than three weeks en
route from Buliza to the Territory of Shangugu. We arrived at his rugo on the colline of Nyamugari around the
end of the fourth week. We had spent a whole month being fêted.
After our trip the triumphal celebrations went on with cows, presents and so on. My son Rutaremara, who was
to be chef at Busanza-Nord in Bufundu after he finished his studies at the Groupe Scolaire, was a child of about
two. K. returned and spent about two weeks at my house in Buliza. He came back to Buliza again two months
later. That is when we began to quarrel and divorced one another.
*
I went home to Shyanda, to the house of my brother, Rugagi. I was there a month when Ruhonoka, a Tutsi of
the Abega of the Abakafana came to ask to marry me. I did not leave there right away because my sister had just
been married to Nyamuriga—my sister’s name was Mukarugambwa—of the colline Mukoni in Bufundu. When I
returned from that I found that Ruhonoka had made the marriage payment of a cow, and I left half a month after 13

wards.
There were full ceremonies, just as if I had been a girl.\fn{ I.e., an unmarried female:H} I was on his colline of Mugombwa in the chefferie of Mvejuru. We spent some time at Mugombwa and then he preceded me to Ruteme
where he had another rugo to show me.
He had just been given two sous-chefferies. In that rugo I became pregnant and later on had a boy who died.
He showed me all his cows and gave me all his property as was the custom. He had five herds of cows, that is to
say about 300 cows, so I was no less prosperous than before.
The boy who died was named Rudahindgara. He died when he was a year and a half and I was once again
pregnant.
I was two months along. I had another son named Rudatsikira, who also died when he was older. A short while
later I became pregnant again and had my daughter here, Nyiramugwera (no. 15). She was born the second month
after Gakwege.\fn{The famine named Gakwege of 1924-1925 } I was always at Ruteme two months after my arrival at
Mugombwa.
*
K., my first husband, came after me. Because I was just as well off with Ruhonoka I did want to leave him, but
that was the custom. I returned to him because of my first-born. By that I mean to say that K. sent him to me with
a little bow he placed on my lap.
I left my second husband immediately without any formality and I went to K. who gave me his rugo Karama
in the sous-chefferie of Mulire in Busanza-Sud. It was there I established my new residence. Later he brought me
to the ancient colline of Gikirambwa. It is close to the border of Astrida and Nyanza Territories and is the site of
the Mission of Kiruhura today. He gave me three herds of cows. The people of the colline came to work for me
since I was really a female sous-chef. I spent many years there. Then he gave the sous-chefferie Binaga in Buliza
to my eldest, Ruhongeka. I went with him and we spent many years there.
*
Then K. had a misunderstanding with his son, Ruhongeka. He left us. We went to Gazange, where he gave my
son a sous-chefferie. We spent three years there. Then K. gave him the sous-chefferie of Bihana, and there my son
built a place for me and we spent several years there.
My son, Ruhongeka, had two sons and two daughters. Their names were Rutaremara, Rwaliriza, Urulysa and
Baziliza. He made such serious accusations against his father to the Mwami Mutara III that the latter dismissed
him from office. In order to egg him on to take such an action the Mwami bribed him with the sous-chefferie of
Kigoma and made him a chef. But within a year he, too, was removed from office. That was the way he was
tricked into accusing his father. I know all this because the Mwami told the two chiefs Buzizi and Mukarage, who
were both of the Abasyete and descendents of the Mutwa, Buskycte. I stayed on with him, but I was never happy.
Before all that I had asked K. to come see me and had told him,
“Be on your guard because my son is going to make accusations against you and you will soon be dismissed
from office.” Also, time and time again I had warned my son about making accusations against his father.
At the time he too was dismissed, my son, Rutaremara, had just been named a chief. Ruhongeka just missed
getting him dismissed also. A month after he was named a chief the Mwami Mutara had wanted the Batwa to
dance. Ruhongeka stole the costumes of the Intore so that Rutaremara would not be able to put on a presentable
dance. He stole the costumes and he hid them.
Rutaremara called me and we had a family council and we decided that Ruhongeka should never again set foot
in the house of his younger brother. In spite of everything, however, the Intore had danced very well, and thanks
to my intervention with the Mwami the plan came to nothing. I explained to the Mwami that Ruhongeka, who had
got his father dismissed, wanted his younger brother to suffer the same fate.
At this time my son, Rutaremara, took me in his charge. He took advantage of the fact that Brother Secundien
did not get along with the Mwami and got him to intervene to get him a post farther away from the Mwami of
whom he was very afraid. It worked out. He was named chief of Bufundu. That was after the great chief Se mugeshi was removed from office.\fn{1943} My son, who was married, let his wife go back to her home and the
rest of us went to Bufundu. We stayed there together at the house of a certain Gikatirane.
The Administration ordered my son to take over Semugeshi’s house, so he could have a house of durable materials in which to keep the taxes that would be coming in. At that time my son’s wife bore their first son, Emmanuel. Later on my son moved to Cyanika near Gikongoro.
*
There was at that time a terrible famine in Rwanda. My son could get no rest but went from one place to the
other searching for provisions and plants and so on in order to help his people. He was a very resourceful young
man and he was beloved by his own men; and the whole chefferie liked him very much.
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After the famine he built a place for me at Gasarenda where I passed six years. Chief Rutaremara had just
made his residence at Gikongoro after transferring the sous-chef Rugemintwaza to Kinyamakara.
It was a time of games. The football championship went on all over Rwanda, and the championship team was
always that of my son, Rutaremara. The name of the team was the Amagaju\fn{ The reddish ones}—that had been the
nickname of the wives of Rwabugiri. There at Gasarenda I was very well off; it was as if I was at my husband’s.
After the seventh year there the division of the cattle took place. My son was afraid that I would be alone with out vassals and he built me a very fine house at Cyanika. He died after that and a few days later K., who had just
been granted the Mwami’s pardon, died.
I want particularly to say that all the time I spent with my son everything was fine. He showed himself to be a
dignified well brought-up son. He was much afraid of great personages, and it was thanks to him that his father
had a happy life after his return from exile at Nyamata.
During the whole period I spent in Bufundu and in the times inbetween at Rubona where I also had a rugo that
had been built by my son, I was well. Not, of course, the way I was when I was young, but still really quite well
off. And my son, in his turn was held to be the greatest chief in all Rwanda. For me it was the greatest honor when
I heard that he was held to be like his father in his day.
*
But, alas, my days of glory ended and all my joy was to end with the evil fate in store for me!
After my son’s death I sold my house to a Bufundu trader called Mukwiye, Polepole. A short time afterwards I
bought a house at Cyarwa for 20,000 francs.
Soon thereafter everything changed and beginning with the month of July the members of APROSOMA\fn{Association Pour la Promotion Sociale de la Masse } came and attacked me and demanded that I make it rain—that
I let the rain out of the igisabo, the big gourd churn where I kept it. The igisabo was from the days of K. long ago.
I asked the Administrator to give me some policemen to protect me.
Later on it became impossible for me to go on living there always fearing attack. I had to sell my house for
20,000 francs, although I did not want to, and I came and installed myself here in the Belgian town.
First I had a little house in which I almost died of the cold.
The happenings that have bloodied our land broke out soon after I settled here and I have been forced to forget
all the comforts I once had and made to put up with this poverty. Now always I am afraid that, if there is the
slightest drought, the Hutu will say that I am withholding the rain that K. has left to me. After that little house that
did not suit me at all I had to rent another, this one, at 200 francs a month.
You can understand very well that with the resources I now have I cannot count for long on being able to hold
off the misery providence has in store for me. I have in my care my poor daughter and her three children. I do not
know what to do because I have nothing to hope for. Only God can change the situation in Rwanda.
Before, I could always count on help from my relatives who were very rich and well-esteemed in Rwanda.
But now it is impossible to count on anyone, no matter who, because even for the Mwami of Rwanda, the father of all men, it is not well in his own land.
285.115 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Ruhara (c.1890-after 1959)} Kanyinya, Gakenke District, Northern
Province (M) 4
Our line goes back to that of Kigwe who came down from heaven and was the father of the Tutsi. Our ancestor
accompanied Kigwe on his descent from heaven.
I was born at Kanyinya during the famine of Ruyaga.\fn{ 1902-1903} It was in the reign of Kigeri IV Rwabugiri.
When I was born my father was away. He was with the Mwami, because we are Twa of the Court and have been
so from long ago.
I am the only living member of my family. My mother had only two children, a girl who is dead, and me, the
only one left. On the colline Kanyinya there were many Twa and there are up to this time. The colline was given
to our ancestors by Rwoogera, Mwami of Rwanda many years ago.
I was brought up like all other Twa children, without many comforts, that is, but well off because we were of
the Court of the Mwami Musinga and he gave my father cows. We were then well-to-do. We drank plenty of milk
and it was fine life.
As children we played games like shooting bows and arrows, and we threw all sorts of things at one another
and tried to dodge them. My father had a large rugo inside of which there were two houses which was different
from what the humbler Twa possessed. We had fields and a large pasture on the colline of Nyabyondo which was
all pasture land. Our pasturage went as the river Nyabarongo. So we were well off, as much so as other well-to-do
persons in those days, and, furthermore, we enjoyed great favor at Court which again meant that we were very
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prosperous. We never wanted to live away from the Court, and that was why from my childhood on I joined my
father there.
My father came to fetch me and when we reached Nyanza he told the Mwami,
“I am old and must rest, but here is my replacement.”
After that my father came whenever he wished for short stays at the Court. I should tell you that my father was
chief of the Twa and all the Twa were under his command. He gave me a man to carry out my orders and whose
duty was to take care of my food. A house was built for me. Then I could pay court to the Mwami.
I ought to tell you here that Harerinka was the son of my paternal uncle. The Twa in my service was replaced
by another one every two or three months.
At that time I was enrolled in the Itorero named Indengabaganizi\fn{Those who surpass their brothers, the leaders }.
The chief of our Itorero was Segicondo, the husband of the maternal aunt of Mutara III, Kabanyana. In that
Itorero there were only three Twa, Byinbwa, Ruhinyayura, and I. There were many Tutsi. Among the children of
great nobles in Indengabaganizi were Kayondo and Rubsisi, who later became great chiefs.
*
This is what our day was like in the Itorero. We went to Gatsintsino below the Mission at Save about nine in
the morning. It was the traditional place of the Itorero. We arrived there and while we waited for everyone to
assemble we engaged in the sport of shooting at very small targets.
When Segicondo appeared the signal for starting was given, the Npore, and we began to dance immediately.
Segicondo was under the orders of the great chief Ruhararamanzi, who was the younger brother of Mungalurire,
who is one of the chiefs of UNAR\fn{Union Nationale Rwandaise} in flight at the present time.
After dancing about an hour we went back to our quarters to go pay court to the Mwami. When we arrived
there we sometimes found the Mwami absent or in the rear enclosure. Then we would wait in the courtyard where
there would be very important personages waiting, too. Then fire was made in the main house. We kept on waiting outside.
Then the Mwami came and had us come inside the house; drinks were brought, a pot for the Tutsi and another
for the Twa men and women dancers. The troop of the Twa women was called Imparara, which comes from the
word guharara, “to love at first sight”. Then the Twa danced in their turn and then the Tutsi intore, Indengabaganizi and Iziruguni\fn{Those from above}. The latter began by reciting their panegyrics and each one of them told
of great deeds. Those who could sing, sang, and all this went on such a long time that sometimes we stayed there
until three o’clock in the morning, until the cock-crow called inkoko zibika. Then we went to our quarters,
although some of us stayed with the Mwami to keep watch, as did some of the Tutsi intore.
In the morning we left to go and wash ourselves and get what we needed at our lodgings. The itorero then
awaited the rising of the Mwami to tell him good-day. This was also the time the great chiefs, Bushana, Nkwaya,
Rwidegembya, Kanuda, Rwangeyo, Kabare\fn{ Kabare was one of the most important figures in recent Rwandan history. It was
he and his sister, the Queen Mother, Nyirayuhi Kanjogera, both of the Abega patrician, who were responsible for the death of Rwabugiri’s
chosen successor, Rutarindwa, and for placing Kanjogera’s son Musinga on the throne in 1897. Kabare continued to play an all-important
and utterly ruthless role in Rwandan politics throughout Musinga’s reign} all came to salute his majesty.

The great chiefs also had Twa and nobles to guard them and carry them in litters. The chiefs had to wait there
about an hour before they returned to their lodgings and then they came back about three o’clock to shoot bows
and arrows with the Mwami and to pay court to him.
I should mention the fact that the Hutu itorero named Itarindwa,\fn{Those who cannot}, came to take part in the
archery games. There was a certain Hutu among them named Kiganadekwe who knew how to shoot better than
anyone else. I also remember the name of Shabwega, who shot very well, also Ndaboneza. They were vassals of
the Court as we were and they had more cows than we had.
*
Meanwhile a certain Ndungutse installed himself at Burenga and declared himself to be a Mwami. A German,
Bwana Razina,\fn{Lt. Gudowius} told Mwami Musinga,
“Look, Musinga, there is a man who has declared himself Mwami. I wish to attack him. Give me troops!”
The Mwami agreed and the Iziruguru, Indengabaganizi, Uruyange and Abashakamba were sent to Burenga.
We left Nyanza in the morning and we got to Kigali that evening. The next day we all joined up at Rutare
about 50 kilometers from Kigali on the way to Biumba. Bwana Razina was there with twelve soldiers.
The next day we went to the attack but Ndungutse was not to be found. A certain Rugigana, son of the great
chief Bandora, had been killed by the Hutu. He had gone back to his house to show that he was brave. We
returned to Nyanza to report the mysterious disappearance of Ndungutse.
I then took leave of absence from his Majesty so that I might be married. It was then the Germans who
governed our country.\fn{This was before World War I, when the Germans governed Tanganyika (now part of Tanzania) as well:H }
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My father no longer lived at Buriza but in the chefferie of Mayaga and the sous-chefferie of Mugina where
Musinga had given him a very large holding including pasturelands.
I married Nyiranbaimpundu. We separated after we had a child named Muvakure, who, right at this moment is
in Uganda.
The Germans were the masters in our Rwanda and got along well with the Mwami. When the Mwani said
anything, they agreed with him, and when they proposed something that did not seem good to him, Musinga
rejected it.
*
We were staying at Nyanza, and the day we learned that war had been declared our Mwami created an army
called Indugaruga to fight under the command of Tembasi.\fn{Capt. Wintgens} This army of Musinga’s had guns
and other new things. There were two Twa buglers, Rukebangabo and Rwakayiru. There were many Tutsi and a
number of Hutu among whom were Bizuru and Rwagacuzi.
The Belgians had already attacked the Territory of Ruhengeri at Mulira. Tembasi sent the army Indugaruga
into battle but they were quickly conquered and returned to Nyanza.
One day about nine in the morning we were at Gacu in the chefferie of Kabasari. Gunshots were heard all
around. Bwana Hene had ibombobombo.\fn{Machine guns} A gun of the name Rutara Mugabo of the Belgians
shattered stones under the feet of everyone, so he retreated and left his position.
Bwana Tembasi went to the Mwami and told him,
“I want to place my guns here in order to fight for you.” But Musinga absolutely refused that and said,
“I do not want war near me. I will give you the corps Indugaruga and you can go fight somewhere else and
they will accompany you.”
The Germans went away. Around three o’clock the Belgians arrived at the Court. There were guns firing all
around. The soldiers killed Segore and Rwamiheto, both Tutsi, at Nyanza at the very house of the Mwami.
That day was full of terrible panic. We were frightened to death. When the Belgians arrived at the Court the
Mwami gave them cows and goats, all that they might need for food. They stayed at Nyanza. It was the highest
ranking of them who stayed there.
*
The Belgians became friends of Musinga. They became accustomed to Rwanda, and the Mwami told us he got
along well with them. It was about five years before misunderstandings arose, and I do not know why there was
such a sharp changeabout.
It was during the famine called Gakwege\fn{ 1924-1925} that I married Kankebya, the wife I have today. We
have two children living and seven who died. Musinga and Kayondo had just given me property in the sous-chefferie Giseke where I was living. I have never ceased being a vassal of the Mwami up to this very day.
One morning we saw many soldiers at Nyanza. All the chiefs had been called to Kigali.
It was a coup of the Belgian administration. The chiefs had been tricked into going to festivities at Kigali. Only
chief Nturo, the father of chief Bwanakweri had stayed behind. There was a Belgian of the name of Hajabanda.
That was his nickname which means “it is the children who have come.” They stayed at the office of the Territory
all day and all that night.
The next day we were at Court and the Belgians seized our Mwami.\fn{ 1931} Chief Nturo was in a state of
shock and stayed in his house at Nyanza to make arrangements about the Mwami’s property.
I was very ill. I left with Musinga. Chief Nturo and the Belgians proceeded with the enthronement of Mutara
Rudahigwa. Musinga was taken to Kamembe near Shangugu.
Then there was great terror in the country, we bewailed Musinga so. But the Belgians prevented trouble by
gathering all the chiefs at Kigali on the pretext of festivities. So Mutara III was enthroned and was the friend of
the Belgians, though he was not yet a Catholic.
After my sickness was cured I returned to Kamembe to see Musinga and I lived there four months. I left with
the Twa, Kabira, Rwamirego and Kabango. There were four of us.
We found about twenty people with Musinga. We were warmly welcomed. Many of the notables of Rwanda
came to pay court to Musinga. Everything was all right, but the beating of the royal drums was missing.
One day Musinga commanded us four Twa to go all over Rwanda with letters for many chiefs. We were to
bring back their replies. When we were all ready to return with their answers we learned that Musinga had been
deported to the Congo, so we decided to give what we had to Mutara. We had no news of Musinga. We did not
even know where he had been taken. We knew absolutely nothing.
Along with the messages we had from various places in Rwanda we also had 6,000 francs which some of the
chiefs had sent to the Mwami to help him. That shows clearly how much the Rwanda loved Musinga.
*
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From that time on I stayed with Mutara returning to my home at Giseke from time to time to cultivate. From
that day on I was ordered by Mutara to join the troop of Twa dancers called Ishyaka which was directed by
Butera, a Tutsi chief of dancers. I spent three years with the Ishyaka but then I had pains all over, especially in my
legs and feet, so one time when the Mwami came to see us he allowed me to leave the troop of itorero.
Ubuhake\fn{Vassalage} had educated me well. I took part in the night watches of the Court. I was with the great
chiefs as well as the humble vassals of the Court. Because of all that I acquired much knowledge about all past
reigns and about the reign of Mutara also.
We witnessed great changes. We have been in night watch parties with present-day évolués—something altogether different from ancient times. Although I left the itorero, I did not stop being a vassal of the Court. Each day
I went to Nyanza, gukoma mu mashi,\fn{To clap my hands} that is to pay homage, and then I returned to my own
house.
I should tell you that at the Court we lived in a community of love with the young Twa women of whom there
were many. There were always younger and older Twa women and for us men it was just fine. In our leisure hours
our favorite thing was to play with the girls and the women. Especially in Musinga’s time there were many of
them at the Court, but under the changes of Mutara’s reign that began to be less and less so, although it was not
stopped and we were not completely deprived of that customary kind of community life of the vassals of the
Court.
*
Then suddenly the famine Ruzagayura\fn{ 1943-1944} came to Rwanda and most of Rwanda suffered from it.
Many people streamed into Nyanza. The Mwami went out hunting almost every day to kill animals whose meat
could feed the victims of the famine.
One day chief Gashugi\fn{Chief Gashugi had been chief of Buhanga-Ndara in the Territory of Astrida for over twenty years. He
was a Tutsi chief of the old school. In 1960 he was tried and sentenced to eight years imprisonment for his involvement in acts of arson, pillage and command of raiding parties against Hutu. In the revolutionary events of this region of Rwanda the name of Gashugi played almost
the same role for the Hutu as that of Gitera for the Tutsi. It was the devil name of the enemy and acts of violence were committed on the
grounds that either Gashugi or Gitera and their respective followers had to be opposed and forestalled } came to Nyanza. I had heard

that his chefferie had not been struck by the famine and I asked him to take me into his chefferie. Gashugi then
gave me a letter and I took it to Gahene, Gérard, his younger brother who was a sous-chef there.
He did well by me and I was put up at Gashugi’s and then several days afterwards he let me go and get my
whole family.
Gashugi helped me greatly. He gave me twenty kilos of beans and twenty of sorgho whenever my supplies
were to run out; and he gave me a sweet potato field. And I wanted to cultivate another field of sweet potatoes and
plant some from the first field there and I was allowed to. Then whenever the first field gave out the other pota toes were sufficient. I also discovered some good clay for pots. My welfare was assured.
When I saw that everything was going well there for myself and for my family, I asked Gashugi for a holding
and settled on it with my family. I still continued to go to Nyanza to pay court in spite of resettling here. Every
time I could I went to the Mwami.
The famine was over. I was as often at the Mwami’s as at Gashugi’s, and Gashugi had given me much help. He
sent me to the Mwami often with letters or messages.
Here at Gisagara I had two boys who died, but I have not left here because my family had a good livelihood as
far as food goes. I busied myself with cultivating and my wife made pots. That made life easy for us and I could
go to the Mwami whenever I wished.
*
One day when I was in Nyanza the Mwami Mutara went to Kigali and we were all worried because there were
rumors that he had been killed. The Mwami returned to Nyanza and I stayed on there two days. Monseigneur\fn
{Msgr. Perraudin} came from Kabgayi and said to the Mwami,
“Come, let us go to the festivities in Usumbura.”
The Mwami went with him. He had no sickness of any kind.
After arriving in Usumbura he died. We saw the corpse brought back to Rwanda. We do not know what caused
his death.
The day of his burial the Europeans wanted to give the crown to one of their brothers, perhaps to Monseigneur.
The inhabitants of Rwanda were against it and Kigeri V was enthroned.
Troubles have kept Kigeri from ruling. Before the official enthronement Save beat drums and attacked men
and burned houses and killed men. Chiefs were arrested, among them my protector, Gashugi—and many others.
We know no more about this than we do about the death of the Mwami; but I think that his death and this war had
a common cause.
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So we Twa are pursued unjustly and many of us are in prison because we were devoted to the Mwami. I, my self, no longer sleep. I expect attack or imprisonment at any moment.
During the war in November I was at Nyanza where Gashugi was too. We had gone to make preparations for
the enthronement of the Mwami and we then found that Nyanza was alerted for trouble. I went to Buhanga and
stayed there during the period of the troubles.
Now I am back home and am waiting for the outcome of the case the Mwami has placed before the United Na tions. When he wins it, we shall again live in peace.
159b.129 Sakindi\fn{by Clément Gakanisha (1895-after 1954)} Rwanda (M) 2
1. Un homme nommé Sakindi a vécu longtemps au camp, y restant de nombreuses années au service de la
cour. — En effet, les anciens allaient souvent au camp sans jamais rentrer chez eux. Et même celui qui quittait une
nouvelle épouse en la laissant enceinte trouvait son enfant établi. Autrefois donc, pour ceux qui étaient au camp,
c’est ainsi que les choses se passaient: y traînaient ceux qui n’avaient personne pour les relayer, qui n’avaient pas
de frères ou cousins, qui n’avaient pas de proches parents.
2. Le nommé Sakindi va donc au camp, y traîne longtemps, après avoir quitté sa femme enceinte. Un jour elle
accouche, elle accouche d’une fille. Cette fille est élevée et grandit. Quand elle approche de la puberté, elle
demande: «Où est papa?» On lui répond: «Ton père est allé au camp, c’est là qu’il se trouve. Comme il n’a
personne pour le relayer, il doit bien y rester.»
3. La fille continue de l’attendre en vain. Un jour, dès que ses seins commencent à croître, elle se rend droit
chez les forgerons. Les forgerons, elle les implore, ils lui extraient les seins, complètement. Quand l’emplacement
des seins s’est cicatrisé, elle a donc la poitrine comme celle des garçons. Elle poursuit son existence, apprend à
sauter, apprend à tirer à la cible, apprend à bander l’arc, apprend à jeter la lance, elle poursuit son existence parmi
les vaches de son père. Comme elle grandit, elle grandit donc à la garçonne: il n’y avait pas de garçon pour
chasser mieux qu’elle, il n’y avait pas de garçon pour sauter mieux qu’elle, il n’y avait pas de garçon pour lui être
supérieur sur quelque point que ce soit dans les activités masculines.
4. Elle agit ainsi. Un jour, elle accompagne les vivres que l’on porte pour son père au camp. Arrivée à la cour,
au gite de son père, elle va lui dire: «Écoute donc! Je suis ton enfant et, depuis ma naissance, je n’ai pas eu
l’occasion de te voir, et toi non plus tu ne me connais pas. Or j’ai beaucoup souffert de ce que tu étais ici au camp
et que tu restais dans ce camp faute de remplaçant, tandis que les autres étaient relayés et rentraient chez eux.
Moi, je suis venu pour te relayer: présente-moi au roi et installe-moi au camp, que j’aille parmi les autres gars,
que j’aille parmi les autres chefs; enfin, que je prenne ta place au camp et que toi tu rentres, sans plus, que toi tu
rentres, que tu ailles chez toi, que tu restes assis chez toi à jouir de tes biens, et moi j’accomplirai le service pour
toi.»
5. Cette fille donc, c’est elle qui s’appelait Sakindi, à son tour donc. Son père donc ayant vu cela, voyant que
cette fois il a trouvé un aide, l’emmène aussitôt, l’emmène à la cour et le présente au roi en disant: «Voici mon
enfant qui est venu me relayer au camp; il me remplace dans mon gîte, il prend ma place où j’étais; garde-le avec
toi, sans plus, moi je rentre et je prends congé.»
6. Le roi le congédie en ces termes: «C’est tout, puisque j’ai quelqu’un qui te remplace. Y a-t-il encore autre
chose?» Alors le père rentre tout droit, il se rend paisiblement chez lui, jouit de ses vaches, poursuit son existence.
La fille poursuit done son existence de son côté, elle vit parmi les autres garçons; on vise la cible et elle les bat, on
saute et elle les bat. Cela continue de même dans les activités masculines. Bref, quand ils vont tirer à la cible, elle
les bat; quand ils vont à la chasse, elle les bat. Ainsi donc, de la sorte, Sakindi finit par devenir très brave parmi
les autres garçons de sa génération, qui ont le même âge qu’elle; elle les bat de loin.
7. Un jour, longtemps après, les autres garçons se rendent à la veillée. De temps en temps ils sortent et vont
uriner. Pour sa part, quand elle va uriner, elle va se cacher d’eux et s’eloigne pour qu’ils ne la voient pas. Un jour
—les gens savent bien épier—on l’épie pendant longtemps, on l’épie en se demandant: «Cette personne, ce
Sakindi qui vit avec nous, est-ce bien un garçon, ou ne serait-ce par hasard pas une fille?» Un jour, l’un d’eux les
quitte pour l’épier et la voir uriner. L’ayant attentivement surveillée, il la regarde et constate que c’est bien une
fille, de manière évidente. Quand il a fini de s’en assurer, il va appeler le roi, le prend à part, se met à l’écart avec
lui et lui dit: «Sais-tu bien que Sakindi, que tu connais au camp où nous vivons ensemble, dont tu sais comme il
nous bat à la chasse, dont tu sais comme il nous bat au saut et dont tu sais comme il nous bat au tir à la cible, eh
bien, tout cela, il le fait en étant fille?»
8. L’autre dit: «Tu mens, ce n’est certainement pas une fille. Une personne de cette espèce, un garçon parmi les
autres, et de plus brave au point qu’aucun gars ne le batte aux éloges! Il n’y a personne qui le batte dans une
activité masculine. Vraiment, à quel point de vue celui-là est-il une fille? Sachez-le, si je constate que c’est un
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garçon, je te condamne à mort et les vaches de ta famille seront confisquées. Si par contre je constate que c’est
une fille, tu auras montré que tu sais épier, tu auras vraiment épié la vérité pour moi.»
9. L’autre répond: «A ton tour, tu n’as qu’a observer par toimême.» Ils passent tranquillement la nuit, ils la
passent en veillée. Le lendemain matin, ils sont dans leurs gîtes, et le roi convoque Sakindi. Il le prend à part chez
lui, dans son enclos, et dit: «Écoute donc, Sakindi, je te demande de répondre à la question que je me permets de
te poser et de plus, si tu le sais, de me répondre sincèrement.» Il le prend à part chez lui, dans la maison
principale, et l’interroge en ces termes: «Je te pose la question: es-tu un garçon ou es-tu une fille?»
10. L’autre répond: «Pourquoi donc me demandes-tu cela? Comme je n’ai pas démérité au camp et que je n’ai
pas démérité lors de la campagne des gars et qu’il n’y a rien de pareil à l’activité féminine que tu m’aies vu faire,
quelle est la raison pour laquelle tu me demandes cela, tu dis que je suis une fille? Est-ce pour avoir vu que j’ai
peu de valeur?» L’autre dit: «Non, ce n’est pas pour cela que je t’interroge. Je te pose une question, telle que je la
pose, et désire que pour ta part tu me répondes ce qui est. Dismoi si tu es un garçon, que je le sache, ou si tu es
une fille, que je le sache!» Il repond: « Je suis un garçon.»
11. Poursuivant dans le même sens, le roi dit: «Écoute, pour me rassurer, je serai rassuré si tu te vêts de vérité
devant moi. Je ne te demande pas de te mettre à nu, mais bien te vêtir de vérité, que je voie.» Ils sont à l’écart, elle
lui répond: «Écoute donc à présent: ici où nous sommes, peut-être d’autres personnes l’entendentelles aussi.
Écarte tout le monde, que nous soyons isolés, et je te parlerai.» Il écarte les gens et ils restent seuls dans la
maison.
12. Elle dit: «Écoute donc! A ma naissance, je suis née fille. Quand je suis née dans l’enclos de mon père, il se
faisait qu’il n’y était pas. Je suis devenue une fillette. Un jour, j’ai approché de la puberté et il se faisait que mon
père n’était pas là. Quand j’ai demandé où mon père était allé, on m’a dit qu’il était au camp, au service de la
cour. J’y ai réfléchi et j’ai pensé qu’il souffrait depuis longtemps, et moi aussi cela me faisait souffrir. Je suis allée
chez des forgerons et ils m’ont ôté les seins. Je suis réellement une fille. On m’a ôté les seins, j’ai appris à sauter,
j’ai appris à titer à la cible, j’ai appris à aller à la chasse, j’ai appris à … ce sont les activités auxquelles se livrent
les garçons que j’ai apprises. J’ai souffert pour mon père parce qu’il était au camp sans avoir personne pour le
relayer, qu’il n’avait pas une vie décente. C’est cela qui m’a amenée, je suis venue malgré tout; je suis une fille,
mais je suis donc venue remplacer mon père au camp. Je suis venue te le dire, il n’y a personne d’autre qui le
savait, je te l’ai dit parce que tu me l’as demandé.»
13. «C’est bien, dit-il, je te remercie beaucoup de me l’avoir avoué, de m’avoir dit ces choses, et aussi de
m’avoir dit la vérité. Je désire que tu te vêtes de vérité, qu’à présent je voie le fait et qu’à mon tour je m’en assure,
personnellement, en sorte que cela cesse d’être des racontars et que je n’aie plus à m’en informer.» La fille
l’accepte, elle se vêt de vérité comme il le lui a demandé, ôte les vêtements de son corps et reste simplement
debout.
14. Le roi regarde et dit: «Ramasse tes vêtements et remets-les à ta taille!» Elle leg met à sa taille. Quand elle a
fini de les mettre à sa taille, il dit: «Ne sors plus, reste dans la maison!» Elle poursuit son existence. Le roi
rapporte le fait à d’autres, qui sont de grands personnages, il le leur raconte en ces termes: «Cet homme a donc
souffert beaucoup. En outre, il y en a d’autres à l’extérieur qui ressemblent à celui-là. Tu vois que les choses se
sont gâtées sur les collines: les gens ont eu beaucoup de mal, tu as mis des gens au camp pendant longtemps, ils
ont gardé indéfiniment la semence dans le corps; et même ceux qui avaient engendré des enfants n’ont pas fait
leur connaissance, ils ne les connaissent pas; les enfants ne connaissent pas leur père et les pères de ces enfants ne
leg connaissent pas. Tel est Ie signe qui te le montre.»
15. Après la tombée du jour, la nuit, il épouse cette fille, disant: «Je t’entretiendrai parce que tu as été brave et
qu’en outre tu as rendu service à ton père et aussi parce que tu es une personne excellente et que je n’ai jamais eu
à te critiquer parmi les gars.» Il l’épouse, la traite comme sa femme et convoque son père pour lui demander: «Me
l’as-tu donnée en sachant qu’elle était une fille?» L’autre répond: «Je l’ai vue venir près de moi à mon gîte sans
savoir qui elle était. Je n’ai fait que te donner un enfant en sachant simplement qu’il était de moi.»
16. Le roi l’admet ainsi, elle devient sa femme, on remercie son père, on ne le critique pas, car il a quitté le
camp sans y laisser de vide et même il y a laissé un être brave et remarquable. Ainsi le roi épouse la fille et en fait
sa femme, et son état ne l’a même pas empêchée d’avoir des enfants: ceux qu’elle a eus ont été élevés avec le lait
des vaches. Jusqu’à sa vieillesse, son père a joui de ses biens, il n’est plus jamais retourné au camp. Elle l’a ainsi
remplacé au camp, parce qu’elle était affligée de son sort. C’est ainsi que s’est passée l’histoire de Sakindi.
285.119 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Mukorenejo (c.1898-after 1959)} c. 12 miles from Save Mission, which is
north of the town of Butare, and in the west of the Gisagara District of Southern Province, Rwanda. (F) 5
I was born in the reign of Musinga. There were four of us, two girls and a boy. All my brothers and sisters died
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when they were little and I was the only one left.
There were four neighbor houses and there was a girl in each house, so there were four of us neighbor girls.
When I was eight I started school with my friends. We made a very long trip go to school. Twelve kilometers
every morning and twelve every afternoon to come back home; so that was twenty-four kilometers a day. It was at
the Mission of Save.
We left our homes at 5:30 in the morning taking our noon lunch. We left Save at four in the afternoon. Some
days when we did not bring our food we went to eat with a very old woman, Maria. She was very old and she
gave us sweet potatoes and milk. We four were in the same school.
We worked to help our parents after we came back home from school. We took pots to go fetch water from the
marsh, then, in the evening around six-thirty, we each swept the courtyard of the enclosure all around each of our
houses. It was because we could not sweep in the morning when we left the house so early. We wore skin gar ments but when we were at school the sisters gave us clothes to wear there.
We continued school up to the fifth year, then we stayed at home to help our parents. If someone finished the
fifth year she had already reached puberty. Then there was a class taught by a White Sister for those who had
reached puberty. Those sisters were called Bibianne.
So then we went once a week to learn from this Bibianne. We wore our hair in crests because we were young
girls and anyone without crests would have been very ashamed and we would have been ashamed for her. Then
we would go to the marsh to get grass for mats and we would dry it in the sun until it was just right, and then one
would tell the others the day to start to weave mats and the place to meet together.
*
It was not good to weave down by the marsh because there was great danger from the boys. It was difficult to
fight the boys off, because they had no sense and wanted to have sexual intercourse. So it was better to choose
some good secluded place—in a banana grove, say, and then each one, after the day and the place and the time
had been set, would leave her home with her lunch and a gourd of banana or sorgho beer.
Then the weaving would be begun and we would sing so we would not get tired or sleepy. It would go on from
morning to four o’clock except for a half hour’s rest to eat and smoke. The next day we would stay home and help
our parents hoe the fields. Or, we four would help one another, one day one and the next day another.
One of my friends was older than the rest, so one day a man came to betroth her and her parents agreed to it.
We others had to escort her to her husband. When the marriage day is set—about two weeks before the mar-riage
—the girl who is to marry goes and asks the parents of her friends to let them help her. Three days before the marriage she asks the parents to let her friends go with her.
My parents agreed and we two went to the home of another friend but her parents refused. Then the three of us
cried and in the end her parents let her go. Then we went to the house of the fourth to ask her parents.
That girl was a favorite child because she was the last born. She spent all day with her parents and at night she
slept at her grandmother’s quite close to her own house. Her parents refused because of that. They said she could
not leave her grandmother alone all night. Then she began to cry in front of her father and she was given permission to go with us.
We had several practices that are good for young girls to engage in. It was for the development of our bodies
and every young girl had to know about it. It is necessary for all girls whether Hutu or Tutsi. We went about 4:30
in the afternoon to a secret place. There were six of us.
Some of them did not know how to do it properly. We hit them because they did not know how to do anything.
They were idiots and imbeciles. Then those who knew how showed the others and did it to the others making
them pay attention so they could do it themselves.
A young girl who married in those days without doing that was very unfortunate. Her mother-in-law would
take cinders and hang them from her daughter-in-laws forehead so that she would not bring misfortune and even
death to her husband. Then when the young bride wanted to go visit her parents, her mother-in-law would get
liquor for her to take to them, and she would find a pot for it that was a little bit broken at the neck. Then she
would put banana beer in the pot with a straw.
This was a terrible thing to do. It told the girl’s parents they had raised their child badly, that she was like a lit tle child who knew nothing, an imbecile, and that was very shameful for the parents of the girl. When the parents
saw the girl arrive, they ran out to embrace her. Then they called to the porter who carried the pot of beer and told
him where to put it down. Then a few hours later they would all be gathered together, and there would be those
there who wanted to see the young wife, because it would have been a long time since her marriage and since they
had last seen her. Then her mother would open the pot of beer and taste it. The straw houses were dark, but when
the mother took the straw she could tell there was something in the pot, and she would stir the straw all around to
feel what it could be. Then she would call a man to carry it outdoors so she could see what was inside. Then she
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would see at a glance that there was a gourd inside floating on the beer. She would be greatly surprised and call to
her husband to come see it.
This is a terrible slander on the parents of the girl and on the young wife herself. Those who know about it will
never be able to forget this sign that she was an idiot and that she was shameless and unable to imitate the others.
And all her life she will never get along with her husband and the shame can never be wiped out.
*
At fifteen I was a vigorous young girl. A man came from Ngoma to betroth me. He was a monitor in a girl’s
school of the Pères Blancs.\fn{The White Fathers, a missionary order } His salary was clothing he was given each great
feast day. My father was also a monitor.
Then after that a pot of banana beer and a hoe was brought so that no other man could betroth me. That is
called imfayarembo. Then there was more liquor and a cow as a marriage payment so that my parents would agree
to sending me to his house.
As for me, I learned to do more things than I had known about before, how to churn and cook. I could no
longer go to fetch water from the marsh, because after a young Hutu girl is betrothed she must be soft and shy.
Even were she to meet a young boy of twelve who was related to her fiance, she would have to hide so she could
not be seen. So, if she should go to the marsh to fetch water and meet one of her fiance’s friends, she would surely
break her jar. She would be afraid and ashamed and unable to go on walking, and she would begin to shake and
her jar would fall to the ground and break.
But, if a young betrothed girl breaks her jar, her parents would have to send her to her husband immediately,
saying that a young betrothed girl must never break anything. If she breaks something, it means she wants a hus band, and she would have to be sent to him. A young girl who is betrothed must behave in a seemly fashion everywhere and show respect to everyone by greeting them politely and so forth.
Finally two pots of banana beer are brought, and a third pot called ikizeneko cy’anyona w’umwana which
means a present given the girl’s mother for having done more for her daughter than anyone else, though what she
received she must share out with others. After this the marriage date is set.
A few days in advance, the abakwe must be chosen to take me to my husband. I and my fiance were both
Christians and we had to marry at the church too. Then my grandfather went to the Mission to tell about our an cestors and prove that we did not have the same descent.
Then early in the morning we left to go to the marriage mass. We walked an hour and came to a river. It is for bidden for a young girl going to her marriage to go into the river, so I was carried across on the men’s shoulders.
Then we received the marriage sacrament at the church and returned to the house. When we came to the river
again I was carried across on a litter.
My father had been an umutware\fn{Chief} of the Mwami. His name was Mathieu. After that he was a monitor.
He was a favorite of the Mwami Musinga. But when the whites came to Rwanda he was afraid of them, so he left
the Mwami because of the Belgians.
After all that I was escorted to my husband’s house. I was dressed with leglets that came from Kinyaga. I also
wore two robes, the shoulder robe given me by my betrothed and the other robe from my parents. I really had
three robes. The one my husband gave me was to put over my head so that no one could see me, and then I had
the two robes and blouse my parents gave me.
I was carried to my husband’s. The cow led the procession, then came the churn and all the marriage gifts. We
arrived in an hour stopping nearby when they sent out a cow, a sheep and a little girl and boy to lead us to the
house.
I was carried in and put on the bed. The abakwe were given drinks and began to sing and dance. They left at
four in the morning. The woman who came with me, the umushingira, received a hoe when she left. Then I was
quite alone with my mother-in-law and my sister-in-law.
*
The next morning I got out of bed early while my husband was still asleep and I swept all the courtyard. When
I was done I washed myself and combed my hair. Then I began the weaving of the nyabitabo to give my motherin-law and I began to make woven covers for milk pots. I stayed in seclusion a month and made nyabitabo, and
everything was well done. Then I cooked beans and other vegetables and I cooked them fast, fast, and when they
were done I put them aside and made sorgho cakes. Then I put butter on the beans, rancid butter, a ball of the butter called akuze, and I then took the nyabitabo and the beans and the cake and a small gourd of banana beer and
arranged it all in proper fashion and presented it to my mother-in-law in the presence of her husband. Then my
mother-in-law gave me a bracelet and my father-in-law gave me a hoe.
Several days after that I menstruated the first time. According to custom that had to occur before a girl could
have her hair crests removed. I had spent a month at my husband’s before that happened. Every day my mother22

in-law would ask me if I had not yet found it and I would say that it was not yet found.
The very day I received it I told her and she sent someone to my parents, to tell them they could come and re move my hair crests. They were removed and my mother-in-law gave me two banana groves. I had been hidden
from my father-in-law. He never saw me. That is also the custom. A week after my crests were removed my par ents came for the coming out of the young bride. There were fourteen pots of liquor, twelve pots of milk, and
sorgho flour in a small basket.
*
Then there was the custom of the country called gukoza kumashyiga which means that a young couple must
learn to work together. They took the sorgho flour added water and let it boil. My husband was at my side. I
turned it out into a little baking dish with two pieces of wood and my husband helped me. Then the young husband allows his young wife to continue, so I could do it as it should be done. After mixing the flour and the water
the young wife must finish it properly.
After this is done there is another ritual. Churns are brought for churning milk. I took the churn and my husband poured milk into it. Then I shook the churn and after a while I saw a ball of butter in it. When all that is fin ished it meant that I need not be ashamed about preparing my husband’s food.
Then those who had come from my parents' house went home. It was about 5:30 in the afternoon.
The next day my father-in-law who had bought me a cowhide out of which to make woman’s clothing gave it
to me along with a belt and a little gourd.
Then we left early in the morning accompanied by two girls and three boys. This was another custom called
kugera mu rugo. We left together drinking, singing and dancing. Then we returned from my parents’ home about
six thirty in the evening with a big pot of liquor for my mother-in-law and father-in-law.
Up to this time I was afraid of my father-in-law, and whenever I saw him I had to go and hide myself. One day
he asked my mother-in-law,
“Why is your daughter-in-law afraid of me?”
A few days later he invited his son and his daughter-in-law to come to his house. We sat together and drank banana beer and he told me that he did not want me to have to hide from him, that he was not a leopard or some
other wild beast. By that time I was pregnant, and after that I no longer tried to hide myself from him when I saw
him.
After all this had taken place I was a true woman.
*
My mother-in-law gave me a pot for carrying water, and wooden dishes and pots for cooking, and gourds. We
were told that we must leave their house and go to our own house and work for ourselves. One who was married
at the time of the sorgho harvest had to be given sorgho, so she could have it later. It was because she was a newcomer and could not work right away. It was the same at the time of the bean harvest.
Then we went to hoe, my husband and myself. It was they who gave us seed to sow for ourselves. They also
gave us cows to be milked and sent milk to us.
I went on living with my husband. I was pregnant and the ninth month I received a baby boy. I rested for a
week afterwards, not going outdoors and staying in bed so my belly could return to the same shape it was before
pregnancy. That is called kugamakuriri. After a week I was well again and could go out. My parents arrived with
many presents—beer, milk, green vegetables, wood and so on.
But, unfortunately, a week later my child died. He lived just two weeks. I was very sad and upset about the
death of my first born.
I went on living with my husband in a good home. In a year I had another child, a daughter whom we named
Maria. My parents again came bringing presents. When the child was six months old I found I was two months
pregnant, and after the nine months I had another daughter, Rosalie, and I went on living with my husband.
Then my husband became gravely ill. He had a goiter and it swelled and he died. My daughter Rosalie was six
months old and Maria was two. The poor unfortunate children, they had lost their father. How was I going to feed
them? My father and mother were both old, but it came out all right. The Good Lord looked after us.
*
I left my house and went to live with my parents. I stayed there twelve years without finding another husband.
My eldest daughter was fourteen. Young men came and she was betrothed by a man of Nyaruguru. The next day
she got pneumonia and died in a day.
I stayed with my parents and helped them and soon after that I found another husband. He brought the mar riage payment of a cow to my parents and a few days later I went to his house. My daughter stayed with her
grandmother and her grandfather. Then I lived with that man.
That was the time the grasshoppers came to Rwanda with the Belgians. We lived on the colline of Ruhande
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where the Institut St. Jean is now located.
After a year I became pregnant and the ninth month I had a daughter, Thérèse. I went on living with my hus band and then there was another child, a boy, Sendege. His name means airplane, because the first airplane arrived
at the hour of my lying-in. My husband named him Sendege, “Airplane”. It was the first time I saw an airplane.
We went on living with my husband. The rugo of my former husband was occupied by my cousin. Then there
was another child, Malko. He died at the age of four. He was poisoned by my neighbor who was jealous of me.
When I thought of my children who had died, I would cry, and my husband would console me and say that it did
not matter, we would have more children.
Then, oh, my! What a terrible thing! The year my daughter died my husband caught a very contagious disease,
mugiga\fn{Cerebral-spinal meningitis}. With that disease the neck is paralyzed and the person who has it cannot eat or
speak and his whole body is in pain. It is a killing disease and those who do escape death are mute the rest of their
lives.
My husband died a few days after he caught that disease. What misery! My Lord God, do you want to wipe me
off the face of the earth? My God, such misery! Why do you not love me? Truly I was ready to commit suicide,
but could not find a way to do it.
*
Then I went back to my parents’ house again with the children left to me, and I helped them as I had before.
They were very old. I stayed at their house two years, and then found another husband. He came from Ruhande.
He brought hoes to my parents as a marriage payment. His name was Gervas. Then he took me to his house and
we lived together.
In a year I became pregnant and then had a boy. He died three weeks later.
My husband was a foreman of those who went to Katanga (Shaba)\fn{ In Congo/Kinshasa} to work with the
Union Minière. In a second year I had a second child, a boy, and he died in two weeks.
Thus two years went by and I lived with my husband at Ruhande where the Institut St. Jean is now, and then
the government ordered people to leave Ruhande and go somewhere else. We went to Cyarwa. We lived there two
years and the third year the Barundi gave my husband the poison of tuberculosis because they were jealous of his
wealth. He died of tuberculosis.
So after this, when I had already seen so much sadness and had so many troubles, there was nothing for me to
do. It was not the first time or the second. So I stayed in the house that Venante had left to me and I cultivated and
my parents helped me put straw on the roof and paint my house with whitewash—my house was of mud. I was
with them three years. My father was old and weak and he died from a worm in his stomach. I went on living with
my children who were already grown.
*
Then I began to see that there was no way to go on living without a husband, but that would be to be like a
femme libre, and I did not want to be a femme libre in the presence of my children.
Then in 1942 I brought a man into my house. He was a pagan. His name was Muhitira. During that time I had
a son but he died at two and a half from being poisoned. Then there was a girl, Bernadette. After all that there was
a monitor who was a neighbor. He told everyone that I had taken a man into my house without the priest’s permission, and I was supposed to be a Christian. Then that monitor and various important people made him leave
me for good.
At that time, I no longer had the strength I once had. I began to grow old. I stayed with four children. The oldest was Rosalie, seventeen; then Maria, fifteen; Sendege, thirteen; and my last born, Nyirahutu, ten. Rosalie was
betrothed by a man of Rwimbogo in the Territory of Astrida. She spent a year with him and then I do not know
what happened. She left him and refused to go back to him and said she would never live with that man.
Then I sent her to live with her grandmother and the masons built her a mud house beside her grandmother’s
house. Up to now she has three children by different men, two girls and a boy. There is Maria’s story.
Then Thérèse was betrothed by a man of Nyakare. They have had three children, two girls and a boy who died.
Then her husband was in an accident in 1948. A truck ran over his leg. He was on a bicycle and unfortenately did
not look before he crossed the road. He was in the hospital four months and is still crippled. Then my daughter,
Thdrèse, fell in the enclosure during the night and broke her upper leg. She was in the hospital eight months. In
order to get her walking they put things on to strengthen the muscles and bones that were damaged. So now both
of them are cripples.
Then Sendege went to Uganda. He finished the fifth year of school and was thirteen. So I was with Nyirahutu,
the last born, in my house.
*
In 1957 Thérèse wanted to go to the Mission to be confessed, and I got porters to carry her there in a litter and
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went along with them. While I was gone that day I had 500 francs stolen from me. The 500 francs were in my
house in a box under the bed. It was the money from two goats I had sold. My enemies stole it from me to cause
me and Nyirahutu to die of hunger.
I have many enemies among the Tutsi. The sous-chef is a Tutsi and he has wanted me to go away and leave my
land there. Then he could give my land to one of his Tutsi brothers. I refused to go away. All my neighbors were
little unimportant Tutsi.
After that I was left alone for a little while and I was patient. Then in 1958 they poisoned me with stones and
ashes. They paid two goats and 500 francs and a chicken to poison me. My feet and ankles swelled. The sorcerers
sorcerized me with rocks and stones and ashes to the point that when I was cupped no blood came. But luckily I
was cured after a year. So that is the story of my enemies.
To get what I need I mostly sell manioc flour and banana beer along with some other less important things—at
my house, though, not at the marketplace. I have a goat and a cow and that is all.
So this is the story of my life.
1920
84.175 Escapade In Ruanda\fn{by J. Saverio Naigiziki (1915-1984)} Butare, Southern Province, Rwanda (M) 2
Nineteen hundred and forty-five. The saddest year of my waning youth. The most dizzy turning point perhaps
of my life, and certainly the most difficult of my past existence.
Here I am, a man of doubtful morals, a salesman in Nyanza.
Time and again I have balanced the money entrusted to me, and still it shows a merciless deficit, whose size
terrifies me, a hole that I have dug myself, out of weakness, to oblige my friends, but which no friend up to date is
willing to help me fill! Alas! all my own efforts only result in digging it even deeper.
I have written to inform Father Norsen. But the visit which he paid me, while paternal and sympathetic, hurt
me.
He asks me what means I have at my disposal to repay the sums which are missing from my till. I hesitate to
tell him openly that I was counting on him. He senses this and confesses that for some time he has not had a
penny in his purse. Then I myself confess, with much reticence and embarrassment, that I have already thought of
a little business arrangement to settle things; it is somewhat shady, like all business arrangements, but, I told him,
the ends I have in view are innocent. He does not understand, and without insisting he wishes me better luck and
goes. He can do nothing. He is overwhelmed.
Leaning sadly on the counter, I watch the good Father leave amidst a crowd of children who ply him with
questions. He answers evasively, without seeing them, and walks away heavily, in spite of his youth, his hands
behind his back, his head bent forward, under the weight of his thoughts.
It is Tuesday, about ten o’clock. There is not much business in the market on weekdays. I neglect the few
customers who only ask for worthless articles. My assistant manages as best he can. At last they go away without
buying anything. They always come in like this when the sun is hot, begging or stealing something in the shops.
Kambeja, my oil-seller, who is used to teasing me, notices my uneasiness. This time she comes wheedling like
a little spoilt puppy that wants to be stroked, puts her little lips against my cheek, and in a childish prattle, which
she emphasizes with an adorable smile, she invites me to her house this evening.
“You shall have all that you are hungry for, all that you are thirsty for, the thousand and one things that you
wish for!”
That woman has ways all her own of bending my will! Without a word I gaze at her with a look of assent.
Certain of her success, she leaves me, going off with a satisfied air, smoothing her little waist, throwing back her
head and showing the shining ivory of her teeth.
I should like to go home for a drink. But I am afraid of Suzanne’s searching eye. My memory, which will let
me forget nothing, brings back yesterday’s scene. I see Suzanne—my wife before me, if not before God—lashed
by furious jealousy, spitting in my face, tearing her hair, cursing the oil-seller.
What is the good of facing this fury now, before whom I am always in the wrong … as before my conscience?
But, heavens above! there she is coming through the door towards me. Her stirring beauty, usually magnetic
and fascinating, but now as imposing as the façade of a court of justice, rigid as a fate that must be suffered,
terrifies and crushes me.
Where can I flee? Where can I not flee? Her bitter gaze seeks and attacks mine violently. I feel it and bear it
weakly.
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Does she come, severe as yesterday, to humiliate me before this rabble of spiteful ne’er-do-wells, who drag
their eternal sloth about shop entrances? And these street-loafers who pop in and out to see and hear? And this
smart group of up-to-date women who sell their flesh to male caprices, and who hawk corruption in the cities and
bankruptcy in business. How ashamed I shall be!
She comes up towards me:
“It is almost midday,” she says, between her teeth; “you can close the shop. Then go out by the inside door; I
want to talk to you.”
I should like to resist her. But her grand-lady manner flusters me.
In the room, where Suzanne has preceded me, the table is already laid. A savory-smelling chicken, already
carved, swims in a golden sauce on the enamel of a deep plate. Beside it, a dish containing a white tapioca loaf, a
bottle of pombe\fn{An intoxicating drink made by fermentation from many kinds of grain and some fruits in Central and East Africa .}
and two clean glasses.
“Sit down,” she says, “eat and drink. You need it.”
While I empty the glass, she continues, first conciliating, then ironical:
“For the past week you have been changing from hour to hour. You are no longer yourself. I scarcely recognize you. You eat without appetite in spite of the variety of the food; you neglect me. Forget yesterday evening as
I have forgotten it myself. It is the fault of that she-devil of a salesgirl. If I was strong enough to supplant in your
heart your legitimate wife, no other woman, except your wife, you understand, no other thieving woman has the
right to take away that place from me. Only your wife has the right to occupy your heart, and I alone after her. I’ll
settle the salesgirl, as I have a right to, and not her alone, but Athanasia, Josefa and all the feminine rabble of
Nyanza.”
“Calm yourself, Suzanne. You know perfectly well that I love you. I have told you so a hundred times. Do not
scold your man. I do love you. Do you want me to tell you all the time?”
“It is not enough to say so, you must prove it: prove it by acts of love. Are your games of hide-and-seek with
the salesgirl proofs of love towards me? Rather agree that they are quite unequivocal marks of treachery, which
make me doubt your love and despair of your heart. I don’t want your love shared with all women. You must give
it all to me. And if nowadays I am nasty to you, it is my way, dearest, of showing you my love.”
“Then be less cruel, Suzanne. Just give me till this evening. Then we shall be more at ease. I will tell you all
my troubles, my misfortunes. I will pour out my whole love to you. Suzanne, I give you the choice: love me for
always, or leave me for ever.”
“You men, perhaps you can see further than women, but you cannot see as deeply. You reason, we feel. You
promise, we give. At any rate, let it be as you say. I will wait for you at the time you say, as one waits for one’s
man, and I will be prepared to welcome you. I love you too much, Justin, to think of ever hating you. And my
greatest worry here, ever since I have been yours, would be to lose you. But be sure that you give yourself without
reserve, that you tell everything unrestrictedly. If you have troubles, I shall understand them. But, heavens above,
eat the food prepared for you. You are growing terribly thin. And I am ashamed to see you together with our pals.
Sit yourself down, here, beside me, and spare me the trouble of having cooked all this for your boys.”
Under her light-hearted glance, which gaily meets mine, I sit down at her left, on the fragrant bed, amidst the
lingering perfume of nights of love.
And I attack the meal with the best will in the worlds. But I have difficulty in finishing the chicken and in
polishing off three-quarters of my bread.
“That’s right,” says Suzanne, “I thank you, and now I am satisfied. At this rate, it won’t be long before we
make peace.”
“Yes, I shall keep my word, and in future I shall be kind and light-hearted, since you are the first to lay down
arms.”
And as I get up to go, she stops me:
“Don’t go off so quickly. You know your boy is back from Astrida.\fn{ Now Butare, in the south, very near the border
with Burundi.} Your chief has gone to Burundi for the stock-taking. He will no doubt be back on Monday or Tuesday, next week. It seems that your agents in Astrida have done a miserable job. So the stock-taking will soon be
here. … think in advance of what you are going to do.”
“Don’t worry. I have calculated everything, and foreseen everything. I don’t want to see my boy immediately.
For the moment I have an appointment with Mr. Miwa’s clerk. I must hurry off there and I’ll be back at two
o’clock. Thank you for deciding to make peace and for giving me back my appetite. Above all, forget our fall-out
of yesterday, and remember that in my eyes there’s no woman can equal you.”
Standing before the enormous mass of the shop, I gaze at the emptying market. Odd-job men, beggars for the
most part, are sweeping up, and go to throw away the scraps, for a penny, for a bone, for a bit of meat. Poor folk!
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At the Fathers’ the bell gravely, fervently strikes twelve. In the Judicial Territory, three proud bugle-notes
announce the closing of offices, and hunger and thirst in people’s bellies.
Yonder, in the street at the other end of the market, some prisoners stagger, like a human herd stampeding, in
faded jerseys like old sacks, urged on by a soldier in a hurry to eat. These poor prisoners, dead to themselves, go
joylessly to taste of a meager repast and slender repose. And yet, although recognized as guilty, they are surely not
the worst of men!
I feel a need to go up to the church. Now Jesus, the dispenser of full pardon, is alone. He will be pleased with
my visit at this solitary hour.
I walk past the firms of Costa, Antonio, Petron, Marangos, turn my back on Rahematali and Vakiris, and make
my way to the mission, leaving behind me the Law Courts and the Judicial Territory.
Before the colossal statue of Christ-King, beneath His hand dispensing blessings, I am seized with a vague
hope. With this salutary impression in my heart, I hurry into the Holy Place, deserted at this hour when every man
is thinking of himself. I feel the eyes of Jesus covering me. And my supplications arise, arise ever higher, arise in
serried ranks, urgent, tear-laden.
How calm and cool it is in your prison, oh, my God! Remember me, Lord, and the little good that I have done. Do
not abandon me to the mercy of my fate.
You know that I did not steal that vile money.
I was very wrong to use and perhaps to lose for ever what did not belong to me. But it was to save good folk who
were threatened with prison and disgrace. The till was full to overflowing with money and my heart with goodness. I
opened both, spontaneously, irresistibly. Nuco’s till and my own heart! …
I thought I had to do it. And this complete consciousness of the good I did, perhaps erroneously, excuses my
conduct.
Perhaps in ten days’ time I shall be going to increase the crowd of convicts, of whom I saw a sample just now. It is
probable, more than possible even, unless a miracle happens.
Do not let it happen, oh Lord! Rather perform the miracle which alone can save me!
You know my fits of anger and my obstinacy. You know that all in me is madness. All my actions, dictated by
passion, are always carried to the extreme, to rashness. Spare the Government, the Public Power, the trouble of having
to do violence to my dull wits, my crazed heart, to my clear conscience. For my tempestuous nature encloses, like the
universe, every contrast. You will spare me, too, the pain of suffering in prison the miniature death of every day; the
calculated diminution of my personality; the progressive dismemberment, cruelly refined and consciously inflicted on
the weakness of mankind by the strength of mankind.
And to suffer all these atrocities with the gibes, the spitting, the lash, all the hate-inspired blackguardry of the
soldiers.
Oh Lord, keep these afflictions far from me, however well-deserved they may be.
Treat me, Lord, according to your divine and paternal justice, you who can read into the heart, and know the causes
of our actions better than we do ourselves, you alone, in whom infinite justice does not exclude extreme goodness. Let
it not enter into your plans to deliver me over to men nor to their tortuous judgments.
I came into this church, urged on by you, summoned by you.
Faith told me that I must still hope, in spite of everything. Be always there at my side, to dictate to me your will, to
pardon my faults, to spare my poor security, to accompany my inevitable flight.
For indeed I shall flee. But when? But how? Whatever the manner, I prefer the hardships of flight to the horrors of
prison.
Africa is vast. I shall run with unfettered limbs, I shall die of exhaustion. And thus I shall be able to break free from
Suzanne and live, an exile, but a free exile, according to your laws.
Nevertheless, oh Lord, I shall await your blessing and the hour of your miracles.

Down in the choir, the Fathers have arrived, reciting the Psalm of the Penitents in a monotone, and have left
again, casting a curious glance in my direction. One alone among them knows the secret of my sorrows. And he
no doubt has prayed for me. May God give ear to his prayers and to mine.
Soon after I left, my heart lighter. And with my pipe between my lips, I had the courage to hum a tune.
189.1 Excerpt from An Ordinary Man: An Autobiography\fn{by Paul Rusesabagina (1954- )} “on the side of a steep
hill,” Murama, Gitarama Province, Rwanda (M) 11
I was born on the side of a steep hill in the summer of 1954. My father was a farmer, my mother his helper.
Our house was made of mud and sticks. We were about a mile away from the nearest village.
The first world I can remember was green and bright, full of cooking fires and sisters murmuring and drying
sorghum and corn leaves in the wind and the warm arms of my mother.
Our house had three rooms. There were small windows with pieces of hinged wood to keep out the sun and
rain. The house was built on an incline of terraced farms, but the small yard outside was flat. My mother kept it
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swept clean of seedpods and leaves with a homemade broom made out of bundled twigs. When I grew old enough
she would let me help her. I still remember the happiness I felt on the day when she trusted me to do it by myself.
From the courtyard you could look south across the winding Ruvayaga Valley to the opposite hill. It seemed an
awesome distance, like looking into another country. The hill was laced, as ours was, with houses made out of
mud and stucco and baked red tiles, dots of cattle grazing, the groves of avocado plants, and the paddle-wide
leaves of the banana trees that practically sparkled in the sun. On a perfect day you could lie in the grass near our
home and see people at work in the fields on the next hill. They looked like ants. Every now and then somebody’s
machete would catch the angle of the sun and you’d see the winking of metal across the valley. And far, far in the
distance you could make out the clustered roofs of the village called Gitwe, where my parents told me I would
one day learn how to read and write, which neither of them could do.
We spoke the beautiful language of Kinyarwanda, in which I first learned the names of the world’s many
things in rich deep vowels made in the back of the mouth. Bird, inyoni. Mud, urwoondo. Stones, amabuye. Milk,
amata.
To enter our house through the front door you had to step up on a stoop made of gray rocks. It couldn’t have
been more than two feet off the courtyard, but it seemed like a towering height. I used to climb it on my hands and
knees. To the side of the door was a flat stone used for sharpening machetes. There was a shallow depression in
the middle where rainwater would collect. After a storm I would splash my hands around in the cool water,
putting it on my face and letting it dribble down my cheeks. It was the best part of the rain.
When those storms came in September the lightning and thunder scared me. My three younger brothers and I
would sometimes huddle together during the worst ones. And then we would laugh at each other for our
cowardice. Thunder, inkuba.
My parents raised nine children altogether, and I was an island in time’s river, separated by six years from my
older sister and five years from my younger brother. I got a lot of attention from my mother as a result, and trailed
her around the house hoping she would reward me with a chore. The firmament of our relationship was work; we
expressed love to one another in the thousands of little daily actions that kept a rural African family together. She
showed me how to take care of the baby goats and cows, and how to grind cassava into flour. Even when I came
back to visit my parents when I was grown it would be only minutes before I would find myself holding an empty
jerrican and going to fetch well water for my mother.
There was a narrow path from the main road that twisted up the side of the ridge and passed through groves of
banana trees. I had learned how to walk on this path. It was our connection with a small village called Nkomero,
which occupies the top of one of the hundreds of thousands of hills in Rwanda. The nickname for my country is
“the land of thousands of hills,” or le pays des mille collines, but this signifies a gross undercount. There are at
least half a million hills, maybe more. If geography creates culture, then the Rwandan mind is shaped like solid
green waves.
We are the children of the hills, the grassy slopes, the valley roads, the spider patterns of rivers, and the
millions of rivulets and crevasses and buckles of earth that ripple across this part of Central Africa like the lines
on the tired face of an elder. If you ironed Rwanda flat, goes the joke, it would be ten times as big. In this country
we don’t talk about coming from a particular village, but a particular hill. We had to learn the hard way how to
arrange our plots of corn and cabbage into flat terraces on the sloping ground so as not to turn a farm into an
avalanche. Every inch of arable land is used this way. The daily walk up to a family grove can be an exercise in
calf-straining misery going up, and in thigh-wracking caution going down. I think our legs must be the most
muscular on the African continent.
There is a story about the conqueror of Mexico, Hernán Cortés, who was asked by the king of Spain to
describe the topography of the rugged new nation. Cortés reached for the map on the table and crumpled it up into
a ball.
“That,” he said, “is what Mexico looks like.”
He could just as easily have been talking about Rwanda. If you didn’t grow up here you would be likely to get
very, very lost among those seductive hills and valleys.
Our family had rows of sorghum and bananas planted on the slopes of two hills, which made us solidly middle
class by the standards of rural Africa in the 1950s. We would have been considered quite poor, of course, when
viewed through the lens of a European nation, but it was all we knew and there was always plenty to eat. We
worked hard and I grew up without shoes. But we laughed a lot. And I knew there was love in my family before I
knew the word for it.
*
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I think the greatest hero in my life was my father, Thomas Rupfure. He was already an old man, well into his
sixties, when I was a child, and he seemed impossibly tall and strong. I could not comprehend that I could one day
be his age, or that he was once mine. I assumed he had always been old. .
I never once heard him raise his voice. He didn’t need to. He always spoke without apology or flourish and
with a calm self-possession. If he and my mother ever fought I never knew it. On special days he would fold my
hand into his and take me up the winding path to the top of the hill, and then down the rutted road that led to the
village, where we would go to buy sweet potatoes or bags of corn. We walked past the houses of our neighbors,
and he would greet each one with a gentle nod. Anyone who engaged my father in conversation was likely in for a
long story.
He loved to talk in proverbs. It was the way he understood the world and his favorite way of dispensing
wisdom. Here’s an example:
Somebody might tell him a story about being taxed at too high a rate by the mayor, and he would start talking
about a lamb and a dog drinking out of the same river. The dog accused the lamb of dirtying his water, but the
lamb pointed out that that was impossible, since the dog was upstream. The dog then said that the lamb must have
dirtied the water yesterday, and the lamb pointed out that that was also impossible, because he had not been in the
meadows yesterday.
“Then it must have been your brother,” said the dog, and he proceeded to devour the lamb.
The moral of the story was that any excuse will serve a tyrant. I would have cause to remember that tale much
later in life.
*
There was not much to our village of Nkomero, then or today. There is a commune house, which is
synonymous with town hall. There is a small Roman Catholic church. There are a few stores that sell bags of
sugar, salt, and soft drinks. There is a tavern where men lounge and drink the potent beer made from bananas. A
car or a truck coming through was a big event. Behind the wheel, very often, was a white man—a European
missionary or a doctor.
“Muzungu!” the children would call, a word that means ‘white man,’ and they would say it with relish. It was
not meant as an insulting word, just a descriptive one, and the white people would smile back at us. We were
always hoping for a toss of candy or a ballpoint pen, which would sometimes come and sometimes not.
The road wound past the church and the tavern and on along the ridgetop through a grove of eucalyptus trees
on the other side of the Ruvayaga Valley, tracing a long horseshoe shape all the way to the next village, Gitwe. I
would walk these two miles literally thousands of times while growing up, so many times that I could practically
do it blindfolded, knowing where the road turned just by counting the number of steps I had taken. It was an
important symbol in my life, this rutted track that connected my home with my school. It was where I first
understood that in order to make progress as a man you had to take a journey. There was only so much you could
learn at home before you had to get out in the world and prove what you could do.
It was my father who first took me down this road to the school at Gitwe when I was eight years old, and I still
remember him handing me off to the assistant principal and saying goodbye. I suppose it should have been a
troubling moment for me—it was the first time I was leaving my parents’ care—but I was ..eager to begin the
adventure of learning. My father had told me over and over again:
“If you are willing to do it, you will be successful.” I was experiencing a privilege he had never had and I
know now that he was sending a little piece of himself with me that day.
Perhaps it had something to do with growing up with such a large family, but I found that I could get on well
with the new kids in my school. We played soccer, of course, and racing games to see who could run the fastest.
Another game was a variation of capture the flag in which the idea was to venture inside enemy territory and grab
one of their sticks without being caught.
One strange game I remember in particular was called igihango, which is a word loosely translated in English
as “trust.” There were no clearly defined rules to this game, and I’m not sure you could even call it a game in the
classic sense of the word. The idea was that you made a secret agreement to be friends with a particular kid, only
you weren’t supposed to tell anybody else about it. Other kids tried to make you confess your igihangos by
holding you down and tickling you or poking you in the ribs or whatever other kind of boyish sadism they could
dream up. I was always very good about keeping my igihango confidences to myself, at least verbally, but I think
I always exposed them when I ran to save one or another of my secret allies from being interrogated. I probably
should have been more subtle.
*
When I went home from school in the evenings I would help my mother cook supper. My brothers and I used
hoes to carve out brick-shaped pieces of dirt and we built a kind of domed oven out of them. We stuffed a bunch
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of sweet potatoes inside and then lit a small fire underneath them. They came out charred and delicious. Every
oven was used only once. We kicked it back into the ground, so as to bury the ashes, and then built a new one the
next night.
Our suppers always came with small tastes of a bitter and delicious beer made out of the juice of bananas. Let
me tell you about this drink, which we call urwagwa. Visitors to Rwanda always complain that it tastes like
spoiled buttermilk, but I think it is tasty. It plays a central role in Rwandan social life, and is also an important
symbol of the good-heartedness and collegiality that I think represents the best side of my country. There is a
saying:
“You never invite a man without a beer.” It is the symbol of hospitality, a way of saying without words,
“You are my friend and I can relax in your presence.”
Brewing banana beer is like the art of friendship: simple and very complicated at once. First you dig a pit in
the earth. Because Rwanda is just a few miles below the equator, the ground temperature is always warm. It acts
like a very slow, gentle oven for the fermentation. You take a bunch of ripe bananas, as many as you want, and
bury them about four feet deep. You make a lid for the pit out of the broad leaves of the banana tree. Come back
in three days and dig them up. They should be very overripe. You transfer the mushy fruit to a basin made out of a
hollowed tree trunk and then press down on them using handfuls of tough grass as your gloves. You drain out the
juice into a clay pot, strain out the chunks, mix it with sorghum flour as a fermenting agent, let it sit for about a
month, and then you have your banana beer.
It is a simple recipe, but it takes years of practice to get it right. You have to feel your way around and make
mistakes. This is normal. We have all tasted bad beer. Sometimes the banana juice comes out too light and you
have to put it over a fire to reduce the quantity. Sometimes the juice comes out too potent and you have to add
water. Almost every house in Rwanda has a yellow plastic jug of banana beer tucked somewhere on the premises.
It is like a mailbox in America or a teapot in England; everyone has to have one.
The beer is not really the important part; it is the friendship that it cements. Everywhere in my country you see
people talking and laughing over bottles of banana beer. It most often happens at what we call cabarets, which are
an indispensable part of life in rural Africa. They are like a bar and a convenience store combined, sometimes
made of nothing but a few planks of wood. You see them on the sides of roads, in the suburbs, and even in the
smallest little villages. Here you can buy canned goods, soap, soft drinks, batteries, toys, and all kinds of other
things. The most important part of the cabaret is the front, where the owner has set out chairs, benches, and
maybe even an old, ratty couch. This is where the local people, no matter what their station in life, will come
together for a round of banana beer, often sipped through the same red straw. It is very hard to hate someone with
whom you have shared a beer. There is too much laughter and good feeling between you. Even people who might
be predisposed to be enemies will come together over a beer.
Perhaps this simple act taps into something in our national memory. Banana beer is known as “the drink of
reconciliation.” It plays an important role in our traditional local court system, known in the Kinyarwandan
language as gacaca, or as it is loosely translated, “justice on the grass.” If somebody had a problem with a
neighbor he would not seek revenge. He instead brought it to the attention of a group of men who we called
elders. They were not elected in the classical sense of ballots, but they were put in a position of leadership by a
kind of unspoken common assent. To be an elder you had to have a reputation for fairness and sober judgment,
something that would only become apparent over time. It was apparent in the way you lived your life. Hard-liners
and loud-mouths did not get to be elders.
The elders would invite the village to come sit under the shade of a tree and hear the opposing sides tell their
stories. Almost all of the disputes concerned property. A stolen goat, for instance, or somebody trying to grow
crops on a hill that belonged to another family. More serious cases—such as those involving violence—were
always referred to the courts, but village elders were given wide latitude to help solve local problems.
After the two enemies had finished speaking, the elders would give their opinions, one by one, on what should
be done to remedy the problem. It usually involved compensation. A typical punishment for a stolen goat would
be to repay the man a goat—and then give him another as a fine. Somebody bringing a charge thought to be false
would be ordered to pay the man he had slandered.
Confession was always the key. The village put a high value on the act of admitting culpability, even if you
were the one bringing the case. It was viewed as a necessary step in the process of absolution. A man who lied
before the entire village knew that he would have to wear that lie for years to come. There was an enormous
incentive to come clean, and very little penalty was meted out for being honest with the public, and with yourself.
Then came the most important part of justice on the grass: The two aggrieved men were required to share a
gourd of banana beer as a sign of renewed friendship. There were usually no lasting scars because it was hard to
stay angry at someone who had humbled himself before you. The adversarial system of justice practiced in the
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West often fails to satisfy us, I am convinced, because it does not offer warring parties the opportunity to be
human with each other at the end.
Whether you were the victim or the aggressor you had to strip yourself of pride and recognize the basic
humanity of the fellow with whom you were now sharing a banana beer. There was public shame in this system,
true, but also a display of mutual respect that closed the circle. Everyone who showed up to hear the case was
invited to sip the banana beer too, as a symbol of the accused man’s reconciliation with the entire people. It was
like a secular communion. The lasting message for all that gathered there was that solutions could always be
found inside—inside communities and inside people.
*
I am proud to say that my father was a respected voice in these sessions. He was usually the elder who spoke
last, and his words therefore carried a great deal of weight. One case in particular stands out in my memory.
The dispute was fairly typical—one man had planted a crop on a piece of ground that another family had
claimed. A gacaca was called and the usual grievances were aired. Even a child like me could see that this was a
case of a small misunderstanding that had blossomed into a full-scale war of pride. When two people dig in their
heels against one another like that it takes quite a bit of mutual humbling for things to be put right again.
For whatever reason my usually imperturbable father was a bit out of patience that day. Perhaps the silliness of
the case or the small-mindedness of the people concerned had finally gotten to him. When it came his turn to talk
he stood up and motioned for the two warring neighbors to join him.
They all walked out, with me trailing quietly behind, to the place on that particular hill where the disputed crop
was planted. My father, in addition to being an elder, was also respected as a man who had a memory for land
claims that went back generations. He saw at once that the crop had indeed spilled over onto the neighbor’s land,
but also that the majority of the field was where it should have been. There was no clear villain or victim.
“Listen, you two,” he said, motioning with the blade of his hand. “This is where the line is. Respect it from
now on, and respect each other as well. I don’t want to hear about this again.”
This was a vivid lesson for me. My father spoke with the same kind of gravitas each January, on New Year’s
Day, when relatives from all over Rwanda were invited to a feast at our home on the hill. This is probably the
most important day in the entire Rwandan calendar, even bigger than Christmas. Most people here identify
themselves as Roman Catholic or Protestant, but we tend to emphasize New Year’s Day as the time for extended
families to come together and give each other presents and wish one another bonne année. It is also a holiday to
reflect on the events of the past and one’s hopes for the future, a fulcrum balanced on the tip of time.
The meal served is always a belly-buster. We would slaughter a bull for a feast of beef, and there were side
dishes of beans and corn and peas and bananas, and, of course, banana beer. After the meal was over my father
would call me and my brothers and sisters to sit around him. He would give us all a verbal report card on our
progress throughout the year of becoming good men and women.
“You need to work harder in the fields,” he would say to one.
“You are doing well in school, but you must show more respect to your older brothers,” he might say to
another.
As a good helper to my mother, and a quiet kid in general, my assessment was usually a kind one. Some
parents might disagree with this discussion of a child’s failures and accomplishments before the entire family, and
I would agree that in the wrong hands it can be hurtful. But my father showed us the same compassion on these
occasions as he showed in justice on the grass. His aim was never to embarrass us but to encourage us to do the
right thing. Looking back on it I can say that I grew up knowing where the lines of good behavior were drawn.
My father had a favorite saying:
“Whoever does not talk to his father never knows what his grandfather said.”
He was trying to express the linear quality of wisdom. His morality was not something that he made up on his
own; it had been given to him by his own father and his grandfather before that, a mixture of Hutus and Tutsis
stretching back hundreds of years to the time out of memory when our people had migrated to this hilly triangle
between lakes. My father’s sense of justice and kindness did not know ethnicity.
He often told us stories to make his thoughts clear, and one of my favorites was about the Rwandan concept of
hospitality. We are a nation that loves to take people into our homes. I suppose our values are very much like the
Bedouin of the Middle East, for whom sheltering and defending strangers is not just a nice thing to do but a
spiritual imperative. Rwanda never had a hotel until the European colonists arrived. We never needed one,
because a traveler between towns could count on having a network of people—friends of family, family of friends
—with whom he could stay. We do this reflexively. Here is the story my father told me to illustrate the point:
A party of hunters was chasing a wounded lion through the valley.
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The lion tried to take shelter in a man’s house and the man decided to admit the lion, even though he was putting
himself at great risk. The lion recovered from his wounds and was set free.
And so if a man can keep a fierce lion under his roof, why can he not shelter a fellow human being?

Rwandans are expected to offer shelter to the distressed, no matter what the circumstances. I took this lesson as
gospel, and I grew up believing that everybody felt this way.
*
When I was five years old, there was an afternoon when people came to our house carrying spare clothes in
their bags. My father seemed to know some of them, but not all. There must have been a dozen strangers in our
courtyard. They were frightened and apologetic.
“Don’t worry, you’re safe here,” I heard my father say. “Relax and have a drink.”
There was one strange boy about my age. His shorts were filthy. There were cuts on his feet, as if he had been
walking a long way. We looked at each other from across the courtyard.
I asked my mother what was happening, and she told me that there was trouble in the capital city. The white
men who had been in control were having problems. Some bad things had happened, and these people who had
come to visit us were trying to get away from bad men. They would be staying a while.
We all slept outside that first night, and it was a bit of an adventure to be under the open sky. The adults
smoked tobacco and talked in low voices.
On the second night I asked my father why we were sleeping outside and he told me the truth:
“Because if somebody comes to burn the house down we will not cook to death inside it.”
The people who had come to stay with us were known as “Tutsis,” he said, and there were people roaming
about who hated them. It was hard for me to understand because they looked just like us.
I understood years later that our guests that November week had been fleeing widespread massacres in the
wake of what was called the “Hutu Revolution of 1959.” It was also when the tactic of burning down the enemy’s
houses was pioneered. Those who tried to protect the Tutsi were considered targets as well. To shelter the enemy
was to become the enemy.
*
History is serious business in my country. You might say that it is a matter of life and death. It is a rare person
here, even the poorest grower of bananas, who cannot rattle off a string of significant dates in Rwanda’s past and
tell you exactly what they mean to him and his family. They are like beads on our national necklace: 1885,\fn{ The
Berlin Conference of 1884-85 assigns Rwanda to Germany for Imperialist exploitation } 1959,\fn{Hutu revolt against Tutsi overlordship} 1973,\fn{Juvénal Habyarimana takes power in a military coup } 1990,\fn{Beginning of the Rwandan civil war } 1994.\fn
{Rwandan genocide} Even though this nation is dirt poor and our school system does not match the standards of the
West, we might be the most knowledgeable people on the globe when it comes to analyzing our own history. We
are obsessed with the past. And everyone here tries to make it fit his own ends. But this is not something of which
we should always be proud.
George Orwell once said, “He who controls the past, controls the future,” and nowhere is that more true than in
Rwanda. I am fully convinced that when so many ordinary people were swinging machetes at their neighbors in
that awful springtime of 1994 they were not striking out at those individual victims per se but at an historical
phantom. They were trying not so much to take life as to actually take control of the past.
Rwanda is sometimes called the “Switzerland of Africa,” and with good reason. Not only do people here tend
to be quiet and reserved, like the Swiss, but our country is also a mountainous jewel tucked into some of the
loveliest real estate on its continent. It is an aerie of high hills and grassy meadows and river valleys tucked
between Lake Kivu to the west and the plains of Tanzania to the east. The entire region occupies an area no bigger
than the American state of Vermont. It is so small there is usually never room for the name “Rwanda” on most
maps of Africa and the word must be printed off to one side, sometimes with an arrow pointing to the pebble that
is my country.
But there is abundant rainfall and mild weather and black loamy soil that made it one of the richest spots in
Central Africa for the growing of food and the herding of livestock. The good returns on small-scale agriculture
therefore made it an attractive place to settle. And near the year 1500, at the same time that the arts and sciences
were beginning to flower in Renaissance Europe, a distinct nation of people began to emerge in Rwanda under the
banner of a dynastic king that everybody called the mwami.
According to tribal lore the bloodline of the mwami had a heavenly origin. If there was a dispute over
succession the true king was supposed to be known by being born with the seeds of a squash plant clutched in his
tiny fist. A court of royal advisers known as the abiru would reveal the successor when the current king died.
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They were also the guardians of the obscure poems, songs, and stories that comprised a kind of underground
national history.
It was a long account of violence and royal assassinations and illicit sex; in short, the failings of past kings and
queens, the kind of history that doesn’t flatter. It was known by a Kinyarwanda word which is roughly translated
as “gossip.” If you were trusted with the gossip it was a signal that you were now a part of the inner circle. In
Rwanda, political power has always been linked with control of history.
Kings were the ultimate guardians of the past and of power and they were supposed to watch over everybody
with equal favor. They fielded extremely tough armies with excellent archers. As a result, we were one of the only
regions in Africa where Arab and European slave traders were never able to conduct raids, and so almost none of
our people were sold into bondage. One of our ancient kings—a ruler named Gihanga—was supposed to have
discovered fire. A flame burned in his memory at the royal court until the monarchy finally ended in 1959. I’ll say
more about that event later, but it is important to know now that the early kings and all the advisers that
surrounded them were generally the taller people in the tribe. This established a legend just as colorful as the
squash seeds I mentioned, but one that would be infinitely more damaging.
*
It is well known that the main ethnic groups in modern Rwanda are the Hutu and the Tutsi, but it remains a
matter of controversy if these are indeed two separate races or if that is just an artificial political distinction
created in a relatively short period of time. Evidence points to the latter.
We share a common language-the beautiful tongue of Kinyarwanda—the same religions, the same children’s
games, the same storytelling traditions, the same government, even, in most cases, the same outward appearance.
We also had a strong idea of our hilly land as a unified nation and a pride in ourselves as tough warriors for the
mwami. There was never any “Hutu homeland” or “Tutsi homeland.”
What divided us was an invented history.
The false—but very common—explanation for our origins is that the Hutus are a wandering offshoot of the
huge group of Bantu-speaking people who have occupied Central Africa for thousands of years. They were said to
have come into the country from the west. The Tutsis, on the other hand, are supposed to be descendants of the
taller peoples of the Ethiopian highlands near the headwaters of the Blue Nile. They were supposed to have
invaded Rwanda from the north about five hundred years ago and established the mwamis government. Or so the
story went.
But there is no real evidence for it, and most scholars now think that it is pure invention. We will probably
never know for certain. Africa’s traditional history is one passed down through poems and genealogies and heroic
ballads in which people, not places, are the emotional focus. So many specific details about geography and
migration pattems are lost in the fog of time.
One influential man who helped create the Tutsis-from-the-Nile theory was British explorer John Hanning
Speke,\fn{1827-1864} who is given credit for being the first white man to lay eyes on Lake Victoria.\fn{ Kigeri IV
Rwabugiri (ruled 1853-1895) “was the first King in Rwanda’s history to come into contact with Europeans. He established an army
equipped with guns he obtained from Germans and prohibited most foreigners especially Arabs from entering his kingdom.”W } He

made some superficial observations about the people he came across during his expeditions in Central Africa and
connected them with stories in the Bible. In his 1863 book, Journal of the Discovery of the Source of the Nile, he
showed a strange fixation with an extended clan of leaders in what is now present-day Rwanda. These people—
they called themselves Tutsis—measured their wealth in cows, drank milk, ate beef, and seemed to be taller and
have slightly more angular noses than their subjects, who fed their families by growing cassavas, sweet potatoes,
and other vegetables. Speke theorized that they were actually a lost tribe of Christians who had migrated from the
deserts of the Middle East and were therefore the carriers of a noble line of blood.
The Hutu—what Speke called the “curly-head, flab-nosed, pouch-mouthed negro”—was a different story. The
name itself means “one who works,” and Speke thought there was a divine purpose behind the differences in
lifestyle. Those who grew crops, he said, were probably the distant descendants of Noah’s son Ham, who
according to the ninth chapter of Genesis had committed the sin of looking at his father lying naked in a tent when
he, Noah, was drunk on homemade wine. For this transgression Noah cursed his son Ham’s descendants for all
time.
“The lowest of slaves will he be to his brothers,” said the man who had captained the ark through the
floodwaters.
And, to Speke’s way of thinking, these poor lowborns had obviously found their way to exile in Central Africa
and had reproduced themselves by the millions. The Hutus were part of that accursed lot, and this explained their
generally subservient role to the cattle-owning Tutsis, even though the two groups of people looked quite similar
on the surface.
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All of this is, of course, total European foolishness, but what came to be called the “Hamitic hypothesis”
carried a surprising amount of weight in the late nineteenth century, just as the great powers were preparing to
carve up Africa into colonies. These ideas about race were to become more than fanciful stories told over port at
the Royal Geographic Society but an actual template for governing us. The real origin of Rwanda’s class system
had almost nothing to do with physical characteristics. It was much more banal than anything the European
gentlemen explorers had been able to imagine.
What seems to have happened was that the ministers and priests closest to the Rwandan king started to
conceive of themselves as being a special class of people, in much the same way that large landowners in what is
now Great Britain or France began to call themselves lords and dukes and earls. In precolonial Rwanda, however,
it wasn’t land that was used to reckon a person’s wealth.
It was cows. Those who didn’t have cattle were forced to turn to growing crops for sustenance and took on the
identity of Hutu, or “followers.” Many acquired cows by applying to a local strongman and agreeing to pay an
annual tribute of grain and honey beer and pledging to defend him in times of war. These client relationships were
known as the code of ubuhake and became the glue of the Rwandan social hierarchy.
Intermarriage between the Tutsi and the Hutu was not unheard of, but it was also not the norm. Those taller
frames and aquiline noses that John Hanning Speke had fallen in love with were probably the result of just a few
hundred years of sexual selection within that particular caste group.
*
This deluded love affair, as you might guess, was soon to become the cause of great misery. I experienced it for
the first time when I was nineteen years old.
My best friend, Gerard, was expelled from school in February 1973. This was one of the saddest days I had
ever known, not just because I was losing my friend, but because it was my first real taste of the poison in the soil
of my country. I also became aware for the first time of a bloodline inside me that divided me from people that I
loved.
I had known Gerard almost as long as I could remember. We had both come from mixed families and we had a
lot in common in the way we viewed the world. We had grown up together—played soccer together, talked about
girls, made fun of each other, wondered together about our future careers, speculated about who we would marry
—all the normal things that make up a friendship between boys. He was as smart a kid as I ever met. Our daily
walk to school together had been a constant feature of my mornings ever since we were eight years old. Our
footprints grew larger, but our friendship remained.
The year before Gerard was expelled there had been chaos and death in the neighboring country of Burundi, a
nation with an ethnic composition very similar to Rwanda. The president, a former Army captain named Michel
Micombero, had ordered his armed forces to crack down on a Hutu uprising, and these soldiers took their mission
beyond the bounds of rationality. Nearly two hundred thousand people were slaughtered and even more fled their
homes for the relative safety of my country. We have a saying:
“Whatever happens in Burundi eventually spills over into Rwanda, and whatever happens in Rwanda will also
spill into Burundi.”
And that was certainly the case in 1973. The government in Rwanda was sympathetic and began taking
reprisals against Tutsis as a kind of revenge. Several dozen were massacred with knives and machetes in villages
near the border. Others lost their houses and their businesses. The younger ones were kicked out of the schools.
One of them was my friend Gerard.
I will never forget the last time we walked to school together. When we arrived there were lists of names
tacked to the bulletin boards outside the classrooms. Gerard’s name was there. He was told to take his things and
go—he was not wanted at the school any longer. A group of Hutu students stood in front of the classroom door as
a human wall to block the undesirables from going inside. These were the same children who had laughed,
played, and gossiped together just twenty-four hours before. Now they were being divided in a way that was not
fully comprehensible, but I will never forget the look of determination—even glee—on the part of some of my
classmates who were accepting their new superior role all too readily.
I stood alone on the grassy quadrangle and watched Gerard walk back down the lane toward his home. That
was the last I saw of him for a very long time.
His name was on the list because his mother was a Hutu and his father was a Tutsi. My name was not on the
list because my mother was Tutsi and my father was a Hutu. Since ethnicity passes through the father’s loins in
Rwanda, according to this idiotic logic Gerard was considered a despicable Tutsi and I was considered a
privileged Hutu. Had the parentage been reversed it would have been me walking down that lane of guava trees
with my head down.
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I cannot tell you how much I loathed myself that day for having been lucky. It was the first time I became
aware of myself not as “Paul” but as a “Hutu.” I suppose this dark epiphany is an essential rite of passage for
anyone who grew up in my country, one of the most physically lovely places on the globe, but one with poison
sown in its heart.
I have to tell you more.
*
One of those beads I mentioned on our necklace is 1885. This was the year of the famous Conference of
Berlin, which put the seal on what was to become nearly seven decades of colonial government in Africa. This
was also where Rwanda’s fate was to be determined.
Representatives from Austria-Hungary, Denmark, France, Great Britain, Spain, the United States, Portugal,
Holland, Sweden, and Norway met to sort out the conflicting claims their agents had made to vast pieces of real
estate in Africa—most particularly, the forests of the Congo that had been turned into a private reserve for King
Leopold II of Belgium. The Berlin conference was remarkable not just for the lack of African participation, but
also for laying out a few key principles.
The first was that a European nation couldn’t just draw lines on a map and claim that area as a protectorate.
They had to prove they could “effectively occupy” and defend that territory.
The second was that if a navy could seize a piece of coastline it would also have the rights to whatever lay
inland for a virtually unlimited distance. The African continent was then sliced up with borders that frequently had
no logical relation to watersheds, trade patterns, linguistic groups, or geography. Remarked the British prime
minister:
“We have been giving away mountains and rivers and lakes to each other, only hindered by the small
impediment that we never knew exactly where they were.”
Rwanda fared well in some ways—at least, better than most of our neighbors. The borders shaved some
corners from the rugged area claimed by the mwami, but we retained a certain amount of territorial integrity. Our
colonizing power would be Germany, a nation that generally did not share the worst rapacious tendencies of some
of the other conquerors of Africa. They had won our aerie as a compromise and they showed little interest in
taking advantage of what little natural resources we could offer them. It took German agents more than nine years
to arrive in Rwanda and thirteen before they finally got around to establishing an administrative office. Our nation
was assigned to the same colonial department as the neighboring nation of Burundi and renamed Ruanda-Urundi.
The Germans looked on their new possession with indifference. It was a country far from the ocean. The most
important provision of the Berlin Conference—the one that required “effective occupation”—was also a problem.
The government of Otto von Bismarck simply did not see the value in sending a large portion of its army and civil
service to rule a poor chunk of landlocked farmland. What this meant, in effect, was that the kaiser’s flag flew
over our country as a matter of appearance, but the real power continued to be the top-down apparatus run by the
Tutsi royalty.
After the Germans’ catastrophic loss in World War I we were handed over as a spoil of war to the government
of Belgium. That was the beginning of real change, for the Belgians showed more of an interest in us.
Belgium wanted to get the most profit out of Rwanda while expending the least amount of men and effort. The
new colonizers looked at the social rift between our leaders and farmers and saw an easy way to rule by proxy. It
was a version of the old divide-and-conquer tactics used so effectively by colonizers throughout history. The
Aztec empire in Mexico was finished the moment that Heman Cortes realized he could exploit minor resentments
between tribes to his own advantage, making friends with one tribe to beat the more powerful rival and thus
subdue the entire region for the Spanish Crown.
And so the Belgians adopted the bizarre race theories of John Hanning Speke to turn the Tutsi aristocracy into
something like junior managers. It was no longer enough to simply co-opt the royal court as the Germans had.
There was now an explicitly racial way of separating the haves from the have-nots.
Here’s how crazy it became. Belgian scientists were sent down to Rwanda with little measuring tapes. They
determined that a typical Tutsi nose was at least two and a half millimeters longer than a Hutu nose. This brand of
“scientific” race theory led directly to a particularly dark bead on our necklace: the year 1933, when all people in
Rwanda received identity cards known as books that specified their ethnic class. Years later these cards would
become virtual death warrants for thousands of people, as we will see.
But the immediate effect of these cards was to crystallize the racism into a Jim Crow system. Almost all the
colonial administrative jobs were reserved for Tutsis. When categories were written down, it became harder for
Hutu to pass as Tutsi, even after they had accumulated many cows.
The doctrine of Tutsi superiority was taught in schools, preached in churches, and reinforced in thousands of
invisible ways in daily Rwandan life. The Tutsi were told over and over that they were aristocratic and physically
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attractive, while the Hutu were told they were ugly and stupid and worthy only of working in the fields. An early
colonial film described the farming class as “souls sad and passive, ignoring all thought for the morrow” who
viewed their Tutsi masters as “demigods.” This was the message that our fathers and mothers heard every day.
One of the most distinguished scholars on our nation, the American professor Alison Des Forges,\fn{ 1942-2009}
has described the net effect this way:
“People of both groups learned to think of the Tutsi as the winners and the Hutu as the losers in every great
contest in Rwandan history.”
It saddens me to tell you that one of the archetypical images of my country became the Tutsi king borne on the
shoulders of a platoon of Hutu laborers. It is true that my country, just as every civilization on earth, has economic
and social inequalities in our past. What makes Rwanda particularly tragic, however, is that our unhappiness was
given its shape by the indelible contours of race, making it all the easier for the great- grandsons of the whipped to
find someone’s head to chop off.
*
Rwanda’s apartheid system began to fall apart in the 1950s, when it was becoming increasingly clear that the
European powers could no longer hold on to their colonies in Africa. Independence movements were sweeping
the continent—violently in some places, such as Kenya, Algeria, and the Belgian Congo. Nearly every nation that
had participated in the Berlin Conference had been shell-shocked by World War II and no longer had a taste for
empire. Under pressure from the United Nations and the world community, Belgium was getting ready to let go of
its claim on Rwanda. But one last surprise was in store.
The Tutsi aristocracy had, not surprisingly, been generally supportive of their Belgian patrons through the
years. But it was a devil’s bargain. The Tutsis received a limited amount of power and a condescending recognition of the mwami in exchange for their ultimate loyalty to Brussels. They also cooperated in the oppression of the
Hutu, who were forced to harvest timber and crops in crews of road gangs, with Tutsi bosses. As any social
scientist can tell you, any system of organized hatred also damages the oppressor, if in less obvious ways. Tutsi
were forced to punish their Hutu neighbors for misdeeds or face punishment themselves.
And Belgium left no doubt who was in charge in 1931 when they deposed the mwami Musinga, who had
resisted all the arguments of all the Catholic priests sent from Europe to convert the natives. The colonizers
ignored the squash seeds and handpicked a successor, King Rudahigwa, a man considered sufficiently pliable. He
was also an ardent Roman Catholic. His example led Tutsis and Hutus alike to convert to the new faith. Almost
overnight Rwanda became one of the most Christian nations on the globe, albeit with a strong flavor of the old
mysticism. The Catholic priests from Europe, however, helped foment a revolutionary twist in the history of
Rwanda.
A well of sympathy for the Hutu underclass had been building throughout the late 1950s. The key role was
played by the Roman Catholic Church. Perhaps it was the words of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount:
“Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the kingdom of heaven … blessed are the meek, for they will inherit
the earth.”
Or perhaps it was that Belgium itself is a nation of competing ethnicities and that many of the Catholic priests
sent to Rwanda were from the historically abused Flemish communities. Perhaps there was finally a sense that too
much was too much. Either way, the authorities took steps to empower the people who had been suffering for so
long. The Hutus had always had superior numbers, and official policy began to reflect that mathematical reality—
and then some. The Hutu slowly assumed power as the ruling class. One administrator in Kigali issued the
following secret order:
“I deem it necessary to rapidly put into place a local military force officially composed of 14 percent Tutsi and
86 percent Hutu but in effect and for practical purposes, 100 percent Hutu.”
Fearful of losing their longstanding grip on power—and perhaps also fearful of retributive violence—the Tutsi
commenced a period of sharp opposition to Belgium’s continuing hold on Rwanda. This course would prove
disastrous for them, as it finalized the shift in Belgium’s favor over to the Hutu they had mistreated for sixty
years.
On July 7, 1959, our king died of a cerebral hemorrhage, and speculation ran wild that he had been secretly
assassinated by the Belgians. His successor, the teenage ruler Kigeli V, would last only a few months before the
ancient dynastic line would be snuffed out forever. Belgium called for the first free elections in Rwanda’s history,
but soon found itself trying to put down a rebellion of Hutu insurgents, who had set about murdering Tutsis and
setting fire to their houses. Despite the centuries of coexistence, this marked the very first outbreak of systematic
ethnic murders in Rwanda. The killers were rewarded with some of the first prosperity they had ever tasted. The
homes, fields, and stores of the Tutsis often went into the hands of those who had hacked them apart, establishing
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a link between patriotism and money that has yet to disappear. I’ll never forget sleeping outside at night during
that time, wondering if somebody was going to burn our house down for harboring Tutsis.
The national elections were held in a climate of fear and—not surprisingly—the Hutus won 90 percent of the
open seats. Suddenly it became desirable, even necessary, to have an identity card that called you a Hutu. Public
schools were soon open to the majority, and children who had been denied education for years began learning to
read and write and add figures just as adeptly as the Tutsi. This should have given the lie once and for all to
Speke’s idiotic racial ideas—as if they had not been discredited already. Belgium and the United Nations handed
the nation over to a Hutu government and left the nation after a brief ceremony on July 1, 1962, at 10 o’clock in
the morning. A new flag was hastily designed and raised: a tricolor banner with a plain letter R in the middle.
These events, taken as a whole, came to be called the “Hutu Revolution.”
And there was to be no sharing of power. Tens of thousands of persecuted Tutsis fled the country to the safety
of Uganda and other neighboring nations. One of the refugees was a small child named Paul Kagame, who was
said to have been carried on his mother’s back.
Rwanda had not seen the last of him.
*
The exiled Tutsis would eventually number more than a quarter million. The angriest young men among them
began launching guerrilla raids into Rwanda from their hiding places across the border. They were called
“cockroaches” because they came out at night and were hard to kill. This military slang would soon be applied to
the Tutsi people as a whole, a term as pernicious and dehumanizing as the American word nigger.
The raids were mostly amateur affairs, but they gave a pretext for our new government of President Gregoire
Kayibanda to wrap itself in the flag of the Hutu Revolution and begin a purge of the Tutsis who remained inside
Rwanda. There is no greater gift to an insecure leader that quite matches a vague “enemy” who can be used to
whip up fear and hatred among the population. It is a cheap way to consolidate one’s hold on power. And this is
just what the new regime did.
The persecution was made all the easier because Rwanda is a meticulously organized country. The nation is
arranged into a series of twelve prefectures, which look a bit like American states, except they have no powers.
Within every prefecture are several communes, which are the real building blocks of authority in Rwanda. The
head of the commune is known as the bourgmeister, or mayor, and he usually gets his job through a personal
friendship with the president. This is the real seat of power in tiny Rwanda, which is like one giant village. Four
out of five of us live in the rural areas and nine out of every ten people here draws some income from farming the
hills. Even the most urbanized among us has a close connection with the back-country. And so the orders came
down to every hill: It was the duty of every good and patriotic Hutu to join “public safety committees” to
periodically help “clear the brush.” Everyone understood this to mean slaughtering Tutsi peasants whenever there
was a raid from the exiles across the border. In 1963 thousands of Tutsis were chopped apart in the southern
prefecture of Gikongoro. These countryside massacres continued off and on throughout the decade and flared up
again after the trouble in Burundi in 1972 that caused the education of my best friend, Gerard, to be stolen.
He never quite recovered. Though he had the skills and the ambition to become an engineer, the only job he
could get was selling banana beer in a stand by the side of the road. He later moved to Kigali, where he landed a
clerical job in a bank. But he was always plagued by the image of what he might have become had he been
allowed to continue his education and use all of the formidable talents that had rotted inside of him. When we
were both much older I tried to get together with him for beers from time to time, but there was a taint of sadness,
and even anger, that always hung over our friendship.
I was one thing in the blood and he was another and there was nothing either of us could do to change it. He
was a Tutsi by accident and he had to live the rest of his life under that taint, occasionally in fear for his life from
the public safety committees and destined to work in dead-end jobs. It was an appalling waste—not just of a man
but of a potential asset to Rwanda and the rest of the world. Gerard had something to give. It was not wanted.
As one born into the favored class, my accidental path would be different. …
171.38 Excerpt from Surviving The Slaughter: The Ordeal Of A Rwandan Refugee In Zaire\fn{by Marie
Béatrice Umutesi (1959- )} Byumba, Byumba Province, Rwanda (F) 17
The first time I heard talk of Tutsi refugees was in 1963. I was four years old. It was about six in the evening,
and my father was behind the house with some neighbors, listening to the news on the radio. In the early sixties,
very few people owned a radio, and neighbors used to come to our house to listen to the daily news broadcast. We
heard a whistle. My father ran back to the house and called to my mother:
“They’re here!”
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In his panic he dropped the radio on the floor. He had thought that Tutsi rebels were coming, but luckily it was
a false alarm. Nevertheless, for a few weeks our life was dominated by fear of an attack. Even though we were far
from the combat zone, people were terrified of the rebels. They took turns standing guard, and a whistle was the
signal for danger. Hiding places in the marshes and the forest were prepared. All this seemed very strange to me,
and it took me several years to begin to understand.
In the first place, I had to realize that I was Hutu. All Rwandans share the same language and culture, and there
is no specific region that is identified with an ethnic group, no “Hutuland” or “Tutsiland.” The colonial authorities,\fn{First the Germans (from 1885), then the Belgians (from 1916), who administered the Territory of Rwanda-Urundi, as the two
countries of Rwanda and Burundi appeared on maps during the 19 th century} in order to simplify things,\fn{ Actually, in order to
ensure the colonial rule by very few over very many—by the usual means of tribal preferment in civil office and in the largely native police
—based on (in this case) one of two majority tribes, thus greatly minimizing the numbers of colonial men from the home country
absolutely necessary for overall Administration, who could only be convinced to leave their far more comfortable standard of living in
Northern Europe if comparable inducements were given them to live in Central Africa:H } tried to differentiate between three

ethnic groups, using a system based on morphology. The Tutsi are tall, slender, and have refined features. The
Hutu are of medium build with negroid features. The Twa\fn{ Now about 1% of the population; but, ironically, the original
inhabitants of Rwanda} are small and have pygmoid features. In reality, these are just generalizations. There are short
Tutsi and tall Hutu and Twa. After the sixties, when interethnic marriages became more common, the differences
became even less pronounced.
At the time of the Tutsi genocide in 1994, Hutu with refined features were killed at the roadblocks, whereas
Tutsi with Hutu features remained safe. In Cyangugu, a prefecture\fn{Equivalent to a province} bordering the Congo,
I found Tutsi friends who had crossed the entire country and had had no difficulty at the checkpoints, even though
they had no more identification than a document certifying that they had lost their identity card. On the other
hand, my mother, who was Hutu but had Tutsi features, was threatened with death a number of times, even though
her identity card was completely in order.
Ethnicity was never a barrier in my relationships with those who belonged to other ethnic groups,. and in my
family it was not considered a reason for exclusion. As far back as I can remember our house was full of Hutu and
Tutsi children, neighbors and orphans that my mother took under her wing. I have no memory of preferences
based on the ethnicity of one or another of the children. Only a child’s character, honesty, sweetness, or obedience
was important. Thus one of my parents’ best friends, as well as their godparents and those of my older brothers
and sisters were Tutsi. My family maintained good relations with all those who had not been carried away by the
revolution of 1959.\fn{A bloody uprising of Hutu against the Tutsi monarchy, resulting in mass killings of Tutsi and the presence of
thousands of Tutsi refugees in Uganda, Burundi and the (still) Belgian Congo (Congo/Kinshasa in the Protocol for World Peace) }
Social revolution erupted on November I, 1959, when I was only six months old. The Hutu rebelled against the
feudal power of the Tutsi, which was based on servitude, exclusion, and contempt. It began when a band of young
Tutsi attacked a Hutu subchief who had been appointed by the colonial authority. It was rumored that he had been
killed, and the same day the whole country knew about this act of aggression. Revolt had been simmering since
the beginning of the fifties and this was the straw that broke the camel’s back.
For a long time the Hutu had chafed under the system that had been imposed on them. Every Hutu owed allegiance to a Tutsi and had to perform services that were rendered without payment. A Tutsi could even throw a
Hutu out of his own home and occupy it himself if he wanted to.
One of my aunts rebelled against this system. At sixteen, while performing these obligatory services, she had
to accompany a young Tutsi woman back to her family. Once there, she refused to eat for three days because she
was forced to eat alone after the members of the family had finished their meal. She was not allowed to look at the
mouths of her “masters” while they were eating. She did not understand how such poor Tutsi could treat her with
so much contempt when her own family was quite well off.
On the way back she refused to help her “mistress” carry the gifts that she had received from her family. At
this time an attitude like this was punished by a public beating called umunani. My aunt knew perfectly well that
by rebelling she ran the risk of being beaten, but she preferred a beating to being treated with contempt. This time
she was not punished for her rebelliousness.
Another time she decided to go and gather sweet potatoes in the fields before the authorities allowed it. She
should have waited. It was the law. Her disobedience would once again expose her to a public beating if she were
discovered, but her family was hungry. My grandfather was in jail. As expected, she was caught and they gave her
eight lashes. In public. They bared her buttocks\fn{ I.e., they humiliated her in a truly unforgivable way } even though she
was already engaged to be married.
Other attitudes of the Tutsi masters infuriated her. She had to scratch herself with a stick stuck into the wall
instead of using her hands to do it when she was preparing a meal for them. She had to use two sticks to carry a
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leaf of tobacco to her “master” because the hands of a Hutu would have defiled it. When they drank, they cleaned
the straw before putting it in their mouths if she had used it. They even did this in front of her, which was a sign of
profound disrespect, since a basic rule of courtesy is to never clean the straw.
My aunt was a young peasant who had never even been to catechism, but she refused to be treated like a leper.
If she had been a man she would no doubt have paid dearly for her rebelliousness. I have a friend whose father
had to leave and go to work in the mines of Shaba in the Congo because he could no longer submit to the abuses
of the feudal powers. The father of another friend spent the prime years of his life in jail or in exile in Burundi.
His behavior was considered subversive by the authorities, who faulted him for wearing a beard and not having
the required amasunzu haircut.\fn{The term refers to a variety of elaborate crested hairstyles worn by Rwandan men, which had
different meanings as to grades of social status } As for my father, he left very early on to work for the colonials in order
not to be forced to pay allegiance to a Tutsi.\fn{ One of the exceptions granted by the colonial power in their inevitable policy of
divide-and-conquer:H}
These individual rebellions did not culminate in a larger movement until the fifties, when they could be
directed by Hutu who had been educated in the seminaries. In 1959 this protest movement resulted in the Hutu
overthrowing the Tutsi feudal system. Bloody ethnic confrontations accompanied this change in power. Where I
lived, Tutsi homes were burned and their occupants found shelter in the churches, although few people were
killed.
When the countryside was pacified by the colonial powers, only those who were considered by the population
to have been “good Tutsi” were allowed to return to their properties. The rest were taken to Bugesera, an uninhabited area in the east of Rwanda. King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, along with the nobles, left the country and sought
refuge in neighboring countries, primarily Burundi, the Belgian Congo, and Uganda. Beginning in 1961, some of
them began to engage in guerilla actions against Rwanda.
At first confined to the frontiers with Uganda and Burundi, the guerilla attacks had become more widespread
by 1963, and the rebels had come within twenty kilometers of Kigali.\fn{ The Rwandan capital} Popular rumor held
that in their advance they were killing the Hutu and that some Tutsi from the interior of Rwanda were joining their
ranks. This attack by Tutsi guerillas was followed by reprisals against the Tutsi in many areas in the interior of the
country. The Tutsi who had been spared in the killings and exile of 1959 were persecuted, and many were killed.
Others who joined the ranks of the exiles in Uganda, the Congo, and Burundi had their lands taken and
redistributed.
My cousin Laurent, who was five years old in 1963, told us what he had seen. He remembered a man running
away, followed by other men armed with spears. This man wore a large overcoat that he used to gather up spears.
When he had enough of them, he turned toward his pursuers, who in turn fled from him until his supply of spears
was used up. Then the man again began to flee. This “game” continued for a while until the man with the overcoat
was exhausted. A compassionate woman hid him under a pile of wood, but a peasant standing on the opposite
hillside had seen this. When the man’s pursuers had already turned to leave, the man on the hillside called to them
to look again under the pile of wood. The fugitive was discovered and killed.
The killing of the Tutsi in our area was the work of outsiders from Ruhengeri prefecture, about thirty
kilometers away. When they saw our house, they thought that it must belong to a former official of the Tutsi
regime, since it was the only one for miles around with a corrugated metal roof. They had already begun to set fire
to it when one of my father’s cousins who lived on the opposite hill intervened. One of our neighbors, whom the
arsonists had questioned concerning the ethnicity of the owner, had said that he didn’t know whether the owners
of the house were Hutu or Tutsi. We never knew if he acted from envy or fear. Our mother had taken us to hide in
the fields when she saw danger approaching. Guerilla attacks continued until 1968.
In 1973 the Hutu-Tutsi conflict, which I thought of as ancient history, suddenly flared up in our life again. It
was February, and we were returning to school after a week of vacation. I had arrived at the end of the day in
Byumba with a neighbor who was in my class. Downtown we met Goretti, a Tutsi friend who was with her friend
Benoit, who was also Tutsi and was studying at the teachers’ college. They both came from Giti, and since in
those days there weren’t many cars, they had made the trip on foot. It had taken them all day to reach the school.
After saying hello we asked them what they were doing out so late instead of being at the school.
Trembling, and with tears in her eyes, Goretti told us that the director of the school had put up a notice telling
Tutsi students to return to their homes. He gave no explanation whatsoever. Goretti and Benoit had no idea where
to spend the night and were waiting there hoping that someone would show them some sympathy and invite them
to stay at their house. Faced with their pain we felt powerless. We didn’t know what to say to console them.
At the boarding school everyone was talking about the notice but no one knew why it was there. When I was
coming back from the shower I ran into a group of about ten boys from the teachers’ college who had invaded our
dormitory. They were armed with clubs and said they had come to throw the Tutsi out. They started poking around
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and looking at the ends of our noses to decide who was Hutu and who was Tutsi. They were completely
misinformed. All of our Tutsi classmates had done the same as Goretti and had left the school as soon as they
knew about the poster. Only Murekatete had remained at school. We told her that she should go to bed and play
sick, but this trick didn’t work.
Murekatete and another ten students who resembled Tutsi were “selected.” The following morning the students
expelled them. They could not return to school unless they had identity cards issued by the Germans to their
parents or grandparents. This document was the only one that, according to these students, gave authentic
information on the ethnicity of Rwandans.
Early in the morning on the same day that our schoolmates were expelled, about twenty students from the
teachers’ college arrived. They threw those of us who were still sleeping out of bed and ordered us all to put on
our gymnastics uniforms. Then they made us leave the school. In the street we joined a few hundred students,
some of whom were very young. A group of studepts from the teachers’ college led the march. The rest followed,
singing songs from the revolution of 1959. The group at the head of the march entered Tutsi houses and forced the
occupants to leave. All the Tutsi—men, women, and children—were taken to the central prison.
The politico-military authorities of the city were waiting for us in front of the jail. While they were trying to
convince the students to release their hostages and return to school, an officer of the national police opened fire on
the crowd, causing total panic. The officer, who, it seemed, was Tutsi, wounded about ten students, some of them
seriously. Among them were three classmates. When calm returned, the wounded were gathered up and taken to
the hospital, and the students returned to the boarding school.
These disturbances, which lasted one day, resulted in one death, a male Tutsi nurse, and about ten wounded.
Our classmates, expelled in February 1973, were allowed back in September of the same year, after General
[Juvénal] Habyarimana’s coup. During the first few months, living together was difficult, even though none of us
were responsible for what had happened. The Hutu feared being poisoned by the Tutsi, who in turn feared being
attacked by their Hutu schoolmates during the night. Frequently they slept two to a bed.
A government-sponsored campaign of reconciliation restored order to the country, but meanwhile there had
been deaths, mostly of Tutsi. Houses had been destroyed and several hundred Tutsi, for the most part members of
the intelligentsia, had taken refuge in neighboring countries. The ethnic tensions that had begun to cool down
since the end of the Tutsi refugee incursions in 1968, revived.
What actually happened in 1973, and why was the Tutsi population the victim of a political situation in which
the refugee Tutsi apparently played no role?
Although at this time I was only thirteen years old and did not understand anything about politics, I could see
that the population of Byumba had, in a general way, been overtaken by events. No one seemed to understand
what some were calling the “insanity of the students.” People feared this mass of students that had fallen on the
city, armed with clubs and sticks, singing songs from the revolution of 1959. Everyone, Hutu and Tutsi, had
locked themselves in their houses. Merchants had closed their shops. Adults had not taken part in the disturbances
and many Tutsi had found shelter in the houses of their Hutu neighbors.
I remember meeting my sister and her boyfriend on the road going toward Byumba. She was trembling with
fear. She asked me what all this meant and if we had gone crazy. I didn’t know how to answer. I had no idea why I
was there either. All I knew was that they had dragged us out of our beds, that they had made us put on the shorts
that we normally used for gymnastics class, that they gave us clubs and told us that we should sing as we walked.
Many among us followed because we, too, were afraid. Only a small group of students from the teachers’ college
appeared to know what was going on.
Later, I tried to understand what had happened. After the massacres of Tutsi intellectuals in Burundi in 1972, I
had begun to notice the presence of small, ethnically based groups within the school. Another tragic event, the
widespread killing of Hutu in Burundi by the Burundian army,\fn{ In 1972} which was made up mainly of Tutsi,
appears to have been the catalyst for the ethnic uprisings of 1973. The Rwandan Hutu felt threatened by the
killings of the Burundian Hutu. What is more, the Rwandan and Burundian governments traded insults broadcast
over their national radio stations. We followed these verbal attacks between the two countries without knowing
what was truly at stake. Nevertheless, the majority of the Rwandan students identified with the students in
Burundi who had been expelled, killed, and buried alive. This did not contribute to a climate of understanding
between Hutu and Tutsi in the schools.
Other, often contradictory, explanations were given to me of the tragic events of 1973. According to some, the
northern military had organized the disturbances to destabilize the power of Grégoire Kayibanda’s regime,\fn{ He
was President of the First Republic of Rwanda (1961-1973); this in imitation of France (now in its Fifth Republic) } which had begun
to marginalize them. Those who maintain this hypothesis explain it by the fact that the northern students were the
most bitter and appeared to be the prime movers. The coup d’état of July 1973 confirms this assertion. According
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to others, the disturbances were fomented by those in power as a diversionary tactic to distract the population
from the catastrophic socioeconomic and political situation.
Be that as it may, Major General Juvénal Habyarimana and other northern officers used these events as a
pretext for deposing the Kayibanda government.
Until 1990, Rwanda experienced a period of relative peace. For eighteen years there was no sign of ethnic
conflict. Hutu-Tutsi relations were smooth. The number of mixed marriages grew. Even members of the military
could marry Tutsi, something that was impossible in the First Republic. For a long time the Tutsi considered Habyarimana their Moses. In some Hutu circles he was accused of favoritism toward the Tutsi. Nevertheless some
injustices remained. For example, Tutsi were excluded from holding important political posts, and not until the
advent of political pluralism in 1991 was there an improvement in this area. The problem of the Tutsi refugees,
who had fled the country in 1959, 1963, and 1973, remained unresolved.
The ethnic tensions that characterized Rwandan society gave way little by little to a new type of tension, the
rise of regionalism. From then on the issue was not so much a conflict between Hutu and Tutsi but between Kiga
(north) and Nduga (south). I became aware of the existence of regionalism for the first time when I was in Kigali
at the Lycée Notre Dame de Cîteaux, where I had enrolled to study economics. After failing English, I had had to
repeat my fourth year.
The teacher who taught biology and physics was not too happy to see me again. She would rather have had me
thrown out, which she made painfully clear to me. Nevertheless I always got good grades in her classes. She
reminded me every day that I was a “repeater” and that I could not continue to count on the good will of the
Ministry. Apparently she had decided to fail me so that I could be expelled once and for all.
I finally understood that what she held against me were my regional origins, about which she was completely
mistaken. She didn’t like me because she thought I was from the south. My difficult character only made matters
worse. Luckily for me, one day when she was visiting the home of some friends who came, as I did, from
Byumba, she learned that I was the sister-in-law of a friend of her husband’s. This was how I was saved from
being expelled a second time, which would have been the end.
After the coup d’état of 1973 by the northern officers, southerners and northerners were at daggers drawn. The
Second Republic concentrated all the power, both civil and military, in the hands of a small group whose origins
were in the north. Southerners criticized Habyarimana’s government for having removed them from power and
for having arrested and imprisoned a great number of southern politicians, the majority of whom were killed in
prison. For many northern politicians, a northern Tutsi was an ally whereas a southern Hutu was an enemy.
Southerners held a grudge against Habyarimana’s government, and starting in 1991 some of them formed an
alliance with the Tutsi refugee rebellion in order to bring the government down.
I entered the Université Nationale du Rwanda in Butare in 1978. The student body in Butare reflected the same
regional and ethnic problems as the rest of Rwandan society. Each group practiced rigid social control over its
members, particularly over its women. When a female student behaved in a way that others from her region or
ethnic group considered inappropriate, they had meetings to decide what measures to take to remedy the situation.
During the three years that I spent at Butare, the council of the students from Byumba constantly called me to
order. The first time they thought that I had committed the “crime” of falling in love with a Tutsi. The northern
council met and a delegation of “elders” was sent to me to ask that I put an end to this unnatural idyll. I thought
this was completely out of place. For one thing, the students from Byumba were wrong as to the nature of the
relationship. They had mistaken a friendship for a love affair. Furthermore, even if it had been a love affair, I
would not have given in to them. My life belonged to me and I had decided to live it my way.
There was also my friendship with Furaha, a young woman from Kibuye, in the south of the country. The
students from Byumba considered her to be too “easy.” Furaha was very generous, but too nonconformist to be
appreciated by the Rwandans. She had a lot of friends, but also bitter enemies.
One evening she organized a birthday party at the home of some Canadian friends in Butare. A few days later
I, along with others who were at the party, was called in by the Service Central de Renseignements (SCR), a
department that watched over internal security and was responsible to the president. Some classmates of Furaha’s
had accused us of having smoked grass. After this story of drugs, the Byumba students met again and delegated
my best friends to convince me to break off my friendship with her. Once again I held firm.
In 1982, together with other young women who went out with whites, Furaha was detained and “interned” in a
reeducation center for women. They accused her of undermining morality. After her incarceration she was put
under surveillance in a residence in her hometown. In 1983 she escaped the country by hiding in a truck under
piles of chairs, and ended up in Kenya. From there she was able to go to France, where she now lives. She is
married and is the mother of two sons.
In 1982 I received a scholarship from the Belgian government and came to Europe for the first time to earn a
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degree in sociology at the Université Catholique de Louvain. In Louvain-la-Neuve I again ran into a bitter racism,
the likes of which had disappeared years earlier in Rwanda. The Tutsi refugees refused to have any contact with
the Hutu, who in turn responded with the same tactics. Only the Tutsi who came from Rwanda could hope to be
accepted by both groups.
From the time of my arrival, Esther took charge of me. She came from the south of Rwanda and was Tutsi. I
knew her from my secondary school where she had studied pedagogy. She had come to Belgium to study social
work, thanks to a scholarship from the Episcopal Church of Rwanda. Esther was accepted equally by the Hutu
and by the refugee Tutsi both because she was a Rwandan Tutsi and also because she was friendly and straightforward. Although her family had suffered in the ethnic conflicts of 1959 and 1973 she held herself above these
ethnic considerations.
It was through her that I came in contact with refugee Tutsi circles. They welcomed me as one of their own. I
was invited to the get-togethers that they regularly organized. Since I also moved in Rwandan and Burundian
Hutu circles, some Tutsi refugees began to question my true identity. When they discovered that I was Hutu, some
among them spoke of treason and infiltration and decided to exclude me. A Tutsi friend opposed this, but my
relationship with the majority of the refugees changed.
This is exactly what happened with Devota, a young woman married to a Belgian. We were close friends, and I
valued my friendship with Marc, her husband, who was a committed anti-apartheid militant. When Devota
learned that I was Hutu, her attitude changed completely. We continued seeing one another, but our discussions,
even the most innocuous ones, degenerated into arguments.
One evening Esther, Devota, Marc, another Tutsi friend, and I went to a restaurant. I teased Esther about her
marriage to a white. She angrily replied that she would a thousand times rather marry a white than a Hutu,
because all Hutu were assassins. The discussion that had started in a joking tone rapidly degenerated. Marc
accused Esther of being responsible for what had happened, since she had introduced me into Tutsi circles and
had permitted me to express myself freely. He said that in Rwanda a Hutu would not have dared to speak up in
front of a group of Tutsi. According to him, I should have shown my gratitude to the Tutsi refugees who had
“elevated” me by accepting me into their group.
These remarks made us all uncomfortable. Relations between Hutu and Tutsi had evolved greatly since the
revolution of 1959 and only in certain extremist Tutsi circles was this kind of language used. No Rwandan, no
matter how extremist his views, would have dared throw words like this in my face. He would have been more
tactful. Marc tried to make amends later, giving me a biography of Steve Biko and a poster of Nelson Mandela.
In 1985 I finished my studies in Louvain-la-Neuve and began work in Rwanda. I very quickly found my path
and dedicated myself to working with the rural population, specifically with women. I had a managerial position
with the Centre de Services aux Coopératives (CSC). I helped my mother care for all the members of our large
family. I had male and female friends from all races and backgrounds. In a word, I was living a full life when
suddenly I was overtaken by history.
*
In the decades of silence after the first Tutsi rebellion was subdued in 1968, the entire world seemed to have
forgotten the Tutsi refugees. Petitions to return to the country were examined on an individual basis by Habyarimana’s regime, and this prevented any large-scale repatriation movement. For the hundreds of thousands of
people who wanted to return to their country, the government proposed no other solution than that they become
naturealized citizens in their host country or become permanent residents there while maintaining their Rwandan
citizenship. The argument advanced to discourage the return of the Tutsi refugees was the scarcity of land. Negotiations had begun with the main host countries in which the Tutsi refugees lived, and delegates from these countries were studying the feasibility of the proposals, but in 1986 the victory of Yoweri Kaguta Museveni’s National
Resistance Army (NRA), which enjoyed massive support from the refugee Tutsi, changed the game in Uganda.
A new Tutsi refugee rebellion broke out on October 1, 1990.\fn{ Under the name of the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) }
The Tutsi refugees were stronger and better organized than they had been during the last twenty years. They had
leaders of the caliber of Fred Rwigema, then Minister of the Interior in Museveni’s government; Paul Kagame,
who is the current president of Rwanda and was at that time responsible for the Ugandan Army; and many other
personalities around whom the refugees were beginning to organize. With Museveni’s military victory, they could
count on important armed support. Helping the Rwandan refugees recapture power in their own country was the
most appealing solution for the Ugandan president. It allowed him to get rid of these allies, who were becoming a
nuisance, to legitimize his power with the Ugandans and to have a friendly regime in Rwanda. It also assured that
no Ugandan rebellion would come from that quarter.
Early in 1990 rumors of an imminent refugee attack began to circulate, but few gave them any credence. A lot
of us thought that these rumors were hatched by the Habyarimana regime to distract the country from its real
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problems, which were socioeconomic and political. There was talk of economic restructuring. The Rwandan franc
had been devalued and mid-level government employees risked having their buying power cut in half or worse.
Political austerity, decreed by the government in an effort to reduce public expenditures, only seemed to affect the
lives of those lower down on the ladder, and the powerful continued to live high off the hog. Economic scandals
had been uncovered in Habyarimana’s entourage. There were rumors that he had plantations of Indian hemp in the
Nyungwe forest, and people who mentioned it found themselves thrown into prison. A lottery organized by his
son and a Senegalese national had failed, and millions of Rwandan francs had disappeared into thin air. Scandals
like this only served to discredit the regime and reinforce popular discontent.
Famine had raged in many parts of the country since 1988. People were dying of hunger and diseases
associated with malnutrition. The impoverishment of the countryside was so severe that theft, both of crops and
personal property, was rampant. Those in charge seemed incapable of stopping this plague. The population resorted to vigilante justice. Cases of people being beaten and even killed because they had been caught in their
neighbors’ banana groves or cassava fields or potato patches were frequent. The presence of thousands of
unemployed young men caused ongoing lawlessness.
Much later, in 1995, when I went to Belgium for a conference on gender issues, I traveled with a young former
member of the Forces Armées Rwandaises (FAR) who had been blinded by an exploding shell only a few months
after enlisting. He was the one who helped me understand just how untenable the situation had been for youth in
rural areas. The lack of land and absence of any non-agricultural employment had left these youth without a
future. Military service allowed this young man, who volunteered for the army while the war was raging, to earn a
living and to feel like “someone,” to respect himself. He and many others of his age and prospects had to choose
between military service, with an assured salary and social standing, and leaving for Kigali to become a rickshaw
driver or thief. This situation was the reason why neither FAR nor the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) had any
difficulty recruiting.\fn{The term “RPF” is used throughout as an umbrella term to indicate both the Rwandan Patriotic Front, which
was the political movement, and the Rwandan Patriotic Army } The different political parties also used these unemployed
young men for the militias that they maintained for their disreputable ends.
Toward the middle of 1990, a Tutsi friend confirmed the rumor of a Tutsi attack. She said she had the
information from her family in Uganda who were members of Fred Rwigyema’s\fn{ Fred Gisa Rwigyema (1957-1990)
founding member and leader of the Rwandan Patriotic Front } entourage. When she had last visited her parents in Uganda,
they had insisted that she not go back to Rwanda because of the impending war. They asked her to be patient for a
while, since the return of the refugees was imminent.
Even with this reliable information, I remained a skeptic. An attack by the refugee Tutsi would inexorably lead
to massacres of Tutsi in the interior of the country, which is what had happened the last time. I hoped that the
refugee Tutsi would exhaust all possible peaceful means before risking the lives of thousands of innocents. I
didn’t realize yet that life isn’t worth much when power is at stake. As Tito Rutaremara, a leader of the refugee
Tutsi, cynically remarked a few years later:
“You can’t make an omelet without breaking some eggs.”
I heard about the attack on an international radio station. The reporters spoke of an army of ten thousand welltrained, well-equipped, disciplined men. By contrast, they referred to Habyarimana’s army as a bunch of Boy
Scouts.
During the first few weeks, I hardly slept. Since I came from Byumba in the North, I didn’t feel very safe in
Gitarama, where the southern extremists could take advantage of the chaos that would follow the outbreak of war
to get rid of the northerners. In addition, it often happened that I was taken for a Tutsi. If war came to Gitarama, I
was in danger of being targeted by Hutu extremists who wouldn’t hesitate to make the Tutsi pay for the attack by
their refugee brothers. I knew that if the rebels took power they would use the first few days to get rid of
bothersome Hutu. Being Hutu and in charge of an NGO,\fn{ Non-governmental organization} I had no hope of escaping
the massacres.
I stopped being afraid when the Zairian, Belgian, and French peacekeepers arrived. I was also comforted to
learn that President Habyarimana had left a UN conference in the United States in order to return to Rwanda. I
hoped that he could find a solution to the conflict before it degenerated. During these frightening days, for the first
time, I had confidence in him.
The attack was followed by a wave of arrests across the country of people suspected of being enemy
collaborators. In Kigali, eight thousand people were arrested and held in a stadium for several days under a blistering sun, without food or water. Many died. The Tutsi intelligentsia, wrongly considered the natural allies of the
refugee Tutsi, were the principal victims. Hutu who were suspected of spying for the enemy or were the victims of
account settling were imprisoned.
At Gitarama, arrests happened just like everywhere else. Friends were arrested after their houses had been
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searched with a fine-toothed comb by the SCR, which was looking for weapons or compromising documents. The
CSC did not escape their attentions. Thorough searches were carried out in the offices, at my home, and also at
the home of Jean Marie Vianney, a Tutsi in charge of overseeing commercial cooperatives.
The evening before the day that the CSC was searched, I had gone to work with a women’s group about four
kilometers from our offices. On my way back, I stopped by the home of some friends who were priests. The
driver went back alone to the office. An hour later he returned, and I saw from his face that something was amiss.
His voice was shaking when he told me that soldiers had come by to see me while I was gone and that they had
promised to come back the following day. At this news my throat suddenly went dry. I had to clench my teeth to
keep them from chattering. I went home right away, but I was nervous. All night, I tried to think about my upcoming imprisonment with indifference, planning the clothes that I should take, and wondering how to organize from
behind bars, and how to continue my work with female prisoners. Fear prevented me from taking these thoughts
very far. I lay in the dark with my eyes wide open. Every five minutes I turned my bedside lamp on to check the
time. Not knowing what kind of information the soldiers were interested in, I didn’t know what to hide and what
to leave. The only documents that seemed to me to be compromising were a photo of Sankara, the former
president of Burkina Faso, assassinated in 1987, who they said resembled the head of the rebel Tutsi, General
Fred Rwigema, and a biography of Fidel Castro. I thought that they could accuse me of collaboration with the
enemy because I was reading a book about the Cuban revolution. At first I decided to hide them in my compost,
but after thinking about it, I left them with a Swiss neighbor.
The following morning I went to the office without even drinking a cup of coffee. I was incapable of
swallowing anything. The whole staff knew about the visit from the soldiers the evening before and of their
promise to come back that day. You could read the fear on their faces.
Around ten in the morning we saw a small truck arrive with two soldiers armed to the teeth. I stopped being
afraid. The head of the court and the head of the SCR of Gitarama accompanied them. They first dug through the
offices, drawer by drawer, and then went to my house and looked through all the rooms. What were they looking
for? They didn’t tell me. When they came across a letter from a foreign country, they asked detailed information
about the person who had written it, the hidden meaning in the words, and other things. They leafed through my
agendas and asked questions about what I had meant by writing such and such a thing, even if it was dated from
the beginning of the year or from the year before. Afterwards they left, taking the key to our storeroom with them.
Around three o’clock in the afternoon a dozen soldiers arrived in a truck. They were as well armed as the first
ones and had three agents from the SCR with them. The soldiers quickly took up positions at the entrance of the
office and in front of my house. The ones wearing civilian clothes entered the secretary’s office.
Suddenly I was very calm. The fear that had tied my stomach in knots since the departure of the first
investigators left me. Three people were waiting for me in the secretary’s office. One of them, who seemed to be
the head of the group, wore a long raincoat that made him look like an agent from the KGB in a detective novel.
The only thing lacking was a shapeless hat. The man in the raincoat informed me that they had only come to requisition our gas and to search our office supplies more thoroughly. As far as the office supplies were concerned, I
didn’t feel inconvenienced, but where the gas was concerned, there was no question of their requisitioning it
without authorization from the civil authorities. It was only after the prefect\fn{ The provincial governor} gave his
approval on the telephone and an attorney had signed the requisition order that I allowed them to leave with two
thousand liters of gas.
Following that, one of the soldiers called my behavior “suicidal.” To dare to stand up to ten armed soldiers in
wartime was either ignorance or folly.
After the departure of the soldiers and our gas, my cousin’s husband, who was the director of an agricultural
project, telephoned me and told me to calm down. The prefect of Gitarama had told him what had happened at the
CSC. He had learned that those in charge of the SCR in Gitarama wanted to lock me up because they were convinced that I knew what the RPF was planning. Otherwise I wouldn’t have office supplies and gas. The fact that
the CSC employed many Tutsi didn’t help matters. If it had not been for the intervention of the prefect himself, I
would have joined my friends behind bars.
Generally, people who had had their houses searched found themselves in jail after a few days, and I spent the
following two weeks expecting to be arrested. During this time, my movements were followed by the SCR. For
the first few days I went to visit the wives of my jailed friends, but other friends quickly let me know that these
visits weren’t well thought of in high places. I ran the risk, they said, of aggravating matters. I had to be as
inconspicuous as possible, cut back on my field trips, watch out who I talked to and pay attention to how I spoke.
In the meantime, all of our telephone lines were cut by the SCR. This reinforced my fear of being arrested and
not being able to warn my friends in time.
As time went on, things slowly returned to normal. The telephone worked again. Work went on. Joseph, a Tutsi
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staff member of the CSC who had been arrested, was released after a few weeks, thanks to the intervention of our
European partners. He chose exile in Burundi because he no longer felt safe in Rwanda. At that time, I didn’t
understand, but when the massacres of the Tutsi began, the wisdom of his decision became clear to me. The
victims of these arrests, who were often innocent, as well as their families and their friends, never forgave Habyarimana’s government for having singled them out unjustly. Many among them, even those who at the beginning
had supported him, joined the opposition at the time when the country opened to democracy. The majority became
open sympathizers of the RPF.
After the attack in October 1990, in many areas of the country, particularly in certain districts in Kibuye,
Kibilira, and Gisenyi prefectures, the Tutsi were the victims of popular vengeance. In Kibilira many hundreds
were killed with machetes or drowned in the Nyabarongo River. Their houses were burned. These massacres
would no doubt have spread to other prefectures if there had not been strong actions on the part of the authorities
in the municipalities bordering Kibilira.
For example Bulinga, in Gitarama prefecture, could have been caught up had it not been for the intervention of
the mayor and a deputy, helped by the local population. For many days they organized patrols, day and night, on
the banks of the Nyabarongo River. They fished out the victims and prevented the leaders from leaving Kibilira
and entering Bulinga. Thanks to them, many lives were saved. Inquiries were held and about thirty people who
were identified as the principal organizers of the massacre were arrested, among them the sub-prefect of Ngororero prefecture. In the same wave of repression, the Bagogwe, Tutsi herdsmen who lived in Gishwati forest in
Gisenyi prefecture, were massacred by soldiers from FAR.
Beginning in 1991, the RPF changed its military strategy. It abandoned conventional warfare for guerilla
warfare. For the population of Byumba, the guerilla war would be bloody. Although at the start the rebels did not
attack the civilian population, after 1991 they began to systematically kill them. People began to move en masse
to the areas as yet unaffected by the fighting. They told of atrocities committed by the rebels. Women were
disemboweled, men impaled. Other forms of torture, each one more barbaric than the other, were perpetrated.
These macabre stories created terror in the towns on the frontiers with Uganda. The rebels were no longer
considered human. They were shown with horns and a tail, just like the devil in catechism books. I began to hear
talk of the atrocities committed by the RPF when the first displaced people from the border towns arrived at my
house in 1992. I had at first thought that these were fictions, products of the minds of people traumatized by two
years of wandering. I began to believe them the day that the wife of my cousin Macali, a businessman in Kibuye,
told us how soldiers from the RPF had killed him:
When the rebels arrived in Kibuye, my husband first evacuated me and the children. Afterwards he went back to get
provisions, since we hadn’t taken anything with us when we fled. When he arrived at the house the rebels were already
there. They took him and tortured him. We awaited his return in vain. When he didn’t come back, the children crept
back to the house during a pause in the fighting. They found their father tied by his own entrails to a post in his store.
The rebels had disemboweled him, pulled out his guts and used them for a rope.

This story and others that followed affected me deeply. Life had changed: horror, anguish, and fear were
present every day. Nevertheless, I had to live, work and keep the CSC going. It was a heavy responsibility. Everyday life took over. Then in February 1993, two years and three months after the beginning of the war, the rebels
arrived at my house.
I had just begun a project in support of women’s associations in Byumba. Every morning I left Kigali to go to
different towns, and in the evening, for reasons of safety I returned to the capital where I had a temporary office.
Many government and private sector employees in Byumba prefecture did the same. On my return from Buyoga, I
went by to say hello to my family. My mother had just brought in the harvest, and she proudly showed me her
granary, which was full of beans and sorghum. She had also begun to raise chickens along with the cows, pigs,
goats, sheep, and rabbits. She reminded me that if she had left her house as her children had advised her to after
the last rebel attack in June 1992, she would not have had such a bountiful harvest and would be boring herself
stiff in Kigali.
She didn’t know that the following Monday she would be running out of her house leaving everything behind
her and have to wait four years to see again this place she was so attached to. She also did not know that she
would never again see the many members of her family who would be murdered by the RPF that day.
The rebels arrived in Gatete, my mother’s village, around five in the morning. It was Monday, market day.
According to the stories told by the survivors I met on the road to Kigali three days later, they forced their way
into houses, trapped the men and rounded them up. Women ran up and down all the streets calling the children,
who were screaming and crying, not knowing what was happening.
Those who succeeded in escaping took no provisions with them. Women left their houses completely naked.
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Bodies of the people killed that morning were found in ditches six months later, after the agreements for the
withdrawal of the RPF forces were signed and people returned to their homes. Among the dead were my cousins
Bizimana Laurent, Kazimana, and many other members of my family. Bizimana Laurent was my aunt’s eldest son
and had been raised by my mother. He was only thirty-four years old when he was killed and left a wife and two
little girls. His only crime was that he was Hutu. Like the lamb in the fable, even though he was too young to have
hunted Tutsi in 1959 or; 1963, his father must have.
My mother had left the house carrying nothing with her after a shell fell only a few yards from her house. She
abandoned everything to save her skin. Though she often complained of rheumatism, she ran the five kilometers
to Rutabo without stopping to rest. Fear made her forget her pain. Then, while they started to prepare the food that
they had begged from farmers who lived in the area, a shell fell in a pot on the stove. Again, everyone ran away.
In the end, the fugitives walked day and night until they were about forty kilometers from Kigali. At that time my
mother was about sixty-five years old. Fourteen births and rheumatism had worn her out.
For many years after menopause she suffered from dizziness, and she fainted in the fields on the way. We held
out very little hope of finding her alive. However, after a week she finally arrived at my house in Kigali, along
with twenty-five people.
Next, the rebels arrived in the center of Kisaro, one and a half kilometers from my home. Tens of thousands of
refugees who had come from towns on the Ugandan border lived there. Their camp had been destroyed in a
mortar attack. Most of the farmers in my area, particularly those who didn’t live close to Kisaro and who hadn’t
been worried by the fighting, stayed at home and continued to carry on with their normal lives. When it was clear
that the area was under the control of the RPF, they didn’t think they had to escape. They thought that the fighting
was over and, since they were not involved with politics, it didn’t occur to them to be concerned.
As to the stories that those who had left their homes told about the atrocities committed by the rebels against
the civilian population, the farmers didn’t believe them. On Tuesday and Wednesday most of them returned home.
No longer hearing the sound of guns, these people thought that the danger had passed. They were sorely mistaken.
Thursday morning the rebels began a clean-up operation in the area.
Everyone—men, women, and children—was summoned, supposedly for an informational meeting. People
were confident. The rebels were courteous and the peasants had nothing against them. It seems that things began
to sour when they got to where this meeting was to take place. The rebels forced the peasants into houses, locked
them from the outside, and then attacked them with grenades. The survivors were finished off with knives. The
person who told me this story had himself miraculously survived the massacre. Finding himself alive under the
bodies of his dead companions, he took advantage of the night-time to escape and was able to join the other
displaced persons in the camp at Rusine, where I met him a few days later.
During these massacres at Mwendo, Nyirarukwavu, a friend of my mother’s, was killed. She was a Tutsi. Her
first husband had been killed in the Tutsi massacres at the beginning of the 1960s, as had her two older daughters.
In February 1993, despite her daughters’ insistence, she did not want to leave, as many of her neighbors had done.
Nyirarukwavu was killed along with a young woman from Cyumba whom she had taken in along with her two
young children. The last image I have of her is from the day my two brothers were married. She was among a
group of women who had come to welcome the newlyweds as they got out of their cars. She didn’t stop dancing
until they arrived at the house. She was so happy that you could have believed it was her own children who were
marrying.
This death hurt me deeply. I found it particularly gratuitous and unjust. Nyirarukwavu did not die a natural
death.
In the first days of the big rebel offensive, the roads between Byumba and Kigali were jammed. Starting fifteen
kilometers from the capital, the traffic was blocked by an uninterrupted river of refugees. People didn’t know
where they were going. They only wanted one thing: to put as much distance as possible between themselves and
the RPF. Young children walked with bare feet on the asphalt road leading to Kigali.
I crossed this flood of displaced people every morning as I went to the countryside. I tried to put names to
these exhausted faces. A good number of them were my family, my friends, or my neighbors. Every time that I
recognized someone, I asked the driver to stop. I said hello and asked for news about one person or another and
gave the news of my mother and the others.
I came across a young cousin, the daughter of one of my grandfather’s many sons, who had given birth on the
road without any help. She was barely seventeen and this was her first child. She carried the baby, who was only
three days old, on her back. Its navel still hadn’t healed. She told me that she had used her teeth to cut the
umbilical cord. Other women were less lucky and had died in childbirth for lack of any help.
I also came across the wife of Bizimana Laurent. It was she who told me that the rebels had killed Laurent and
Kazimana. She tried to hold back her tears while telling me how he had died, and I did the same to keep her from
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crying even more. She had her two little girls with her. The elder was the very image of her father. It was also on
this road that I learned, from her daughter, that Nyirarukwavu had been killed.
With the offensive of February 1993, the RPF controlled almost all of Byumba prefecture. Out of seventeen
communities, only three were untouched by the war. More than five hundred thousand people had found shelter in
the refugee camps, where they lived in inhuman conditions. To protect themselves from the rain that falls from
February until June, they built shelters from branches, nicknamed blindtfs. These little huts, which measured
scarcely five square meters, often sheltered families of a dozen people. In these makeshift camps, where tens of
thousands of the dispossessed were crowded, the hygiene was abominable. The latrines were not emptied. During
the first months, people did their business wherever they wanted in the fields surrounding the camps, and food
scraps were thrown everywhere, creating mountains of refuse in the middle of the camps themselves. All of this
let off a stench that was difficult to get used to. Every day epidemics of cholera and dysentery carried off several
dozen people, especially children and the more vulnerable women. In the first months the only food that the
refugees had was sugar cane. Most of the children were skeletal. The only thing one saw were eyes sunken in their
sockets and a large head. Young girls looked like women a hundred years old. They were so thin their bones stuck
out. Only their eyes showed any sign of life. Children, nursing and pregnant women, and old people died like flies
of malnutrition.
In order not to suffer the same fate, some returned to their homes to look for something to appease their
hunger. The majority of them were caught by the rebels and killed in cold blood. After my visits to the Gaseke
camp, I met a woman who had escaped from one of the massacres. For many days the whole camp thought that
she had been killed along with those who had left with her. Finally she returned to the camp with her sister-in-law.
All the men who had been with them had been killed. Here is the account that she gave me of the killings in
which my cousin Saratiyeri and her father were also killed:
I returned to my home with my sister-in-law to look for something to eat because I had left the house without any
provisions and the sugar cane wasn’t enough to calm the children’s hunger. We ran into the RPF soldiers before getting
to the house. They were herding about a dozen people along the road. Their hands were tied behind their backs. They
stopped us and tied our hands behind our backs too and told us that they were going to take us to their commander. We
went to Gatete in Rubona sector, where there were other people who had also been arrested. Everyone had their hands
tied behind their backs. Then the men were separated from the women. They were thrown down on the ground on their
backs. Their chests were bulging because of the ties. The rebels began to hit them on the chest with small hoes. When
they were already dead, a soldier walked among the bodies stabbing each one in the ribs. Terrorized, we watched this
butchery. We waited for our turn. When it was over, the soldiers told us to leave quickly unless we wanted the same
thing to happen to us. We left running.

In the course of my work I made regular visits to the camps. In Gaseke camp, I went by to visit my paternal
uncle, Luberete. He had tried to create an intimate family space for his wife and his many children by grouping
his four blindes around a small common area. My uncle was tall, and he almost had to get down on all fours to
enter his blinde. Once inside, he had to stay seated, because it was impossible to stand. The seats were made of
firewood or stones gathered around the camp. The hearth was located in the interior of the huts, since it was the
rainy season and one couldn’t always cook outside. When the fire was lit with damp wood, the whole hut was
smoky. You sneezed, you blew your nose, and your eyes got red from rubbing them.
My uncle had always been a prosperous farmer. Each of his wives had several hectares of land, and food was
never lacking in his house. He lived like a little potentate in his own house, where his wives took turns visiting
him. To see him in these unhealthy blindes that filled up with water at the first drop of rain, forced to live bent
double, and old before his time made me sick, but I could do nothing. The sight of my family living in misery was
a permanent torture for me. I felt diminished in front of these thousands who had been able to save nothing but
their skin. I knew that one had left a house covered with sheet metal, that another had left many cows, small
animals, fields of sweet potatoes, or a banana plantation. I had often been to their homes and many times had
shared a meal.
They were there, in rags, filthy but too proud to ask me for a little money to buy some sorghum for a bouillie,
which would have allowed them to hold on a few days more. I watched their children die like flies without being
able to do a thing. I had at least been able to study. These people, these friends, these neighbors had shown me
their generosity, and I, I could do nothing for them when they were living in misery. My inability to make a
gesture that would have given them a little hope made me miserable.
In spite of having almost no money, I didn’t sit on my hands for long in the face of so much misery. During my
visits to the Gaseke camp, the associations of peasant women from Kibali and Buyoga had approached me. There
were about a hundred members who wanted to have a little money to start up economic ventures that would allow
them to help their families survive. I was aware that these small loans would only be a drop of water in an ocean
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of misery, but, as our ancestors said: Ubusa buruta ubuta gusa (A little is better than nothing at all). This program
was very important to me. I at least had the feeling of doing something. If, thanks to this little loan, a human life
was saved, it was still a victory of life over the death that had struck my people.
At the same time as this microcredit program in the camps, I tried to do something with the women’s
associations of Murambi, Muhura, and Giti. These three towns had not been touched by the war, but they had
welcomed many hundreds of thousands of displaced people. The economic situation there was catastrophic. There
was the threat of famine. The price of foodstuffs had doubled, even tripled. Because people needed wood for the
construction of the blindes and for cooking, trees had been cut down at a record rate. The hills that had formerly
been covered with eucalyptus were completely bare and exposed to erosion after the heavy rains. It was complete
desolation. Agricultural activity had stopped. Everyone expected to have to flee from one minute to the other.
Bags were packed and those who had family living far from the combat zone had already started to evacuate part
of their belongings.
Under these conditions, discussing a development program that would last several months was practically
impossible. The first meetings that I organized were unsuccessful. We were only a few kilometers from the front.
Fleeing people and the sound of guns always interrupted our meetings.
Nevertheless, even with the approaching war, it was necessary to encourage these women. Sitting on our hands
meant accepting defeat. But where to start? The women had so many problems to face. The women’s associations
only existed on paper and had not been active for a while. All their property had been liquidated, and the members
had split the money before leaving. Little by little, I succeeded in helping the women understand that they had to
prepare for flight, not by filling bags with sorghum and beans like they were doing, but instead by looking for
money. With the stabilization at the front and the resumption of peace negotiations in Arusha, little by little the
women gained confidence. They began with economic activities that generated short-term revenue at the individual level and in their associations.
After the creation of the buffer zone and the return of some of the displaced persons to their homes, we hoped
for a return to normal life.\fn{ Because the belligerents pledged to abstain from all military activity in the buffer zone, which covered
the whole area conquered by the rebellion following the general offensive of February 1993. } We began to think about a medium
term program and the extension of these activities to the entire prefecture. The assassination of Habyarimana, the
resumption of the war, the massacres, and the genocide\fn{ All of which start more or less simultaneously with the assasination of Habyarimana on April 6, 1994} caught us by surprise and cut off all this energy.
My family and my neighbors stayed for months in the camps. Those who had come from the towns on the
Ugandan frontier stayed even longer. All lived under conditions of misery that are impossible to describe; only the
humanitarian NGOs were worried about their fate. Beyond those people who lived in Ruhengeri and Byumba
prefectures, which had been touched by the war, very few Rwandans sympathized with the plight of the
dispossessed. The political, ethnic, and regional divisions were such that many Rwandans did not see them as
human beings worthy of compassion and in need of help. They were, after all, northerners, militants from the
president’s party, Hutu.
Every morning several thousand starving, half naked women and children descended on Kigali. They came to
beg something that would allow them to live one more day. When a woman or a child held out an emaciated hand,
more often than not instead of five or ten francs, they got insults or spit in the face. Most of the inhabitants of
Kigali said that the refugees were responsible for their own misery. Others told them to go home because the
supposed killings committed by the rebels were only propaganda to discredit the guerillas.
These peasants, many of whom had been on the run for more than two years did not understand why they were
accused of being the architects of their own misfortune. How could they understand when their fellow
countrymen reproached them for having escaped from the rebels when many members of their families had been
killed by those same rebels? How could they understand that the political climate at the time led Rwandans to
defend the executioner while blaming the victims? Personally, I will never forget the observation of a young
hairdresser in Kigali about the peasants from Ruhengeri who were traveling through the town to rejoin their
families in the East. From the mountains of Ruhengeri, which they left for only a few days a year to sell their
potatoes in the local markets, these women proceeded on foot to Kigali-East and Kibungo. On their heads they
carried smoke blackened pots, old straw mats, water jugs. They dragged a gaggle of small children behind them.
Never having set foot in a town, they weren’t used to seeing so many cars. Crossing the road took them a good ten
minutes. After glancing to the left and right, the whole group would cross the street at a run, risking being run
over by a distracted driver.
The young hairdresser, after seeing this state of affairs, broke out in a laugh. At the time I couldn’t understand
how anyone, particularly a woman, could laugh at these poor people who had done nothing to deserve what had
happened to them. Seeing that I was shocked by her reaction, she said to me:
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“Habyarimana just said in a speech on Radio Rwanda that he was going to equip the lnterahamwe and that
they were going to descend on the streets, and, voila, he has given them old straw mats.”
For her, these women, young and old, who carried their children on their backs were not to be pitied. They
were Interahamwe because they came from the North. They deserved neither her compassion nor her help. When
I remarked that these women and these children were probably unaware of the political struggles that were tearing
the country apart and that they did not understand why they were in this situation, the young hairdresser replied:
“Anyhow, it is the Hutus’ turn to suffer. The Tutsi have already been refugees for thirty years.”
For her it was fitting that these women and children suffer in their turn the anguish of exile.
Instead of paying attention to the slaughter of the civilian population, both Hutu and Tutsi, that was being
committed across the entire country, instead of insisting on inquiries to uncover the parties who “pulled the
strings” in these massacres and excluding them from the democratic process, a large number of Rwandans denied,
justified, or praised their activities. I was able to confirm and deplore this state of affairs on a number of
occasions.
One day a friend whom I had known since I worked at CSC was staying with me. In 1990 he had been put in
prison because he was Tutsi. After leaving prison, he joined the Parti Liberal (PL). I told him about my family’s
misfortunes following the last rebel attack.
He didn’t want to believe me. According to him, the RPF didn’t kill. The massacres of the civilian population
were pure theater on the part of the presidential party to discredit the rebellion in the eyes of the population.
Nevertheless, Bizimana Laurent, Kazimana, Nyirarukwavu, Saratiyeri, and the others had been killed by the
rebels. Had their wives and their children invented the story of their deaths to frighten others and cause them to
flee?
While thinking of all those who were dead and who continued to die in the refugee camps, as their houses fell
to ruin and their fields returned to the wild, while thinking of all those who couldn’t return to their homes to look
for a little potato to quiet their children’s hunger, I decided to remain quiet. My friend did not want to accept the
fact that the rebels of the RPF didn’t behave like the “liberators of the people” they wanted the world to believe
they were, but like assassins.
Another time, I was having a drink with a friend who came from Byumba and was a member of the
Mouvement Démocratique Républicain (MDR). Someone told us that the rebels had killed some people in Mutura
and Kanama in Gisenyi prefecture. My friend replied while sipping his glass of beer:
“Nabo se babona.” (They also can die). Nevertheless, he was a very nice man, a friend, a good father and an
exemplary husband. It was just that the deaths were not on his side. He was Hutu and the dead were Hutu; he was
from the North and the dead were also. Only, he was a member of the opposition and the dead, being from the
same prefecture as the president, were felt to be partisans of the latter.
On the other hand, after the 1990 attack by the RPF, in many areas of the country Hutu had led reprisals
against the Tutsi. In Kibilira, hundreds of men, women, and children had been killed with machetes and others
drowned in the Nyabarongo River. The members of the presidential coalition said that the Hutu of Kibilira had
behaved very well. They considered that the hundreds of people who had been killed, even the women and
children, were collaborators of the RPF and therefore enemies, and when one is at war, killing an enemy is not a
crime but an act of bravery.
During this time I suffered not only from the exile into which I had been forced and the loss of those who were
dear to me but also from the fact that Rwandans refused me the right to show my sorrow and weep for my dead.
When I denounced the crimes of the RPF, I was treated like a Hutu extremist. For the most part, to have some
peace, I had to bear my sorrow in silence. It was the same for all of the victims of the massacres no matter
whether they were victims of the RPF rebels or victims of angry Hutu civilians and soldiers. No one could speak
out loud about his or her pain.
Only the victims were blamed. The killers had all the rights. It was only much later, in other circumstances,
that I began to speak and write freely about the death of my loved ones. Since then, it seems to me that the pain
and resentment that I had carried with me since February 1993 have lessened a bit.
When the buffer zone was created, many of those who were displaced in February 1993 returned home. The
families of my aunt, brother, and stepmother returned to Kisaro. My mother and around ten children stayed with
me in Kigali. I was able to go to this so-called demilitarized zone and visited my mother’s house, which was
partially destroyed and had been looted. The chairs, the tables, and the beds had been smashed. Books, school
notebooks, and letters had been torn in pieces and scattered here and there. It was a scene of total desolation. My
brother’s refrigerator was full of bullet holes, as if someone had wanted to take vengeance and hadn’t been able to
put holes in the skin of the owner. This was the last time that I set foot in the family house.
On the road I met many young men in civilian clothes wearing black plastic boots. I was told that they were
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rebels. Apparently they came often, because they were known in the area. They often shared a beer with the young
men on the corner. When I showed my astonishment, they said that they even organized political meetings. At
Kigali, when someone dared to say that the rebels hadn’t left the buffer zone, he was treated like an Interahamwe
or a Hutu extremist.
I also learned that FAR carried out raids from time to time, which created a lot of tension. An inhabitant of
Kisaro, a village near Byumba, told me that one raid by FAR almost turned out badly for him:
That day I had to go to Byumba. I left very early because I had work that I had to finish that same day. Around six in
the morning I got to the junction of the Buyoga and Cyungo roads, about five hundred meters from the little town of
Kisaro. There I was stopped by a group of about twenty soldiers in combat uniforms carrying machine, guns,
Kalashnikovs, and rocket launchers. One of them asked me where I was going so early in the morning, and I replied
that I was going to work in Byumba. I was shaking like a leaf. I thought that they were going to kill me. He told me to
go home as quickly as possible and stay there. I ran back to my house and locked myself in. Throughout the day I
waited for an attack. Happily the incident was over the same day.

In fact, the buffer zone was not a safe area. It was demilitarized in name only and the supervision of the
Groupement des Observateurs Militaires Neutres (GOMN) was not effective.
In 1991, in spite of the war, Rwanda had followed the political evolution of the rest of the African continent
and opened to a multiparty system. Political parties were created under the auspices of the Mouvement
Républicain National pour la Démocratie et le Développement (MRND), set up by President Habyarimana in
1975. In addition to the MRND, three other parties played an important role in Rwandan political life between
1991 and April 1994: the MDR, the Parti Social Démocrate (PSD), and the PL. The MDR was not a new party
but was instead the party that had ruled the country since the 1960s. It had been dissolved at the time of the coup
d’état in 1973.
It was above all the political party associated with Gitarama prefecture, where it was called “our party,” and
acted as if it were the only party.
“It made the sun shine and the rain come down.”
A peasant who did not join was relegated to the sidelines. He could be refused certain services from the other
farmers, such as transportation to the hospital. He could not enter certain cafés, because no one would wait on
him. Every peasant initiative needed the seal of approval of the party.
The PSD was located regionally in the prefectures of Gikongoro and Butare, in the south of the country. It was
the first party to have a youth organization, called Abakombozi. This Swahili word means “liberators.” The youth
party of the MDR was called lnkuba or Tonnerre, and that of the MRND Interahamwe. Most who joined these
groups did so as a result of peer pressure.
In the beginning the PL attracted members of the Hutu and Tutsi intelligentsia and businessmen. It was not
identified with a particular local area like the other three. It very quickly became the principal party associated
with the Tutsi and was the only party in which the Tutsi were part of the central committee. After a wave of
imprisonments of Tutsi that followed the attacks by the RPF, Habyarimana and his party had lost credibility with
the Tutsi. The MDR, even though it wanted to change, was seen by the Tutsi as being responsible for the
massacres that had been going on since 1959. The political program of the PL was oriented principally toward the
reduction of ethnic inequalities in education, administration, and politics.
I believed that the most critical problems were neither ethnic nor regional. When one looked at the reality of
the socio-economic conditions in which the great majority of the Rwandan population lived, there was no
difference between Hutu and Tutsi. All faced the same difficulties linked to insufficient agricultural production.
Rich Hutu and Tutsi both behaved equally badly toward those of their own ethnicity who were less well off.
Impoverished rural youth, both Hutu and Tutsi, sought poorly paid, degrading work in the cities and made no
distinction between Hutu and Tutsi employers. The PL had a superficial approach to education. They rightly
questioned the system of access to secondary and higher education, which was based on ethnic quotas, but instead
proposed a system based on test results.
I thought this reflected the idea of Tutsi intellectual superiority that was still held by certain Tutsi extremists. It
also did not address the problem of 90 percent of the children, both Hutu and Tutsi, who did not have access to
secondary education. I felt that the political debate about social and economic injustice had to be played out on a
larger stage, but I thought like an educated Hutu born after the revolution. I did not have, as did my Tutsi
colleagues, thirty years of political exclusion behind me. For them, the debate could not be generalized, because
in generalizing, they feared that the injustices that they had suffered from in the past would be forgotten amidst
the numerous other injustices that the country was unable to resolve.
In other words, the interests of the ethnic and regional groups dominated. The principal problems of the day,
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such as the scarcity of food, rural and urban unemployment among the youth, and the war and consequent
displacement of hundreds of thousands of people, were not the main concerns of the political parties. When these
issues were addressed at all, it was only superficially.
I had stormy debates with my Tutsi colleagues from the CSC, all members of the PL, over their political
choices. Having made the choice to work among the poorest, how could they belong to the PL? They didn’t see
the contradiction. They didn’t even know if the PL leaned to the left or to the right. What was important to them
was that it was the party that was concerned with the Tutsi. I had equally heated discussions with militant
members of the MDR. When I asked them what their party proposed to do to create employment for rural youth
and increase agricultural production, they had no answer.
They had not thought about it.
In their struggle against Habyarimana’s regime, the parties advocated civil disobedience, disrespect for
authority, and violence. Culturally, Rwandans show a respect for authority that verges on fear. When a superior
gives an order, inferiors don’t argue. They do what they are told. That was how the annual orders of the president
of the Republic were transmitted from the top to the bottom, and everyone had to mobilize to carry them out. In
rural areas, this authority protected the weak from the strong.
With this new culture of disobedience, influential families made their own laws. The weak were attacked and
their belongings were stolen with impunity. The local authorities to whom they complained were often incapable
of handing down justice. When a mayor decided to punish someone who had broken the law, the opposition party
claimed injustice. The guilty party went free. Power slipped imperceptibly from the hands of the administrative
authorities into those of political leaders who used militias to impose their own law.
The MDR is the originator of the term kubohoza. This word literally means “to liberate” but the meaning was
perverted. When groups of young delinquents, organized into militias and bribed by the local party leaders,
attacked the crops that belonged to the agricultural associations; when they attacked collective and private
enterprises, wreaking havoc everywhere they went; when they attacked mayors who were still faithful to the
former MRND; when the communal forests were burned, and when water systems and roads were destroyed, the
MDR called it “liberation.”
In Gitarama, for example, the owner of a restaurant, a militant member of the MDR, had more power than
some mayors. He maintained a small militia that “liberated” the communal forests and harvests from the
associations and committed many other acts of vandalism. Activities started by the peasant associations, which
would have had a positive impact on living conditions for everyone, were discontinued in the wake of propaganda
from the leaders of the MDR, most of whom were not locals.
There is the case of the road that was to have joined Mucubira to Buhanda. The local population had wanted
this road, which would have opened up Mucubira. The work had been organized under the direction of the peasant
associations in the area. OXFAM had given a small grant for the construction of two bridges. The CSC had helped
to find a civil engineer. The communal authorities, from the start, had shown very little interest, and the peasants
had begun the project without any support from them. At the time the democratic movement began, when the road
was almost finished, the MDR began to organize a group of young men against the project. The road was
destroyed, or “liberated” as they were saying then.
The propaganda aimed at the public, inciting them to “liberate” the developmental infrastructures in the rural
areas, went as far as convincing people to destroy their own anti-erosion measures. The example of Hasina
illustrates this phenomenon well. She was president of a women’s group in Nyamabuye, and she came by my
house regularly to discuss her association. One day she came with a wound on her foot. One of her toes was half
cut off. She had injured herself while repairing her anti-erosion ditches. She had destroyed them to “liberate
herself from the dictatorial politics of President Habyarimana.”
When the first rains fell, all of her cassava plants were washed away. That was why she decided to replace the
anti-erosion measures she had destroyed on the enlightened advice of the local party. She had had to work fast and
had hurt herself. From her I also learned that the improved springs and the little roads made by communal work
had been destroyed.
Only the farmers were worried about the drift of the multiparty system. When it became clear that the new
politics led to discord among the farmers and the destruction of rural life, a group of about thirty peasants from
seventeen districts in Gitarama prefecture, along with an aide from the CSC, met to debate the issue. By analyzing
the advantages and disadvantages of political pluralism, such as it was in the Rwandan experience, as well as the
goals of the different parties, they reached a bitter conclusion.
The political situation in the country was deteriorating daily. Friendships between Hutu and Tutsi, cemented
over dozens of years, were at the breaking point. Families disagreed with each other. Members of a single family
were at daggers drawn because of party politics. The infrastructure had been destroyed. In short, the area had
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become the battlefield for people from the cities, and the peasants were paying the price.
The groups in the population that were not represented by political parties had no voice. In order to have a
place at the table, they decided to found a peasant party whose purpose was to defend their interests and those of
the rural areas in general. Their approach was interesting on many levels. They assembled a large representative
group that included Hutu, Tutsi, and women to reflect on the future of a rural world that belonged to all of them.
For these half-literate peasants, ethnicity was not, under these circumstances, an issue. They did not allow the
administrators from the CSC to participate in the debates because they did not want their analyses to be
influenced by non-peasants.
Founding a political party was not as easy as the peasants had imagined. The majority of them did not know
how to read or write correctly; none had finished primary school; and since they spoke only Kinyarwanda, they
could neither document their own experiences nor be inspired by the political experiences of other peasants in
different places. In light of the extreme poverty in which most of the farmers lived, they also lacked the financial
means necessary for the realization of a project as difficult as creating a political party and making it work.
Aware of their weaknesses, the peasants of Gitarama tried to make contact with people they thought capable of
advising them, such as the administrators of the NGOs and the Minister of Youth and Community Life. What a
mistake. They were thrown into an inextricable imbroglio and their intentions were corrupted on every side. At
the CSC, their initiative was rejected and fought by the development committee, the majority whom were
members of the PL, which was allied with the MDR. They felt that a peasant party would threaten the preeminence of the MDR and its allies and wanted to have nothing to do with it. Other political groups in Gitarama saw
the creation of a peasant party as an attempt by the MRND to attract adherents in districts that were hostile to
them.
As for the minister of youth, who was a member of the MRND, he also saw the work of the MDR behind the
Gitarama peasant initiative. His reaction was categorical: if the peasants from Gitarama founded a political party,
it would work against his own party. He fought it with all the means at his disposal and actively counseled the
peasants to form an association instead of a political party.
Thus, through lack of experience in politics, and an absence of people able to advise them in the matter, the
peasants of Gitarama abandoned the idea of a political party. After several more meetings they decided to create a
farmers movement for the defense of their interests: INGABO.
Even so, politicians from both the north and the south distrusted INGABO. In the heart of the development
committee of the CSC, debates were always rancorous. Supporting INGABO, as they did any other association in
Gitarama that asked for help, was not automatic.
This hostility did not prevent INGABO from making progress. Today, the association has forty-six thousand
members, including Hutu as well as Tutsi. After the genocide, INGABO was one of the first associations to
resume its activities and to demonstrate that, in spite of what had happened in Rwanda, Hutu and Tutsi could have
joint projects and organize together to see them through.
INGABO was above all the creation of one man, Manasse. I had known him since I started working at the CSC
in 1988. At that time he was president of an agricultural cooperative in Ntongwe. Through his dynamism and
charisma, he had been able to structure and organize the diverse associations and cooperatives there. After the
advent of a multi-party system, he had been the first to be worried about the destruction of the association
movement by the politicians, and he denounced the way the politicians were using the peasants for their own
purposes, instead of being concerned about the interests of the rural communities. He was the first to organize a
meeting of the Gitarama peasants to discuss the positive and negative effects of the multi-party system on rural
life, and to try to find a way for the peasants to organize themselves to defend their interests.
When Gitarama was taken on June 1, 1994, Manasse stayed in Rwanda and, as soon as it was possible, he
revived INGABO. With other peasants from Gitarama, he gave meaning to the words “reconciliation” and
“cohabitation” between Hutu and Tutsi by organizing them in a joint project. Manasse, unjustly accused, has been
in prison in Gitarama since 1997.
With a multiparty system and the transition to democracy, there was an upsurge in criminality. Since the 1970s,
criminality in the countryside had dropped sharply. The last time that I had heard of a murder in a rural
community, I was still in primary school.
After 1992, the situation deteriorated. People did not hesitate to kill even their own children over a few
thousand Rwandan francs, a bunch of bananas, or a dispute over land.
The first case I heard about was that of a woman from Masango killed by her father and his wives over land.
At Nyamabuye, a few months later, a man killed his two children and his sister’s fiance because they wanted part
of the insurance money that had been given to the man after the accidental death of his first wife, the mother of
the two murdered children. In Giti alone, in less than a year, three other equally horrible crimes were committed.
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The first was a young man killed by his neighbors. After killing him, they cut him up into little pieces and fed him
to their dog. Then, for the supposed theft of less than a kilo of beans, a young man was killed by people who had
been bribed by his eldest brother. The third case was that of an old man killed and castrated by his eldest son.
Many people seemed to be unconcerned by this rise in criminality. The murderers were arrested, but there was
not much interest in their trials. Crime and death were only interesting when there were political motives. People
did not want to acknowledge that if, for a few thousand francs or a couple of bottles of beer, unemployed youth
would kill innocent people in cold blood, people with whom they themselves had no argument, they could kill
thousands if given the means.
After 1992, in addition to these common crimes that were facilitated by the vacuum of power, we began to see
a sort of organized terrorism. Every night in Kigali grenades were thrown into cafés and private houses. Bombs
exploded in Kigali station and in taxis. There were dozens of victims of this blind violence. There were so many
grenade attacks, and the targets were so random that you didn’t know who was behind the terrorism or what it was
they wanted. After the arrival in Kigali of a battalion of soldiers from the RPF following the signing of the Arusha
Accords, my neighborhood became the nightly theater for grenade battles between the soldiers and the
Interahamwe. At daybreak, life returned to normal and you forgot the grenades of the previous night, unless you
knew one of the victims. In that case, that was all you talked about, speculating about who the murderers were and
what political objectives they had in mind. Everyone’s analysis depended on his or her political leanings.
Instead of denouncing this lack of safety, which was increasing every day, the various factions promoted it.
You had the feeling that it worked well for them.
Faced with this increasing violence, ordinary citizens didn’t see any alternative to arming themselves. In every
neighborhood they organized teams of night guards armed with clubs, spears, and machetes. In some areas they
even had guns. The logic of violence seemed to be so imbedded in the mentality of the people that the only
solution that seemed worthwhile was to arm the population so that they could defend themselves against the
terrorism that the state seemed incapable of stemming.
In the countryside the situation was even more alarming. Here and there mines and grenades claimed their
victims. In Gitarama a grenade exploded in the courtyard of a primary school and killed a number of students.
Again in Gitarama, a small truck carrying about fifty people on their way to the market exploded on a mine,
killing twenty people. In Gisenyi, women and children were disemboweled in the middle of the night. People
suspected the rebels. As the days went by, the number of victims of this senseless violence rose and the murderers
went free.
Political assassinations began in 1993. The first to be killed was Gapyisi Emmanuel. He was one of the top
leaders of the MDR and son-in-law of Gregoire Kayibanda, the first president, who was removed by Habyarimana’s coup d’etat in 1973. A few months before his death, Gapyisi had founded the Forum Pour la Paix et la
Démocratie with Bahigiki Emmanuel, a professor at the Universite Nationale du Rwanda, and with Mbonampeka,
a member of the political wing of the PL.
This forum wanted to unite all the people interested in peace and a true democracy in Rwanda, regardless of
their political leanings. When Gapyisi was killed, some in the opposition accused Habyarimana of having ordered
his assassination, because Gapyisi could have been a formidable opponent in the next presidential elections. Mbonampeka, however, accused the RPF of the crime. In his eyes Gapyisi had been killed because, during a debate
that was broadcast on the radio, he had declared himself to be against taking power by force and had called for the
rebels to lay down their arms and join the democratic opposition. Gapyisi believed that it was possible to topple
Habyarimana’s dictatorship by political means.
He believed that if the RPF took power by force, it would maintain it with force, and would not share power
with the other political parties. The rebels would have feared that these ideas would have been popular with militants in the opposition. Since Gapyisi was listened to and respected, he would have been able to rally a large number of militants to his cause. If he had succeeded, the RPF would have risked losing a large number of its allies in
the interior of the country, and it was with them that they hoped to win the war. As events unfolded, Mbonampeka
was proven correct, and several days later, he himself narrowly escaped a grenade attack.
As for Professor Bahigiki Emmanuel, he was killed by the RPF in April 1994 along with his wife, his children,
and many others who were hidden in his house. Bahigiki was an old friend and former professor. At the beginning
of the 1990s he had been appointed general secretary of the Ministry of Planning. I had called him, not to offer
my congratulations, but to reproach him with having sold out to “the system.” He replied that not only would he
never join the system, but that he would instead try to change it from the inside.
He kept his promise. He was never co-opted. He remained true to himself. In a system that was daily more
corrupt, he was able to maintain his moral and intellectual integrity. Bahigiki was deeply involved with the rural
community and was a member of the decision-making bodies of organizations that worked for rural development.
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He believed so deeply in the peasantry that he organized debates between his students at the Universite Nationale
du Rwanda and peasants about the problems of rural life. He encouraged his students to write their dissertations
on rural development.
Like me, Bahigiki had lost members of his family, friends, and neighbors in the rebel offensive in 1993. So that
all these victims would not be forgotten, and so that later the guilty could be brought to justice, Bahigiki had
begun to assemble a dossier. Very few people agreed to tell their stories. Most of them feared being killed by the
rebels if they spoke up. Many of the witnesses to the tragedy lived in the buffer zone, which for all practical
purposes was under rebel control.
When he told me what he was doing, I asked him if he was afraid of being killed some day. In spite of the risks
that he ran, he persevered.
He was killed for having succeeded with his project.
In February 1994, the top person in the PSD, Gatabazi Felicien, was killed. He was returning from a meeting
between the leaders of the opposition and the RPF. The truth about this assassination remains controversial to this
day. Some accuse the parties in the presidential coalition of being responsible for this murder, while others,
among them militants from the opposition, accuse the RPF and its political allies. The reasoning advanced by the
latter is that Gatabazi no longer wanted to participate in the rebel plans to topple the Habyarimana government by
force. It seems that he had realized that the rebels wanted to claim power for themselves once they had won.
Gatabazi was highly respected by the militants in his party. A schism in the PSD was therefore possible, and this
too would have weakened the RPF camp and reinforced Habyarimana.
A few days later, militants from the opposition assassinated Bucyana Martin, the president of the Coalition
pour la Defense de la République, at Butare when he was returning from Cyangugu, his home prefecture. His
assassins were said to be avenging the murder of Gatabazi Felicien.
Bucyana’s assassination was followed by bloody riots in many parts of the country, but particularly in Cyangugu. In Kigali, the working-class neighborhoods were the most affected. Several militants from the RPF were
killed and others hid in churches. In the Nyakabanda neighborhood, where I lived, we had no deaths, but militants
of the PSD and the PL, both Hutu and Tutsi, had to leave, and their houses were ransacked. I was away, working
in Germany. My family lived in fear for a week, since many of them, among them my mother, could be mistaken
for Tutsi. They all stayed locked in the house and no one dared to go to the nearest store to buy something to eat.
At the end of the week, a policeman who had learned from the neighbors that my mother was also from Byumba,
came by to say hello to her.
This unexpected visit had reassured them all.
In addition to the well-known politicians who were killed, local representatives of the presidential party were
also murdered. The assassination of a militant in the Coalition pour la Defense de la Republique in the Biryogo
neighborhood of Kigali was followed by isolated riots in which many people, particularly Tutsi, were killed. The
successive murders of Hutu leaders and the bloody uprisings that followed them added to the ethnic hatred that
had revived following the rebel attacks in October 1990, and positions became increasingly radicalized. …
189.174 Excerpt from Rwanda Means The Universe: A Native’s Memoir Of Blood And Bloodlines\fn{by
[Marie]-Louise Mushikiwabo (1967- )} Rutongo Village, Jabana District, Kigali City, Rwanda (F) 10
… Providence, in her encompassing grace, knows that my mother’s frantic search for a priest willing to baptize
me wasn’t my father’s fault, but it’s nonetheless a story that starts with him, and with stubborn memory.
Pretending that the name you get when you’re born is a family name begins early in the century just past, even
before my father’s day, but in his day—he was born in 1916—people still see the pretence clearly for what it is, a
pretence, not the inevitable march of Christendom.
At home, they give you a name, an African name, in my case Mushikiwabo, and then at the mission they give
you a Christian name, in my case Louise, or more exactly, Marie-Louise. Put them together and it sounds so gentile, either Mushikiwabo Louise (as we Rwandese are yet wont to frame our monikers) or Louise Mushikiwabo.
But everyone knows that’s just to make the White Fathers happy, and unless they’re fools, they know it too. Both
names, African name and mission name, are given names; neither is a family name, and everyone knows it.
*
The infant, the toto, who will be my father is Bitsindinkumi, and that’s it. No Christian name. No family name.
You might suspect this to indicate weak families, even casual spawning. Certainly the church fathers do. First
there were the half-dozen Lutheran pastors who came as the century turned, fulminating in German, the first of
the white men to grab for souls in this, the last of uncolonized, for them uncivilized, Africa. Then the Kaiser,
despite his bristling mustaches, lost the Great War, and Belgians came to our rolling downs, Walloons and
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Flemings fulminating about sin in red-faced French and Flemish. The White Fathers insisted, and still insist (for
their success has not been total), that our African names, given to us at birth, become family names, and that each
man and woman, boy and girl, take on as a new given name what they call a Christian name. The missions refuse
to baptize any soul so careless of salvation that he or she doesn’t bear a proper Christian name, or at least a proper
name. Pagan names; like Fleur, Cynthia, Cuthbert, are acceptable. Just no African names.
By and by, and strictly for the mission, Father does get a Christian name to hook up with Bitsindinkumi, as if
Bitsindinkumi were a family name, but who would have the heart to address a child as Frodwald? Few do. In
formal documents banged out on Africa-battered Olivettis, he is Frodwald Bitsindinkumi, but only the last half of
that moniker means anything, the name his mama and papa picked just for him, a name that brings smiles either
sly or affectionate or both to the faces of those introduced to the quiet child who stares down at his bare feet as he
tells them his name,
“Bit-sin-dink-umi.”
The name is not unique, but it is unusual. It means “he who seduces young women.” Colonial authorities who
don’t know any better are heard calling for
“Frodwald who seduces young women.” The snickers nonplus them; African insolence.
If anything, the Frodwald business tends, as the years pass, to confirm him in his real name, for if his parents
had not made that Frodwald gesture for the priests, he might have felt obliged at some point in adulthood to take
on an auspiciously royal name like Baudoin, as so many do. Likewise might his father have been dubbed, oh so
royally, Leopold Nyarugabo, and so might Nyarugabo’s Bismarck-era father have been Fritz Kanyamuhungu, or
maybe Wilhelm, doubtless to be known as Kaiser Bill Kanyamuhungu, at least until the armistice, at which point
he could have become Woodrow Wilson Kanyamuhungu.
But such is not to be. Not in his family. To most people, and most especially to this proud family with no
family name, he is and will remain until the croup overtakes him in 1972, simply Bitsindinkumi, The Seducer.
Is the mission right? Does this refusal to take family names indicate weak families? Well-born black belles of
old families giggle at arriviste black belles\fn{ Ambitious or ruthlessly self-seeking women} who insist on parading Christian names—Immaculée is a favorite—names that make them sound so made-in-Belgium “you’d think they were
Godiva chocolates.” There are at times mass conversions, mass baptisms.
Decades later, ladies of the parish with names like Immaculée will be elbow-deep in the blood of mass killing.
Still, what strength does it show to reject upstarts out of hand? And they do tend to be stiff-necked, these
families that won’t use a family name. They claim it makes for strong individuals. They say it’s no good to have a
child running about parading his—or her—family’s name. They say it’s not good for the child.
One morning when he’s perhaps five, and playing beanbag football in a dusty yard of orange clay, Bitsindinkumi looks up and sees a pair of bony knees. He looks farther up, much farther up, and sees a man he’s never seen
before, at least as tall as his seven-foot father, giant Nyarugabo. For Bazungu, Nyarugabo is just another of our
tongue twisters. But to our ears, it has such stomach, such authority, Nee-YAHRoo-gahbo.
“Who’s your father, child?” the man asks. The man doesn’t say, “What’s your name?” He says, “Who’s your
father?” The boy knows what to say. He says,
“I’m Bitsindinkumi, son of Nee-YAHRoo-gahbo, son of Kanyamuhungu, son of Sekabote, son of Garuka, son
of …”
It’s the first of many such recitations over the years. Is this stress on bloodlines, on what we call inzu, at odds
with the individuality valued by a world that refuses to give its children family names?
It is. Crosscurrents cut through our rushing rivers from bank to boulder. In a world so taken with questions of
pride, many a stranger will tell you more than you want to hear about this man, this lion killer, this leopard slayer,
this owner of many cows, of whom he is the son of the son of the son … and all this he will tell you in meter.
Bitsindinkumi’s world has also a tradition of heroic ballads, metered renderings of real battles. The heroic
ballad, however, is a form distinct from the metered reeling of ancestral names. For ancestor reeling, the form is
ibyivugo. It can be rendered seriously—it should be rendered seriously—but even then there is almost inevitably
some embellishment of the truth, at which point the lyric becomes self-satiric, intentionally or not. The prouder
and more serious the tone with which you boast of your exploits, or those of your father, or of your father’s father,
the more delighted the listeners, who are not beyond hooting.
Which to the quiet lad Bitsindinkumi, and later to the lad becoming a man, means that he may well be the son
of Nyarugabo, son of Kanyamuhungu, son of Sekabote, son of Garuka and must strive to be worthy of them (“Be
strong,” his father often admonishes him), but their names are not his name. He’s simply (and perhaps
magnificently, it’s up to him) Bitsindinkumi. He can’t lean on these names he reels off. He must live up to them.
Ibyivugo is not to be our father’s favorite form. He will avoid it like the pox.
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One day, a day long distant in years far ahead, a grown and thoroughly sober Bitsindinkumi will pass on
Nyarugabo’s lessons to his own many totos, of whom I will be the last. In particular he will pass them on to a son
who will be perhaps the brightest and decidedly the most irrepressible of us, our non-stop brother Karangwa.
Karangwa will take such delight in life and in danger that he must forever play either the provocateur or the fool
or both. Almost from the moment he’s born, in 1948, our hill will regale itself with tales of how this brother of
ours slipped from the womb looking for all the world like a little bat-eared fox, those tiniest of vulpines with the
most enormous of ears. The name Bitsindinkumi will fit Karangwa far better than it ever did our father, for
Karangwa will be quite the seducer, and so what if his ears make everyone laugh. Girls love it when you make
them laugh. Even as he chases the lovelies, he will carry those ears, nay, wiggle them with pride, as proud an
emblem as Cyrano’s nose.\fn{ After Cyrano de Bergerac, the central character in a play (1897) of the same name by Edmond
Rostand, whose nose was made the satirical object of such lines as these: It’s a rock! A peak! A cape! A cape? Forsooth! It’s a peninsula!—
or—My nose is Gargantuan! You little Pig-snout, you tiny Monkey-Nostrils, you virtually invisible Pekinese-Puss, don’t you realize that a
nose like mine is both scepter and orb, a monument to me superiority? A great nose is the banner of a great man, a generous heart, a
towering spirit, an expansive soul—such as I unmistakably am, and such as you dare not to dream of being, with your bilious weasel’s eyes
and no nose to keep them apart! With your face as lacking in all distinction—as lacking, I say, in interest, as lacking in pride, in
imagination, in honesty, in lyricism—in a word, as lacking in nose as that other offensively bland expanse at the opposite end of your
cringing spine—which I now remove from my sight by stringent application of my boot!}

Of all Bitsindinkumi’s sons yet to be born, Karangwa especially will need old Nyarugabo’s sober lessons.
Alas, brother Karangwa will never be one for such lessons, but in time he will have his own son, and name him
Nyarugabo, after sober grandfather Nyarugabo. Fully aware of himself as our father’s bane, Karangwa will see his
son, Nyarugabo, as his redemption … and what a toto this new Nyarugabo will be! No, he won’t be blessed with
his father’s ears. He will be as lovely as any girl. To his father, Karangwa, he will be as handsome as any hero.
But alack, he will also be as irrepressible as his father. Karangwa will look on his son, and for the first time ever
he will talk sober sense, which we Banyarwanda call kwitonda … and which is a story in itself, and one we can’t
ignore, not if we don’t want Bitsindinkumi glaring at us from the beyond.
Kwitonda is a solemn reserve in which we Batutsi find great dignity. You could also describe it as a Tutsi
hauteur in which our brother and sister Bahutu find great humor. Now and then, it’s a hauteur that makes them
look at us and laugh out loud. Just as often, it makes Batutsi look at one another and laugh out loud. ( En Picardie
on dit, “Ils pétent haut que ses têtes”, which sounds better in French than in English: “They fart up over their
heads.”) Asleep, Karangwa’s son, Nyarugabo, will look like Tutsi kwitonda itself, an infant iteration of the gospel
according to old Nyarugabo. Asleep.
And then there’s the other reason old folk have for not giving a child a family name: this is a dangerous world.
People carry grudges. Families carry grudges. You may not want to be known by a family name.
*
Bitsindinkumi is a man born to struggle. Born to the Batutsi, a people distinctively tall and patrician, Bitsindinkumi as a man is distinctively tall but more austere than patrician. A certain austerity of bearing is an aristocratic
feature in the lake kingdoms—kwitonda after all—but Bitsindinkumi’s austerity is too raw, his hands too callused.
His clan, the Batsobe, are traditionally the keepers of the closely guarded rituals of the court, what anthropology dotes on as Rwanda’s code esotérique. Among other things, Batsobe are the rhapsodists of Rwanda, the abiru,
those whose responsibility is learning and telling the ancient epics, a heavy responsibility and not so easy in an
illiterate world, as difficult as it was for Hesiod and for Homer. Every king has to include some of these clansmen
in his court.
But the Batsobe are not close to the court, and besides, Bitsindinkumi is more representative of another
avocation associated with his clan. He’s a farmer. Bazungu routinely, almost reflexively, picture Batutsi as
herdsmen and Bahutu as farmers. But as they say in Uganda,\fn{ A former British colony} that’s a load of old
codswallop. Bitsindinkumi is a farmer, and all around him is land that seems to sing of richness. Beneath young
mountains thrown straight up among the clouds are rolling green foothills and valleys of rich earth, black volcanic
earth on the high slopes, red earth in the downs and vales that roll amid and away from the mountains.
But farmers are not much taken by montane beauty. They know how little hillsides yield, and how hard they
are to work. Bottomland is what they cherish, and they don’t have to calculate how squeezed bottomland tends to
be in hill country.
In such country, Bitsindinkumi is a farmer doubly burdened. He works his own plot, as does his first wife, and
in time their two children, and he manages coffee plantations for white men. He organizes plantation work, keeps
the books, and either collects a portion of the crops for the white owners or collects a portion of the cash proceeds,
in effect a tax on the proceeds.
Some call this work tax farming, and nowhere is it either easy or pleasant. The lord of the land sets the taxes
according to his wants. The peasant must yield regardless of his family’s need. The tax farmer, caught in the
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middle, must collect according to his ability, and God forbid his ability fall short of what the landlord—or the
market—demands. A decent colon who eases his demands does not find the market going easy on him. Many are
getting rich; many go broke.
Meantime, here in the middle of the most thinly peopled continent on earth, this is one of the most densely
peopled nations on earth. It has been so for a millennium, from the time that slowly migrating tribes of farmers
from the west, then herders from either the northeast or the east, displaced the local forest people (aboriginal
pygmies long since reduced to tiny bands of hunters, potters, jesters) and began calling the country Rwanda, “the
big world.” To those early people, in their ancient time, it doubtless was the big world.
For Bitsindinkumi, it’s the hard world.
Aside from the difficulty of farming anywhere, at any time, Bitsindinkumi is a farmer from the wrong people.
Oh yes, some white men, Bazungu of the old school, still prate of Tutsi glory. “Watusi,” they call his people, or
“Watussi,” or “Watutsi,” the minority people who conquered the nation and installed their line of kings at about
the same time the Normans from France were imposing their kings on England.
In the late nineteenth century a French missionary, one Monsignor Le Roy, describes the Batutsi in a way
Bitsindinkumi will often hear his people described:
“Their intelligent and delicate appearance, their love of money, their capacity to adapt to any situation seem to
indicate a Semitic origin.”
A Semitic love of money indeed; whatever grotesquely distorted shred of truth there is in the good monsignor’s
observation, by my father’s day, the Wunderdoktoren of the Western world have spun it into fully fledged,
poisonously invidious reality. The Batutsi now supply the much resented educated class that acts as middleman
between white man and peasant.
After his awkward fashion, Bitsindinkumi speaks four languages, some German, French, his native Kinyarwanda (native to all Rwanda’s people), and Kiswahili. This last is the language of East Africa’s Swahili coast, and
long the lingua franca of traders plying the interior. Rwanda’s European colons, Bazungu, prefer Kiswahili,
finding it easier than Kinyarwanda.
Bitsindinkumi, this raw-boned farmer whose bare legs forever stick out from some white man’s cast-off
woolen overcoat, doesn’t speak Kiswahili because he’s a member of an educated class; he’s had no more than a
few years of school. He speaks it because he’s a driven man, and because of a happy circumstance—both Swahili
and his native Kinyarwanda are Bantu languages. In particular, they are both “inflected”: that is, they work by
sticking prefixes and suffixes onto root words. It’s easy for Bitsindinkumi to see that Kiswahili is the language of
the Swahili people in the same way that Kinyarwanda is the language of Rwanda’s people, and more usefully, that
ki is a shared prefix meaning “language.”
The confused white man (the Muzungu, mu being the prefix for one person) likes to flatter him with palaver
about how his people, “the Watusi,” are known as brave warriors. Then in the same sentence, the man talks about
“those Bahutu.” But Bitsindinkumi’s people don’t call themselves Watusi. They call themselves Batutsi, just as
the peasants call themselves Bahutu. It isn’t hard to figure out that Kiswahili uses wa the same way Kinyarwanda
uses ba to mean “people” … and that saying Bahutu and Watusi in the same breath is a white man’s barbarism.
Of course, Rwanda’s white landlords could figure this out just as easily and speak a respectful modicum of
Kinyarwanda with their peasants, but precious few bother. (At least one writes a book about Rwanda in which
Hutu people are Bahutu in the same happy sentences that Tutsi people are Watutsi.)
And who is Bitsindinkumi to quarrel with that? It makes him, and his effort to learn Kiswahili, all the more
valuable. He lets them prattle on.
During the years that see Adolf Hitler rise to power, years during which racial humbug is popular well beyond
Germany, most of Rwanda’s colons fawn over Bitsindinkumi’s “Watusi,” holding that they aren’t Bantu, like the
Bahutu, but Hamitic-descendents of the Biblical Ham (whence Ethiopians), Shem (whence Semites), and Jephet
(whence Aryans). It’s the heyday of what scholars now call “the Hamitic myth,” the notion that Batutsi couldn’t
possibly be Bantu.
Indeed, many see us as more likely Nordic than Bantu. (One resident—as the Belgians call their governor here
—argues in bound print that he can connect us with our Icelandic cousins.)\fn{Italics mine:H}
But Kinyarwanda is a Bantu language. For a millennium, at least, the celebrated poets of the supposedly
“superior non-Bantus” have been composing our courtly lyrics in the Bantu language of our serfs, knowing no
other.
By and by, ractal notions that blithely ignore such facts begin to look shopworn, especially after the rate-crazy
Axis collapses. With majority rule in the wind everywhere, Rwanda’s European colons hitch their fortunes to the
majority Bahutu. They handpick among the Bahutu, train the hand-picked, and by the late fifties, begin yielding to
them, one by one, year by year, the instruments of state power.
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By the late fifties, independence is sweeping Africa. Royalist assassins among the Batutsi are at work killing
Hutu politicians anointed by Belgium, and Belgium wants out. What Bitsindinkumi sees is a young king hopelessly out of his depth.\fn{He was only 23 when he was enthroned; but at this writing is still alive, and living in my country under
political asylum, having reigned in Rwanda for only two years:H } What he hears are reports of attacks against his people.
What he knows is that in this man’s world, faded glory doesn’t grow crops. Only work and grim determination do
that.
Even then the result isn’t always success.
His wife works. His children work. And before he knows it, the wife he hardly sees for all his work in the
fields is dead of disease, and here he is: an awkward, taciturn, some would say humorless yeoman, old enough to
show wear but too young not to long for another wife.
*
Kabenga, all six foot eight of him, is a white-robed patrician of the old Tutsi order. He’s a poet. He’s a warrior
of whom song has been composed. He was an official chronicler in the court of the deposed king of Rwanda, an
adviser to the king, and a boon companion on royal hunts when such there were. He is rich in land, rich in cows,
rich in wit, a grandee. Kabenga and his family, uncles and aunts, nieces, nephews, sons and daughters, lead lives
swimming in spirited talk, which might at first seem yet another aspect of highborn inheritance, and in some ways
it is. The stuff of their educations, both Tutsi and Belgian, is often the stuff of their jokes and their arguments.
But Batutsi are not a lively bunch. The liveliness is something this family has adopted altogether unconsciously from their Hutu neighbors.
Kabenga dotes in particular on his daughter Bibiane, in whom he sees almond eyes and all the treasured
qualities; to him his little girl is long and lithe and lovely. But Bibiane no longer lives in her father’s house. Her
mother has died, Kabenga has remarried, and after some tension between new wife and favored daughter,
Kabenga has sagely decided that his young bride is no better for daughter Bibiane than Bibiane is for his young
bride. So he’s sent Bibiane to live with his sister, Elizabeti, who has a family of her own, plus several other nieces
and nephews in her care. In all it’s a household of seven children, which means that while Kabenga is the man of
the world, the poet, the hunter, the statesman, Auntie Elizabeti takes care of all the little things—like actually
ruling Kabenga’s large and substantial extended family.
Among her long, lithe relatives, Auntie stands out, and not because she is longer and lither. She’s not. She’s of
average height, built solidly. It’s in other respects that her Tutsi attributes are distinctly apparent, especially those
famously hard-nosed attributes that are those of defunct German East Africa. In the world according to Little
Chief Elizabeti, and in the world according to her look-alike little sister, Stefania, someday to be our Kommandante Stefania, the buses run on time.
Is it time to bathe? Amid shouting and laughter, she barks orders (as someday Kommandante Stefania will bark
orders) and instantly a queue forms—with consequences for the laggard.
Is it time for supper? The same.
To study? The same.
The household bubbles with jokes and debate. The lane outside sees an endless progression of games. Beyond
that, though, the world threatens quietly; sometimes, not so quietly.
Only the order imposed by Elizabeti stands between them, and that. So perhaps it is not so surprising that as
Bibiane turns fifteen, the man she dreams of is not a swashbuckling young poet but someone who can secure a
household the way Little Chief Elizabeti can.
Do not leap to the conclusion that when she meets Bitsindinkumi, she chooses him, nor even that after
meeting, he chooses her. In this world, it’s the head of a girl’s family who finds a likely groom. Before a potential
pair even meet, he negotiates with the man, and upon agreement, pledges his daughter to him.
Which means that it’s Kabenga’s job to arrange a marriage.
Which means that it’s Auntie Elizabeti who does the actual arranging, who picks out Bitsindinkumi, who
negotiates with him, before Bibiane ever lays eyes on him; it’s Elizabeti who pledges her. It takes the girl a day or
so to adjust, but she’s bright. She soon sees the strength in him that Elizabeti sees.
Not so her brothers and sisters, cousins, and friends, who have less at stake. What does she see in this man?
This tongue-tied farmer, bent beneath a long woolen overcoat he seems never to remove? It’s not as if she were a
homely step-child of the family. She basks in her family’s embrace. It shows in her self-confidence. She’s a
beauty, twenty years younger than this Bitsindinkumi. This “Seducer.”
The ibyivugo custom of ancestor reeling can have fun with itself, which is another way of saying that the name
you give your child can have fun with your child. A child born to short parents might well be named “too tall” in
the hope that he will be, but if he turns out short, he might well rue the name, for he’ll be called “too tall,” with
pointed insistence, for the rest of his life.
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Thus is the widower Bitsindinkumi, this awkward bumpkin, now forever called “The Seducer.”
And Kabenga doesn’t even know what’s up. But he isn’t, after all, exactly immaterial. He’s a man of substance
in the world of affairs, and this is his family. Will he give his blessing?
He will not. He dotes on Bibiane. No. He will not give his approval.
But Little Chief Elizabeti will not back down. There are three weeks of silence, and then he announces that he
has an announcement. He blesses Bibiane’s union to this “self-made man.”
“As long as this Bitsindinkumi doesn’t insist that she plow. That I will not abide. I will not abide it.”
Bitsindinkumi’s future, however, is far from assured. His is never to be the story of a climber. He’s proud of
his independence, and that’s never good for a climber. And then come the troubles, the muyaga, (“the winds,” full
of insanity and unpredictable gusts).
By and by, the Belgians set 1959 as the year they will begin turning power over to their handpicked Bahutu.
The Bahutu call it their “revolution.”
Nobody is sure when the revolution happens. They just remember a scheduled transfer of power by the
Belgians to their Hutu clients, accompanied by several assassinations of Hutu politicos by Tutsi hotheads, and
then the pogroms, Hutu mobs sicked on Batutsi of convenience. It begins with Belgian appointees organizing a
vote against a king with no experience and no army. It ends on a bridge.
It’s a bridge in the mountains, rapids through a defile far below. In the clouds above, the mountain gorilla
gambols. Lavender-breasted rollers flutter and chirp. At one end of the bridge stands a mob. Some wield pangas.
Some wield pangas already wet. Near the middle of the bridge, above rapids far below, stand a clutch of Tutsi
mothers with infants swaddled to their backs.
They jump.
Barely a decade has passed since Bitsindinkumi began his new family. His ruga, his house and household, is
already large, seven children, and he has carved out a farm large enough to support them.
They lose it all. One morning his son Nepo, backlit by the morning sun, whistles to him from atop a hill that
Bitsindinkumi spent five years terracing. Sorghum is nearing harvest. Nepo is their eldest, twelve, more than six
feet tall. He raises his arm to the northwest: wisps of smoke. Ten-year-old Lando is a few meters up the slope
from his father, a question on his face. Early next morning a Hutu neighbor is at the door. Hushed talk over tea
steaming in the chill.
“What’s wrong,” young Lando wants to know, shifting his weight nervously from good leg to bad.
“Nothing’s wrong,” says Bitsindinkumi.
“Nothing,” says Bibiane.
“We’re going on a little trip,” says Nepo.
Outside is a small flatbed truck used to haul coffee. Whatever they can load onto it in a half hour is loaded, the
rest abandoned. Everyone is rushing out with boxes and sacks. Then Mama and Papa are in the cab, the kids are
hanging on the back, and they’re rattling off as fast as they can for the safety of Kabenga’s rugo.
“The cash,” says Papa. “The cash in the cash box in the—”
He never finishes the sentence. They never look back. Tens of thousands of Tutsi homesteads will burn, tens of
thousands of Batutsi will die, one hundred thirty thousand will be driven out of the country.
Bibiane’s uncle, a man with some land, gives several hectares to The Seducer as a grubstake. He’s starting all
over, at his age, grimly determined. With his own hands, he builds a new house. It’s smaller than the one he lost,
and another child is coming. There will be nine, in all. New latrine, new well, new banana plantations are dug,
rice fields laid out and irrigated, pipes laid. All around him the wit of his highborn inlaws pops like firecrackers,
but he never has a moment to relax, absorb, become one of them. As we grow, excelling at school, immersed in
games, he tries to play Little Chief Elizabeti, ordering us outside until we can contain our laughter—which, duly
obedient, we do, and we won’t come back in until we are genuinely certain we have settled down. Half the time,
though, we come back in, take one look at Papa’s oh so stern face, and break up all over again. At last we fall
quiet, there’s silence, and we gather the courage to meet Papa’s gaze. Before us we see that flat, impassive stare
meant to convey menace.
We struggle not to laugh. In a way it’s worse than if we just laughed and went our way.
“Keep laughing like that,” he says flatly, “and someday your brains are going to shoot out your mouth.”
We run out the door, struggling to contain ourselves lest our brains shoot out our mouths.
*
When the brood Bitsindinkumi lost their farm, it was Uncle Karekezi who stepped in. When that wind hit them
and they were alone on the road, running away to who knew where, Uncle Karekezi “picked them up.”
I try to picture what must have happened. Uncle Karekezi is a cautious man, somehow made to deal with stiff
winds. I know because this is what I hear people say. I also know what people mean when they say ”the Chev59

rolet.” They mean the big black fantailed crow of a sedan that carries Karekezi about. It’s a Chevrolet—and just
like a crow, it has yellow eyes and swept-back fantail wings. I even know the year—1959. I know because that’s
the year my family lost everything—a year just made for big brothers to singsong tales to baby sister about Uncle
Karekezi, and how he’s out one night in that fine ’59 (with HydraMatic Drive and wings all streamline) when
clap! a gale blows up. He shifts to a creep, crawls along, and after a way he makes out a pile of rags by the road,
nearly invisible in the storm, nearly blown away, soaked. There Karekezi stops “and picks us up.”
Which is more or less what happened, though Uncle’s ’59 Impala had nothing to do with it, nor did a literal
storm, nor did he pick us up on the road. What Karekezi did was give Papa some hectares to farm by a hamlet
called Kabuye, the seat of Kabuye parish, an hour by truck north of the town of Kigali. What he did was give
Papa a new start.
Way uphill from Papa’s new place are the estates of our great white hunter, the Count de Borchgrave. Even
farther up lives Granny Mariya. Her compound is Grandpa Kabenga’s old rugo. Granny is Mama’s stepmother,
Kabenga’s second wife. Mama was the first of only two children Grandpa Kabenga had with his first wife. When
his first wife died, he married Granny Mariya, and now he’s dead too, and all his children by Granny are off in
Burundi.
*
Our hamlet is downslope and farther off from town—from Kigali—than Granny and de Borchgrave. Kabuye’s
clinic—Dr. Zitoni’s “surgery”—is on the side down toward Kigali. Just the name, surgery, is enough to put the
fear of Kabenga in any child, but not so here, not so for me, for just behind the surgery is Dr. Zitoni’s compound,
a rugo hiding shyly amid bamboo, a bungalow full of books. It’s become a virtual lending library for the hill, and
not just books grace this bungalow, but daughters, playmates. Here I am mothered by their mother, Adele, a
woman so far up there, so assuring.
At times I’m fathered by the good doctor himself, so spare, so tall, and at home so gentle, so dreamy, nodding
off in his hammock, his glasses falling off, an open book on his half-pint belly, nothing at all like Dr. Zitoni at the
clinic. There he’s so doctorly in his crisp white jacket so starched and clean and pressed just so, one hardly need
know that he is not, in fact, a doctor.
Then comes the mission-church and school, our very own École Primaire Saint Alexisi behind it sits the grand
manor (grand by our measure; a bungalow) of Uncle Alexis Karekezi, Papa’s benefactor, the school’s benefactor.
(How adeptly the White Fathers have named it Saint Alexis.)
At last, yet farther out, comes our place. On his new hectares, Papa has planted bananas, terraced for sorghum
and maize and haricots, drained bottoms for rice, plowed new furrows, built a kraal for his dozen head of great
long-horned Ankole cattle. And of course, he’s built his family compound, his rugo, just so. They tell me it’s more
modest than the rugo he built and lost in Ruli, but everything is here: eighteen-foot-square family quarters plus
two sheds, surrounded by a wattle palisade ten feet high.
Kabuye hamlet hangs on the eastern flank of Mount Kigali, which rises from a rutted track that starts in
Kigaliville. The track runs all the way up to the Uganda frontier. This quiet, rutted road is Rwanda’s major northsouth artery. To get to our place, you catch a bus in Kigaliville and ask the driver to let you off at the Kabuye stop
on the Uganda Road, which he won’t understand unless you call it the Byumba Road; Byumba is in Rwanda.
The Kabuye stop isn’t the hamlet, it’s just a marker on the open road, but it’s as close as you can get. After that,
you walk north a few hundred meters. Somewhere on the left, you see what looks like a dry wash running down
off the mountain, and if it’s raining, it will be spilling mud and water right out on the road, but it’s not a creek, it’s
the track that climbs up through the bush to the hamlet. Start climbing the track through the bush and the trees.
By-and-by, you see a long grassy lane veering off to the right. About a hundred meters off, the lane ends at a
palisade with a squeaky metal gate dead center. The lane is barely wide enough for a pickup. There’s no place to
turn around. If you drive in, the only way out is by backing up the length of a football pitch, and then you’re back
on the track, and there’s no place to turn around there either.
This is our lane; we call it our boulevard. We’ve planted it on either side with red flowering trees, spaced just
so. (We. These trees were planted before I was born.)
Squeak through the gate. Now you’re in the courtyard, and the palisade reveals itself as a half circle, with our
cottage. Outside the palisade, the lane is all grass, but the courtyard is pounded earth. Papa has graded it, but all
the same, when it rains, it’s mud. Outside the palisade, trees rise all about; this is green country. But here in the
earthen courtyard there’s no shade. It’s a bald place, like Papa’s pate.
When the sun shines, it shines hard. It’s hot and it’s dusty. A half circle of rusty tins lines the inside base of the
palisade, each tin spaced just so, compassing the courtyard: First comes a cooking-oil tin labeled with a bright
blue elephant with trifling tusks and garish red lips and lots of front legs to flourish as he sits up like a maharajah.
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Big brother Karangwa, such a scoundrel, says it’s a Hendi elephant. Wagging his head Hendi-like, Karangwa
singsongs,
“That’s how tuskas be back in Mutha Inja.”
Then comes a motor oil tin from Agip, labeled with Agip’s fire-breathing wolf; then Lait Nido with its cow. We
have an entire tin menagerie, tin elephants, tin wolves, tin cows, from which lovely bright flowers grow, plants
watched and tended, watered and pruned, by Mama.
Our place is built of big mud tiles, muddy red; the roof is corrugated and a similar rusty red. Two squeaky
metal chairs sit in the courtyard. Like the courtyard, the front door is unshaded. The raffia roofs of the old
rondavels would extend out over the entrance in a graceful, precisely trimmed scallop, providing shade, and our
place tries awkwardly to follow suit. The unshaded front door hangs open. Beyond it is a three-foot-wide passageway. Three feet in, a reed curtain spans the passage. This three-by-three-foot area just inside the front door is
meant to mimic the scalloped portico of a rondavel.\fn{A traditional circular African dwelling with a conical thatched roof,
whose walls are often made of stone.}
A covered porch spans the entire back. It’s about four feet deep, or perhaps I should say four feet shallow. On it
is a rickety wooden chair on which Papa sits and begins teaching us to read as each in our turn we turn three—
though at three, that’s hardly how I see things. As I see things at three, it’s me alone he teaches, and the strange
languages he teaches me are ours alone, his and mine, our own secret languages to be shared with no greedy
brothers. In one or another of our secret languages, I ask him questions.
“Papa, do you get to plant rice in heaven?”
Mostly he teaches in Kinyarwanda, the language in which I am Mushikiwabo. When his blood is up he uses
Swahili, and when he laughs, he laughs in Swahili. It’s not right for Batutsi to show vexation, so he never gets
vexed, nor does he laugh, in Kinyarwanda. He gets vexed in Swahili. When the subject is homework, he uses
French. When Mama’s blood is up, she says, oh so evenly,
“I’m not going to tell you a thing. Nothing.” Then silence, followed by,
“All I’m going to tell you is …”
But she doesn’t always break her silence, and nothing can be worse than that, Mama cutting it off right there,
biting her lip and turning away; your marrow chills with guilt. Sometimes after lessons, Papa sings to me.
“I’ve got to sing,” he smiles. “I get burned up; I’ve got to sing.”
The first to get lessons, way back in Ruli, which they tell me had such a fine back porch, a big one, was Nepo,
the firstborn, whose towels are blue. He’s the image of Father, tall, shy, fastidious, bespectacled, broad shouldered, polite to a fault, never a teller of jokes but a rapt devotee of others’ jokes, especially brother Lando’s, and
he’s most especially a devotee of the deadpan canards regularly offered by that scoundrel Karangwa.
“Tell us that one again, Karangwa. Tell us again.”
Just after Nepo came Vincent, who has no towel here because the White Fathers have spirited him off. Taller
even than Nepo, but slight, without Nepo’s shoulders; the priests said he was “gifted” and took him away to a
seminary somewhere off in the Congo, someplace called Albertville.\fn{ Now Kalamie} They won’t bring him home.
They don’t want Tutsi priests in Rwanda anymore. Just like that he’s gone, in another world.
Next, Karangwa, our knave, our beloved scapegrace, he of the elephant ears, short for a Mututsi, the one
Grandfather Kabenga called “my Mutwa,” because the Twa are pygmies—and court jesters. Karangwa serves as
jester to the Court Bitsindinkumi, our “Bwana Rigolo,” our coconut. Karangwa’s towels are yellow. Karangwa:
big ears, big head, big joker, kicked out of boarding school in Nyanza for playing an off-limits spinet and
snacking on the Holy Eucharist; in big trouble with Bitsindinkumi. In that huge head he can store anything and
does so with indiscriminate and altogether impractical abandon: Swahili epithets, French epithets, even, when he
truly wants to annoy you, Latin epithets; choice jokes, stale jokes, the arcane stratagems of a complex game called
igisoro. He has all the old epics down cold, and he’s so good at igisoro that outraged opponents forever accuse
him of cheating. In fact, he doesn’t cheat, but he does nothing to disabuse them, just gives them that delighted
sidelong leer and a wiggle of the ears.
Next Lando, the tempered scholar, the brother with legs that don’t match. His towels are green. I don’t see him
as a brother, I see him as a changeling dropped into the family to be my friend. My brothers take me for granted.
Lando makes me feel good. No, he makes me feel super; he’s super. Whenever I look at him he’s smiling. For me,
he’s the flavor of chocolate, all comfort.
His leg scares me, though. Everyone wears shorts. Everyone but Lando. Lando never wears shorts. What’s
under there? I don’t want to know, and I don’t want to know how it happened. I’m afraid to ask Mama, would
never ask Papa; finally, at five, I blurt the question to Lando.
“An accident,” he says. “Fell off a bike.”
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From then on bikes frighten me—and his story wasn’t even true. It was a lie. Years later Mama will tell me the
truth: at four, a shot with a bad needle.
Then Gaetan, somehow, like his name, handsome and swarthy, the athlete, with the flavor of coffee, as tall as
Nepo but even more muscular. White towels. No head for letters. The natural and mechanical sciences are his
domain; he’s forever fixing radios or monkeying with motors. At the College Saint Andre they call him Cassius
Clay, not for his fists, for his looks. Gaetan is our beau morceau.
Then the first of just two girls in this brood of nine: Anne-Marie. Powder blue towels. With all these brothers, a
tomboy, of course; always wearing boy’s shorts, tall and skinny. Her flavor is mango. Tough with everything but
food. The slightest thing wrong with a dish makes her gag, which she tries desperately to hide. Before I came,
Mama despaired.
“My only girl … No interest in cooking, cleaning, or even eating, eats books for breakfast, lunch, and supper.
How are you going to get a husband?”
Then Muzungu, which means white man, because just after he was born, still without a name, the neighborhood kids rushed in to see him, took one look, and began chirping “Muzungu, Muzungu,” unaware that African
newborns often look white right after they’re born, when they’re still ugly. Regardless, he is thus named Muzungu. The more he grows, the less he looks like a Muzungu, but the name sticks. He is big, black, big-boned, placid;
for me, his flavor is butterscotch. His fingers are long but sturdy; he’s impossible to beat at marbles. He always
sports a buzz cut. He has the cast of Bitsindinkumi and Nepo, big nose, big forehead, big laugh—a laugh that
inspires the Bitsindinkumi glare.
“You’re waking the neighbors.” Red towels going pink.
Then Wellars, too tall, fine boned, full of nervous energy; they say he’s as tall as Vincent, that skinny stalk of
asparagus off in Albertville. Turquoise towels. A personality like fresh lemon. He has a Somali cast to him, and
like Gaetan, a head more for math than for words. He’s popular, and a troublemaker. Always fighting at the
mission school, always fighting with me—until Lando scolds him, tells him that I’m bucura, the youngest, and he
should look after me, which delights Wellars because it gives him an excuse to fight at the mission.
“Hey, that’s my sister.”
And finally, me, Mushikiwabo, Marie-Louise, Louise, Louisa, Loulou, last in this brood, this ribambelle de
gasses, flock of kids. Pink towels. Spoiled. A girl from the beginning. Pinafores with carefully pressed pleats.
Bucura, the youngest, the smallest. A big problem for Wellars.
Papa Bitsindinkumi’s back-porch lessons begin when he gets back from the fields and washes up. When he
finishes teaching, he stares out over the hills and says to no one in particular,
“lbihe n’ibindi.” Things are different now.
Times are changing. It’s become his own private rosary, a quietly chanted call to arms, rallying the household
against a future he hears groaning like timber in a gale.
Behind and to one side of the house is a seven-foot-square cooking shed with a tin roof and a dirt floor, swept
just so, without a brush mark. There is no running water. We draw water from a hand pump at a well Papa and the
boys dug a couple hundred meters off, in the banana groves, where he dug it because that’s where it’s most
needed. A long wooden shelf runs one length of the cooking shed. On it are big galvanized washtubs, plastic
buckets of every color, scrub brushes, handmade short-handled brooms, twig brooms for outside, soft brooms for
inside, a detergent called Omo, a cleanser called Vim. Passion fruit and bunches of tiny bananas dangle from nasty
big hooks that hang from the rafters. In one corner is a brick oven with a wattle-and-daub chimney. Neatly
bundled faggots stand stacked to one side.
Farther back in the yard is a freestanding bathhouse, six feet square. Grass mats cover a dirt floor graded so
that water running through the mats runs outside into a drainage ditch. Every morning either Mama or AnneMarie pulls the mats out, cleans them, and hangs them to dry on a line in the sun. Laid out on two shelves on the
wall of the bathhouse are bars of fragrant, bright-white Savon Lux, and all those color-coded, threadbare towels,
one for each child. The shelves are too high for me; I jump and jump again, all to no avail.
“Okay, who’s the boss?” asks Wellars. He’s not joking.
“You.”
“And who’s going to listen to her big brother all day?” asks Wellars.
“Me.”
I get my Savon Lux and barely absorbent towel.
Behind the bathhouse is a privy; a mud brick wall surrounds a Turkish toilet over a trench Papa and the boys
dug fifteen feet deep into hard clay. Farther back still, and downslope, is a kraal made of stout tree limbs for
Papa’s dozen or so head of cattle. A pair of farmhands keeps them sleek, their coats shining. They milk them
every day at dusk and at dawn.
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The “big house” (all eighteen square feet of it) has a shiny concrete deck, washed every day with Omo, rinsed,
and rinsed again. In addition to no running water, there is no electricity. Mama and Anne-Marie lug wash water
bucket by bucket. A sitting room cum dining room is off the passageway, to the immediate left of the front door.
It’s furnished with a bandy-legged table, wooden chairs, smelly Coleman lamps that cast flickering light, and two
plastic radios—even though there is only one station, Radio Bukavu, broadcasting mostly Congolese music from
somewhere out there across the lake in the west. Right now, Africa is belatedly enjoying the cha-cha and freshly
won independence. The radio crackles,
Indé-pen-dance
cha cha cha
Indé-pen-dance

Talk fills the parlor more than radio. Karangwa of the elephant ears, Lando, Wellars, and Anne-Marie (she’s
still not fully grown) are the talkers, and so am I. The best talker of all, when he’s there (a lot), is Tonton, Uncle,
virtually our only uncle because all the others are off somewhere. Everywhere except our place, Tonton is a
listener. He’s always asking people questions, and then just listening and listening. What an article! He even pulls
out a pad and takes notes. But here with family he talks—and what notes he must take because what stories he
tells! His proper name is Kagame, and he’s a priest.
Papa, Nepo, Gaetan, Muzungu, and Alexis Karekezi (when he visits) are the listeners, the rapt listeners, as
quiet and as rapt with the talkers (except me and Wellars, of course) as we are when Uncle has a story. Mama is a
listener, too, but she isn’t there in the parlor listening; she’s across the passage listening. When man-guests are
about, grown women quarter themselves across the passage. Even Mama’s Auntie Stefania (she’s also Uncle
Kagame’s auntie) sits across the passage, and she’s the greatest talker and commander of them all. You’d never
know it, taking off your shoes and walking into a household thus marshaled by sex, but when Auntie Stefania is
over, everybody marches to her cadence-call. Not Papa’s. Not Uncle Kagame’s. Not Lando’s. Certainly not
Mama’s. Even sitting over there in the ladies’ quarters while the men deliberate the fate of the world, Auntie
Stefania calls the family cadence. She even calls it when she isn’t here. She never shuts the front door without
leaving marching orders, and the angels weep for the sorry soul who she decides, upon her return, hasn’t
measured up.
The ladies’ visiting room is also the big boys’ bedroom. This week Nepo, Lando, and Karangwa are home,
somehow squeezed in. Next is the little boys’ room. It’s on the same side of the passage. Wellars shares it with
Muzungu. It’s where Wellars hides his Tintin comic books.\fn{A series of comic albums created by Belgian cartoonist

Georges Remi (1907–1983), who wrote under the pen name Hergé. The series was one of the most popular European comics of the 20 th
century. By the time of the centenary of Hergé’s birth in 2007, Tintin had been published in more than 70 languages with sales of more than
200 million copies} On the same side and at the very end is the girls’ room. Anne-Marie’s store-bought bed lies along

the outside wall, a tiny window above. My pallet is on the inside wall. Under it hides my one and lonely Tintin—
the one where Capitaine Haddock sneezes so hard it takes two bubbles to capture the full grandeur and mayhem.
I’ve got three pegs and two painted shelves for clothes. Anne-Marie has a treasure I eye jealously—a fiberboard
portmanteau with its own tiny lock and key.
Opposite our room is the big bedroom with its centerpiece bedstead, deeply carved mahogany draped with a
swooping mosquito net, a giant bed in a tiny room. Gracing it also are two heavily studded Zanzibar chests, plus a
bookshelf with a few volumes in Swahili and German, and above all, Mama’s little “secrets” basket. It’s the
Rwandese way—or at least the way for literate Rwandese. No one goes into that tightly woven, tightly held basket.
No one except Papa. In public with her husband, a Rwandese wife never disagrees. She keeps her peace. But
she doesn’t quite keep quiet. Alone, she scratches her exception on a scrap of paper and drops the note in her
secrets basket. A good and literate husband never fails to check it nightly. A good husband gets the memo.
A raffia rug covers the polished concrete floor. A shelf features Papa’s one indulgence (if saving his own
sweat-stained hats over the years can be called an indulgence), a collection of trappers’ hats. Oh, those sweatstained chapeaux, oh, those bitosi, they all have high, narrow crowns and broad, flat brims, the sort of hat worn by
the man in the book who’s always chasing Curious George.\fn{ The main protagonist of a series of popular children’s books
by the same name, written by Hans Augusto Rey and Margret Rey }
Finally, Mama’s room, an extra room, just four by seven. It’s squeezed between the “big” bedroom and the
parlor. In the passage just outside it is a carved armoire filled with tea, sugar, and provisions for guests. The room
itself is Mama’s private chamber, really a large cupboard. It features a Singer sewing machine (non-electric, of
course), a trunk full of sewing gear, a trifling stand where she can make tea with milk on a small charcoal brazier,
and an ironing table, padded with old blankets and complete with charcoal-fired irons.
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The room’s public centerpiece is Mama’s Lives of the Saints, gargantuan, with selected plates in color. A
volume not to be trifled with by a child’s dirty hands; inside lies mystery, inside lies a splendor of vivid illustrations, revealing worlds of which you could never dream. In bits of this, bits of that, I hear of “the line,” meaning
uncles, grandfathers, grandsires. I want so to know about them.
I ask. No one hears. Perhaps they lurk within the redolent leather that binds Mama’s Lives of the Saints.
“They do not,” Mama assures me, and I wonder, is there a companion volume titled The Lives of the Wicked?
Holy Mother of God, could that be where our line is to be found? Wisdom deeply inborn tells me not to broach
the matter with Mama.
But I’ll make you a wager: hidden away somewhere, tucked away more securely even than Mama’s Lives of
the Saints, there is such a volume. What it must be to fold it open and gaze! The wicked queen Kanjogera, about
whom we children whisper; surely she hides there, and some choice Bazungu too, but just who?
Relish grips me, then fear. My strategy, should ever I come upon the volume and open it and read something
terrible, is to slam it shut and run.
Tucked preciously within the Saints is an eight-by-ten black-and-white photo of Grandpa Kabenga. White hair,
white beard, long white pipe; he’s seated in a big carved chair, all six foot eight of him, wearing a sparkling white
mushanana. A big black umbrella leans casually against one knee, half-grasped by one huge hand as if it were a
prize fountain pen. I ask about him; Mama, grand mistress of secrecy, says nothing. Except when she wants to
stamp her foot without stamping her foot. Then she says,
“By Kabenga!”
So who was this Kabenga? And who was his father? His grandfather?
“Never mind. Clean your room.”
The secret centerpiece of the chamber, hidden away in a trunk, is Mama’s collection of tiny pipes.
Don’t tell anyone. It’s not proper for a Tutsi lady. But at the end of a long workday, in the privacy of the back
porch, she can sit for hours, drawing on one of her tiny pipes, looking out over the hills, her eyes wide but distant.
170.188 Excerpt from Left To Tell: Discovering God Amidst The Rwandan Holocaust\fn{by Immaculée Ilibagiza
(1972- )} Mataba, Kibuye Province, Rwanda (F) 8
I was born in paradise. At least, that’s how I felt about my homeland while I was growing up.
Rwanda is a tiny country set like a jewel in central Africa. She is so breathtakingly beautiful that it’s
impossible not to see the hand of God in her lush, rolling hills; mist-shrouded mountains; green valleys; and
sparkling lakes. The gentle breezes drifting down from the hills and through the pine and cedar forests are scented
with the sweet aroma of lilies and chrysanthemums. And the weather is so pleasant year-round that the German
settlers who arrived in the late 1800s christened her “the land of eternal spring.”
The forces of evil that would give birth to a holocaust that set my beloved country awash in a sea of blood
were hidden from me as a child. As a young girl, all I knew of the world was the lovely landscape surrounding
me, the kindness of my neighbors, and the deep love of my parents and brothers. In our home, racism and
prejudice were completely unknown. I wasn’t aware that people belonged to different tribes or races, and I didn’t
even hear the terms Tutsi or Hutu until I was in school.
In my village, young children walked eight miles to and from school along lonely stretches of road, but parents
never worried about a child being abducted or harmed in any way. My biggest fear as a youngster was being alone
in the dark—other than that, I was an extremely happy little girl in a happy family, living in what I thought was a
happy village where people respected and cared for one another.
I was born in the western Rwandan province of Kibuye, in the village of Mataba. Our house was perched on a
hilltop overlooking Lake Kivu, which seemed to stretch out forever below us. On clear mornings I could see the
mountains on the other side of the lake in the neighboring country of Zaire, now called the Democratic Republic
of the Congo. Some of my warmest childhood memories are of clambering down the perilously steep hill between
our house and the lake. I’d go swimming with my dad and brothers as the last of the dawn mist was being chased
away by the early-morning sun. The water was warm, the air cool against our skin, and the view of our house high
above the shore always thrilling.
Heading back home was an adventure because the hill was so steep and the dirt beneath our feet was so loose
and treacherous. I often slipped and was afraid that I’d tumble all the way down and into the lake. My father
always knew when I was frightened, and he’d bundle me in his arms all the way home. He was a big, strong man,
and I felt safe and loved wrapped in those powerful arms. It thrilled me to be lifted up so affectionately, especially
since Dad was very reserved in an old-fashioned way and rarely showed his emotions or said he loved my
brothers and me—although we knew he did.
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When we got home from our swim, my beautiful mother would be busy in the kitchen preparing the hot riceand-bean dish she fed us every day before packing us off to school. Her energy never failed to astonish me: Mom
was always the first to rise and last to bed, getting up hours before anyone else to make sure that the house was in
order, our clothes were laid out, our books and lessons were ready, and my father’s work papers were organized.
She made all our clothing herself, cut our hair, and brightened the house with handmade decorations.
The beans she prepared for our breakfast were grown in our family fields, which Mom tended every morning
while the rest of us were still sleeping. She checked the crops and would then distribute tools to the day laborers
and make sure that our cows and other animals were fed and watered. And then, after finishing the morning
chores and getting us off to class, Mom would walk down the road to start her full-time teaching job at the local
primary school.
Both of my parents were teachers, and adamant believers that the only defense against poverty and hunger was
a good education. Despite being one of the smallest countries in Africa, Rwanda—which is roughly the size of the
American state of Maryland—is one of the most densely populated countries on the continent and among the
poorest in the world. Mom and Dad were the first high school graduates in their families, and they were
determined that their children would go even further than they had in school. Dad led by example, working hard
and studying throughout his life. He received many honors and promotions during his career, rising steadily
through the ranks from primary teacher to junior high school principal. He was eventually appointed chief
administrator for all of the Catholic schools in our district.
In Rwanda, every family member has a different last name. Parents give each child a unique surname at birth,
one that reflects the feelings of the mother or father at the moment they first lay eyes on their new baby. In Kinyarwanda, the native language of Rwanda, my name (Ilibagiza) means “shining and beautiful in body and soul.”
My dad chose my name, which will always remind me how much he loved me from the moment I was born.
My father’s name was Leonard Ukulikiyinkindi, and my mother’s was Marie Rose Kankindi, but her friends
called her Rose. They met at one of my cousin’s homes in the summer of 1963 while traveling to a mutual friend’s
wedding. As they were introduced, Mom gave Dad the once-over, clucking her tongue at his shaggy hair.
“You’re going to a wedding with that hair?”
My father shrugged, claiming that he couldn’t find a barber. Mom found a pair of scissors, sat him down, and
went to work—right then and there. She must have done a good job, because they became inseparable. They
married within the year, and Dad never let anyone but Mom cut his hair again.
My parents managed to save a little money by holding down teaching jobs and farming the land my grandfather had given them (they grew and sold beans, bananas, and coffee). Dad designed and built our house, which,
while extremely modest by Western standards, was considered quite luxurious in our village. We had a kitchen, a
dining area, a living room, our own bedrooms, a guest room, and Dad even had a study. A gated courtyard led to a
small annex where day workers stayed, and—thankfully—we had a separate pen for the animals, so the cows
didn’t sleep in the house with us. Dad put a cistern on the roof to catch rainfall so that we wouldn’t have to haul
water up from lake Kivu, and the solar panels he installed provided us with about an hour of electricity on sunny
days.
We had two vehicles, which was practically unheard of in our part of Rwanda. We had a yellow cross-country
motorcycle that Dad used to visit schools in the remote mountain villages, and we also had a little car that we
used on weekends to go to church and visit relatives. Some villagers thought that we were wealthy, which we
weren’t, and they called my Dad Muzungu, meaning “white man” or “rich person,” which to most Rwandans
meant the same thing.
No one else in our village had a motorcycle, and Mom always worried that Dad would be waylaid by bandits
on a lonely mountain pass. Fretting about her family was a preoccupation with my mother, to the point that whenever any of us was away from home for more than a night, she’d listen to the obituaries announced on the radio
every evening.
“Mom, think of all the good things that could happen to us instead of dwelling on what might go wrong,” I
urged her unsuccessfully.
“Oh, Immaculée, I couldn’t bear it if someone knocked on the door with bad news about one of my children or
your father. I just pray that I die before any of you do.”
She prayed incessantly for our health, safety, and well-being. My parents were devout Roman Catholics and
passed on their beliefs to us. Mass was mandatory on Sundays, as were evening prayers with the family at home. I
loved praying, going to church, and everything else to do with God. I especially loved the Virgin Mary, believing
that she was my second mom, watching out for me from heaven. I didn’t know why, but praying made me feel
warm and happy.
In fact, it made me so happy that when I was ten years old, I snuck away from school one day with my friend
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Jeanette to pay a visit to Father Clement, a wise, elderly priest who was a good friend of the family and like a
grandpa to me. Jeanette and I hiked through seven miles of fields and forests and waded across a river to reach
Father Clement. He greeted us warmly, but was concerned because we arrived at his presbytery exhausted,
panting, soaking wet, and more than a little dirty. He looked like a saint, standing over us in his flowing white
robe, his arms opened in welcome, a beautiful rosary hanging from his neck.
“What is it, girls? How can I help you?” he asked.
“Father, we want to dedicate our lives to God,” Jeanette said solemnly.
“That’s right, Father,” I agreed. “We have thought it over, and we want to become nuns.”
“Nuns? I see,” he said, nodding seriously, although I’m sure he must have been hiding a big grin. He placed his
hands on our heads and gave us a special blessing:
“God, bless these dear children, keep them safe, and watch over them all their days.” Then he looked at us and
said,
“Now, you two go home. Come back to see me after your 18 th birthdays, and if you still want to be nuns then,
we’ll talk.”
*
While my parents were ardent Catholics, they were Christians in the broadest sense of the word. They believed
in the Golden Rule and taught us to treat our neighbors with kindness and respect. They felt strongly connected to
their village and dedicated themselves to creating a prosperous, harmonious community. Dad spent many weekends doing volunteer work, such as building a nondenominational chapel and paying for most of the construction
costs out of his own pocket. He also set up a scholarship fund for poorer kids by establishing one of Rwanda’s
few coffee cooperatives, allowing a dozen coffee growers to plant on his land rent free if they promised to donate
a little of their profits to the fund. The program was so successful that he was able to use some of the money to
build a community center, a soccer field for teens, and a new roof for the school.
Mom was also known for her many good works. She could never turn away anyone in need, so we often had
another family living with us because they’d fallen on hard times and needed a place to stay until they got back on
their feet.
After finishing work, my mother often volunteered her time to tutor students, and she was forever buying
material to sew new uniforms for local schoolgirls. And once I overheard her talking to a neighbor who was
distraught because she couldn’t afford to buy her daughter a wedding dress.
“Rose, what kind of mother am I to send my own daughter to her new life in old clothes?” the woman asked.
“If only we had a goat to sell, I could dress her in the way she should be dressed on her wedding day.”
My mother told her not to worry—if she had faith in God, He would provide. The next day I saw Mom counting out the money she’d saved from her monthly teacher’s salary. Then she walked to the village, coming home
with her arms full of brightly colored fabrics. She sat up all night sewing dresses for the woman’s daughter and all
the bridesmaids.
Mom and Dad treated the village as our extended family, and the villagers often treated them like surrogate
parents. For example, Dad had a reputation across the region as an educated, enlightened, and fair-minded man.
Consequently, people traveled for miles seeking his counsel on family problems, money woes, and business
ventures. He was often called upon to settle local squabbles and discipline unruly children. A crisis in the village
was usually followed by a knock on our door and this plea:
“Leonard! Can you help us out? We need your advice. What should we do, Leonard?”
Dad invited people into the house at all hours and would discuss their problems until they found a solution. He
was a good diplomat and always made people feel as if they’d resolved their own difficulties.
My mother was also sought out for her advice, especially by women having difficulties with their husbands.
Over the years, so many of our neighbors had once been Mother’s students that most villagers just called her
Teacher.
But while they were certainly dedicated to our village, my parents were devoted to their kids, spending as
much time with us as possible. Once in a while, when he worked late and went for beers with his friends afterward, Dad got home well after we’d already gone to bed.
“Where are my little ones? Where are my darling children?” he’d ask, a little tipsy but full of affection. Mother
would scold him:
“They’re sleeping, Leonard, as they should be. If you want to see them, you should come home earlier.”
“Well, I can’t eat dinner alone,” he’d say, and gently get us all out of bed. We’d sit around the table in our
pajamas while he ate dinner and told us about his day. We loved every minute of it. After he finished eating, Dad
would make us all kneel down in the living room and recite our evening prayers.
“They’ve already said their prayers, Leonard. They have school tomorrow!”
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“Well, Rose, I have to work tomorrow. And you can never say too many prayers. Right, Immaculée?”
“Yes, Daddy,” I’d answer shyly. I idolized my dad and was delighted that he’d ask me such an important
question. Those were magical moments—when my father’s stern facade was lifted, his love for us was easy to
see.
*
There were four kids in the family: myself and my three brothers. The eldest was Aimable Ntukanyagwe, who
was born in 1965, a year after my parents were married. Even as a child, Aimable was the most serious member of
the family. He was so quiet and introspective that we joked he was the family priest. Mom doted on him because
he was her first-born and her favorite, but Aimable was humble, shy, and embarrassed by the extra attention she
paid him. He was also sweet-natured and detested violence. When the other boys roughhoused or fought with
each other, he would step between them and make the peace.
When Dad was away, Aimable took his place, making sure that we finished our homework, said our evening
prayers, and got to bed on time. Then he would stay up late, ensuring that the doors were locked and the house
was secure for the night. He seemed so much older than his years, but he was a loving brother to me, never failing
to ask about my day, how my studies were going, and if my friends were treating me well. There was a five-year
age difference between Aimable and me, which, as kids, made it difficult to get to know each other.
I was only seven when my brother went off to boarding school, and after that, we saw each other only on
holidays and special get-togethers. Nevertheless, I developed a terrible stomachache the day he left. Although his
school was in a nearby town, as far as I was concerned, my brother was moving to the moon. It was the first time I
felt the physical pain of losing someone you love. When my father sat us kids down a few days later to write
letters to Aimable, I could think of only two things to say. In large, looping letters, I wrote:
Dear Aimable,
I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I
love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love
you, I miss you, I love you, I love you, I love you. . . and I miss you!!!!!
Love,
Immaculée
P.S. I miss you!

My father laughed when he read the letter.
“You didn’t mention anything about visiting Grandma’s house, or how your other brothers are doing, Immaculée. Try writing again with a little more news and a few less ‘I love yous’ and ‘I miss yous.’”
“But that’s how I feel, Daddy.” I couldn’t understand why he wanted me to love my brother less—and Dad
never tired of teasing me about that letter.
Two years after Aimable was born, my other big brother came into the world. His name was Damascene Jean
Muhirwa, and he was brilliant, mischievous, funny, generous, unbelievably kind, and irresistibly likable. He made
me laugh every day, and he always knew how to stop my tears. Damascene … to this day I can’t say his name
without smiling … or crying. He was three years my senior, but I felt as though he were my twin. He was my
closest friend; he was my soul-mate. Whenever I was feeling low, Damascene would show up and boost my
spirits—like the day I was furious at my mother for making me clean the yard while the boys played soccer.
Damascene decided to skip the game, leave his pals, and come help me—wearing a skirt!
“A woman’s work is never done,” he sang out in a high-pitched voice, picking up a rake and making me laugh
until it hurt. He spent all afternoon working with me.
Even if he behaved badly, which wasn’t often, things had a way of working out for the best. When he was 12
years old, he secretly “borrowed” Dad’s car to teach himself how to drive. Normally, my father would have
punished him severely for such an offense, but when he found out, he just hugged Damascene. You see, Dad had
been out of town on business when Mom suffered a serious asthma attack. She collapsed onto the floor, semiconscious and barely able to breathe. Damascene hoisted her onto his shoulder, carried her to the car, carefully loaded
her onto the back seat, and drove nine miles to the nearest hospital. Mind you, he almost collided with two cows,
three goats, and several of our neighbors along the way, but he arrived just in time. The doctor said that Mom
would have died if she hadn’t gotten to the hospital when she did.
Almost everyone who met Damascene loved him—his easy smile and jovial nature were infectious. He was a
class clown but also a brilliant scholar, consistently among the top students in his school—and he went on to
become the youngest person in the entire region to earn a master’s degree. He studied constantly, but somehow
managed to find time to earn a brown belt in karate, become captain of his high school and university basketball
teams, and serve as chief altar boy at our church. I cried for a week when he left home for boarding school and
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felt like I’d never laugh again.
He was the light of my life.
The baby of the family was my little brother, John Marie Vianney Kazeneza, born three years after me. Vianney was a wide-eyed innocent who was lovable but pesky, as all younger brothers are, I suppose. He’d grow up to
become a handsome, strapping young man who towered over me, but in my eyes Vianney was always my baby
brother—I never stopped feeling like it was my responsibility to look out for him. He was a precious boy who
followed me everywhere like a puppy dog. I became so accustomed to his constant companionship that I missed
him when he wasn’t around pestering me.
I was the third child, and the only girl, which, in a male-dominated society, put extra pressure on me. In
Rwandan culture, having a “good name” is everything, and my parents were vigilant in making sure that their
only daughter maintained a spotless reputation. They were stricter with me than with my brothers, giving me more
household chores and more rigid curfews, selecting my clothes, and approving or disapproving of my friends. My
parents pushed me to succeed in school and to develop my mind, but as a young woman in a very conservative
society, I was still expected to be seen and not heard.
How ironic that I was the one left to tell our family story.
*
“Tutsis, stand up!”
Half a dozen chairs scraped backward across the floor as six kids in my fourth-grade class jumped to their feet.
I didn’t have a clue what was happening, since I’d always attended my mom’s schoolhouse. Now that I was ten
years old, it was my first day at the school for older kids, and I was confused by the commotion. I’d never seen a
teacher take ethnic roll call before.
“All Tutsis stand up now!” Buhoro, our teacher, yelled. He was checking off names from a list with a big
pencil, then stopped and stared directly at me.
“Immaculée Ilibagiza, you didn’t stand up when I said Hutu, you didn’t stand up when I said Twa, and you’re
not standing up now that I’ve said Tutsi. Why is that?”
Buhoro was smiling, but his voice was hard and mean.
“I don’t know, Teacher.”
“What tribe do you belong to?”
“I don’t know, Teacher.”
“Are you Hutu or Tutsi?”
“I—I don’t know.”
“Get out! Get out of this class and don’t come back until you know what you are!”
I collected my books and left the room, hanging my head in shame. I didn’t know it yet, but I’d just had my
first lesson in Rwanda’s ethnic divide, and it was a rude awakening.
I ran into the schoolyard and hid behind some bushes to wait for my brother Damascene to finish class. I’d
been fighting back tears, but now I cried until my blue uniform was soaked through. I didn’t understand what had
just happened, and I really wanted to go back to class and ask my best friend, Janet, to explain it to me. She’d
stood up when the teacher called out the name Hutu—maybe she’d know why our teacher was so mean to me. But
I stayed crouched in the bushes until Damascene found me there, still whimpering.
“Who hurt you, Immaculée?” asked my big brother, with all of the authority of his 13 years. Damascene had
always been my greatest defender, ready to go to war if ever anyone slighted me, so I told him what Buhoro had
said.
“Buhoro is not a nice man,” my brother said, “but don’t worry about it. Next time he does the roll call, just do
what I do: Stand up with your friends. Stand up when your friend Janet does.”
“Janet stood up when he called out Hutu.”
“Then stand up when they call out Hutu. If that’s what our friends are, then that’s what we must be. We’re all
the same people, aren’t we?”
I had no way of knowing then, but Damascene was as clueless as I was about tribalism in Rwanda … which
was odd, considering that we were among the best-educated kids in the area. Every day after school, my brothers
and I were allotted just 90 minutes of free time before being summoned to the living room to do our homework
under Mom’s supervision. Dad took over an hour before dinner, setting up a classroom-sized blackboard in the
middle of the room. He handed out pieces of chalk and grilled us on math, grammar, and geography.
But our parents didn’t teach us about our own history.
We didn’t know that Rwanda was made up of three tribes: a Hutu majority; a Tutsi minority; and a very small
number of Twa, a pygmy-like tribe of forest dwellers. We weren’t taught that the German colonialists, and the
Belgian ones that followed, converted Rwanda’s existing social structure—a monarchy that under a Tutsi king had
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provided Rwanda with centuries of peace and harmony—into a discriminatory, race-based class system. The
Belgians favored the minority Tutsi aristocracy and promoted its status as the ruling class; therefore, Tutsis were
ensured a better education to better manage the country and generate greater profits for the Belgian overlords. The
Belgians introduced an ethnic identity card to more easily distinguish the two tribes, deepening the rift they’d
created between Hutu and Tutsi. Those reckless blunders created a lingering resentment among Hutus that helped
lay the groundwork for genocide.
When the Tutsis called for greater independence, the Belgians turned against them and, in 1959, encouraged a
bloody Hutu revolt, which overthrew the monarchy. More than 100,000 Tutsis were murdered in vengeance
killings over the next few years. By the time Belgium pulled out of Rwanda in 1962, a Hutu government was
firmly in place, and Tutsis had become second-class citizens, facing persecution, violence, and death at the hands
of Hutu extremists. Many tens of thousands died over decades when massacres were common occurrences. While
the violence was cyclical, discrimination was ever present. The ethnic identity cards the Hutu government adopted
from the days of Belgian rule made the discrimination more blatant, and much easier.
But these were history lessons our parents didn’t want my brothers and me to learn, at least not while we were
young. They never talked to us about discrimination or killing sprees or ethnic cleansing or racial identity cards—
those things weren’t part of my youth.
Everyone was welcome in our home, regardless of race, religion, or tribe. To my parents, being Hutu or Tutsi
had nothing to do with the kind of person you were. If you were of good character and a kind human being, they
greeted you with open arms. But my parents themselves had some horrifying experiences at the hands of Hutu
extremists—and looking back, I can even vaguely recall one of them.
I was just three years old and didn’t understand what was happening, but I remember fire lighting up the night
sky as my mother held me tightly in her arms and we ran from our home. It was during the 1973 coup, when
many Tutsis were persecuted, driven from their homes, and murdered in the streets. In our region, Hutu extremists
were torching Tutsi homes one after another. My entire family stood together looking down at lake Kivu as the
fires leapt up the hill toward us. We fled to a neighbor’s, a Hutu and a good friend named Rutakamize. He hid us
until the killings and burnings stopped. When we returned home, all we found was a smoldering ruin.
My mother and father rebuilt our house and never discussed what happened, at least not with us children. And
even though they’d been targeted in similar anti-Tutsi violence in 1959, I never heard my parents say one disparaging word against Hutus. They were not prejudiced; rather, they believed that evil drove people to do evil things
regardless of tribe or race. Mom and Dad ignored the social and political reality they lived in, and instead taught
that everyone was born equal. They didn’t want their children growing up feeling paranoid or inferior because
they were born Tutsi.
*
So it’s not dificult to see why I swas so confounded when my teacher, Buhoro, lashed into me for not knowing
my tribe. Damascene draped his arm around my shoulders that day and walked me home. We both sensed that
we’d been touched by something bad, but we didn’t know what it was. At dinner that night, I told my father what
had happened. He became quiet, and then asked me how long I’d sat crying in the bushes after being ordered from
the classroom.
“Almost all day, Daddy.” My father put down his fork and stopped eating—a sure sign he was angry.
“I will talk to Buhoro tomorrow,” he assured me.
“But, Daddy, what tribe am I?”
“Oh, don’t worry about that now. We can discuss that tomorrow, after I talk to your teacher.”
I wanted to ask why he wouldn’t tell me right then what tribe I belonged to, but we weren’t supposed to
question our elders. He was my father, and if he was being evasive, I figured that he had good reason. But I was
frustrated—I couldn’t understand why everyone got so upset when they talked about tribes!
Dad spoke to my teacher the next day, but he didn’t tell me what they discussed or what my tribe was, as he’d
said he would. I didn’t find that out until the following week, when Buhoro held tribal roll call again. My father
must have shamed him, because he spoke to me in a much sweeter voice when he summoned me to his desk
before roll call.
“Immaculée, stand up when I call out ‘Tutsi.’”
I smiled as I walked back to my seat, thinking,
“So, I’m a Tutsi. Good!”
I had no idea what a Tutsi was, but I was proud to be one anyway. There were so few of us in class that I
figured we had to be special—besides, the name sounded cute and was fun to say. But I still couldn’t see any real
difference between the Tutsi and Hutu tribes. The Twa were pygmies, so their smaller stature made them easy to
recognize. But since hardly any Twa came to school, I saw very few of them.
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The differences between Tutsis and Hutus were more difficult to spot: Tutsis were supposed to be taller,
lighter-skinned, and have narrower noses; while Hutus were shorter, darker, and broad-nosed. But that really
wasn’t true because Hutus and Tutsis had been marrying each other for centuries, so our gene pools were intermingled. Hutus and Tutsis spoke the same language—Kinyarwanda—and shared the same history. We had virtually the same culture: We sang the same songs, farmed the same land, attended the same churches, and worshiped
the same God. We lived in the same villages, on the same streets, and often in the same houses.
Through a child’s eyes (or at least through my eyes), we all seemed to be getting along. I couldn’t begin to
count the number of times my Hutu friend Janet and I ate dinner at each other’s houses. As a young girl, the only
time I was reminded that there were different tribes in Rwanda was when I stood up in class once a week during
ethnic roll call. It was an annoyance, but it didn’t bother me too much because I had yet to discover the meaning
of discrimination.
That is, until I wanted to go to high school.
When I was 15 years old, I finished eighth grade second in my class of 60 students. I had an overall average of
94 percent, just 2 per-cent lower than the top student—a Tutsi boy—and far ahead of all the other students. It was
more than enough to ensure a scholarship and placement in one of the best public high schools in the region. I
went home at the end of the term dreaming about my new school uniform and wondering what it would be like to
live away from home in a fine school where all the classes were taught in French. After high school I planned to
go to university, and after that, who knew? Maybe I would become a pilot, a professor, or even a psychologist (by
this point, I’d pretty much given up my childhood idea of becoming a nun). My parents had taught me that with
hard work and determination, even a girl from a little village like Mataba could become someone important.
How was I to know that my ambitions were just a silly girl’s dream? I didn’t know that those weekly roll calls
served a sinister purpose: to segregate Tutsi children as part of a master plan of discrimination known as the
“ethnic balance.”
This was a plan pushed by Juvenal Habyarimana, the Hutu president who seized power in the 1973 coup. He
proclaimed that the government must “balance” the number of school placements and good civil-service jobs to
reflect the country’s ethnic makeup. Because Rwanda’s population was roughly 85 percent Hutu, 14 percent Tutsi,
and 1 percent Twa, most jobs and school placements went to Hutus. What the plan really did was keep Tutsis out
of high school, university, and well-paying jobs, ensuring their status as second-class citizens.
The true meaning of the ethnic balance was brought home to me a few weeks before I was to start high school.
A neighbor dropped by as my family was sitting down to dinner and told us that my name wasn’t on the list of
scholarship students that had just been posted in the village hall. Despite my top marks, I’d been passed over
because I was Tutsi—all the available places had gone to Hutus who’d earned much lower grades. The Tutsi boy
who’d had the highest marks was also passed over because of his tribe.
My father pushed his chair away from the table and sat with his eyes tightly closed for the longest time. I knew
that my parents couldn’t afford to send me to a private school, which would cost ten times more than public high
school. Both my older brothers were away studying, and money was tight. Besides, private high schools in
Rwanda were terrible compared to the well-funded government-run public schools. The teachers were not as
qualified, the curriculum was inferior, and the buildings were ugly and uninviting.
“Don’t worry, Immaculée. We’ll find another way for you to study,” my father finally managed. He excused
himself from the table and went to his room without finishing his meal.
“Don’t give up hope,” my mother said, hugging me. “We’ll all pray about this. Now eat your dinner.”
After supper I locked myself in my father’s study and cried. I’d worked my heart out in school, only to have
my dreams of a higher education dashed.
I shuddered to think of what was in store for me. I’d seen how single women with no education were treated in
my society. They had virtually no rights, no prospects, and no respect. Without even a high school education, I’d
have no option other than to wait at home for some man to come and claim me as his wife. My future looked
bleak, and I was only 15 years old!
The next morning, my father wasn’t at the breakfast table.
“He’s trying to work a little miracle,” my mother explained. “He’s gone to look at some private schools to see
if he can get you enrolled.”
“But, Mom, it’s so expensive, and we can’t—”
“Shush,” she broke in. “I told you not to give up hope, didn’t I?”
It turns out that my father had left before sunrise to sell two of our cows so that he could send me to a private
high school. Cows are status symbols in Rwandan culture and extremely valuable—selling one was extravagant;
selling two was an invitation to financial ruin.
But Dad was determined that I would get an education. He took his cow money, drove three hours south to a
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newly built private school, and paid my first year’s tuition in cash. It was difficult for my father to express
emotions, but it was impossible for him to conceal his love for me.
A few weeks later, I was packed and ready to go. Janet hugged me, and we cried and promised to write each
other many letters. My mother kissed me over and over, fighting back tears. Vianney, now the last of the kids at
home, ran to his room and refused to say good-bye. A lot of the neighbors came out to wave farewell as my father
and I drove away. I felt pangs of loss leaving Mataba, but I was anxious to start my new life.
*
My new school left a lot to be desired. The dorm room was tiny, and it had a cement floor and rough cinderblock walls that cried out for a cheery coat of paint. I slept with ten other girls on mattresses crammed so close
together, they took up nearly every inch of floor space. There was no running water, so every morning we grabbed
buckets and hiked two miles to the nearest stream to fetch what we needed to wash and cook. And I missed my
bed and my mom’s rice and beans.
However, no matter how hard it was for me to “rough it,” I was not going to quit school and ask my parents to
bring me home. In fact, when it came time to choose our subjects for the year, I selected the most challenging
courses: math and physics. Not only did I want to make Mom and Dad proud, I wanted to prove a point to my
brothers. Like typical Rwandan men, they teased me about women belonging in the kitchen, not the classroom.
Well, I’d show them!
Two years passed, and I was one of the top students in the school. When the government announced that it was
holding a special exam for honor students who wanted to enter public school, I decided to take the test. Deep
down inside, I felt that it wouldn’t matter if I scored the highest test results in the country—I’d still be passed over
because I was Tutsi. Nevertheless, I studied hard and was sure that I’d written an excellent exam, but weeks went
by without any word, so I put it out of my mind. Months later I was home on summer vacation when Damascene
bounded into the house, bellowing at the top of his lungs,
“Immaculée! Immaculée Ilibagiza! I just saw the list—you passed the exam! You’ve been accepted at Lycée de
Notre Dame d’Afrique. It’s one of the best schools in Rwanda, and it’s just down the road from my school!”
The family was sitting in the living room and everyone went crazy. I jumped out of my seat, yelling, “Thank
God, thank God!” and making the sign of the cross as I did a little victory dance across the floor. My mother had
tears in her eyes, and my father shouted,
“This is the biggest joy in my life! I have gotten on my knees every day for the past two years and prayed you
would get into that school. God has answered my prayers!”
“I guess you must be smart, even if you are a girl.”
Aimable was laughing, but I could see how happy he was for me.
Damascene was smiling his beautiful smile and was so full of pride that I thought he’d explode.
We had a family party that night, one of our happiest celebrations in a very long time. Lycée was an excellent
girls’ school where many of the daughters of the country’s highest-ranking politicians had attended. Not only
would I get the best education available to any young Rwandan, but my parents wouldn’t have to struggle with the
private school fees any more. The only drawback was that the school was far away in the province of Gisenyi.
Since it was a four-hour drive from Mataba along perilous roads, this meant that my parents wouldn’t be able to
visit often. And it was also located in a predominantly Hutu area known for being openly hostile toward Tutsis.
“Don’t worry, it’s a girls’ school,” Damascene said. “They have a big fence and lots of guards to keep you safe.
And my school is so close that I’ll be able to visit you at least once a month.”
*
I loved Lycée right away. The buildings were spacious, beautiful, and sparkling clean. The classrooms were
brightly painted, and there were colorful flowers planted all around the campus. A high security fence ran around
the entire complex, making me feel safe and secure. I was happy, and I knew that my father would be, too,
especially when the nuns told us that we’d have to pray together before and after meals.
One of the first friends I made was a Hutu girl named Sarah. We became as close as sisters, and she invited me
to meet her family in Kigali, Rwanda’s capital city. For a simple village girl like me, that trip to the big city was a
real eye-opener—especially when I saw airplanes up close for the first time. Sarah and I went to the airport at
night, when the runway shimmered in a fluorescent glow and the landing lights flashed red, white, and green as
the huge planes descended from the sky. My jaw dropped open when I heard the roar of those gigantic engines.
“Oh, just look at them!” I exclaimed, as Sarah collapsed into laughter. “Now I think I’ve seen everything.”
Another friend I met on my first day was Clementine, a gorgeous young woman whose smooth skin and
beautiful eyes gave her the look of an American magazine model. She marched over to me when she spotted me
in the crowd of new students. I was taller than most, but she was at least six feet. We recognized each other as
Tutsi by our height.
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“How is a pretty Tutsi girl like you going to get along so far north, surrounded by all those unfriendly Hutu
faces on the other side of the fence?” Clementine smiled. “We’ll have to stick together and look out for one another.”
We hit it off right away.
Clementine was right about the unfriendly faces. It was difficult to venture beyond the campus walls—whenever I did, I felt the eyes of the local people on me and heard them muttering “Tutsi” in a menacing tone. The
priests and nuns who ran the school made sure that the students and local residents never attended the same mass
at the local church. We were issued strict orders forbidding us to leave school grounds without a staff escort. It
was scary out there, but within the walls of the school I never felt any ethnic discrimination. Teachers never took
ethnic roll call, and while most of the girls were Hutu, we loved each other like we were family.
I stuck close to campus, studied hard, and tried to keep myself from feeling homesick. I missed my parents and
brothers, and I even pined for Vianney’s pestering. Speaking of my baby brother, he sent me a touching and
troubling letter a few months after I left home. He wrote that he missed me horribly, was unable to sleep since I’d
gone, and that at night he sometimes saw ghosts walking from room to room. When he did, he’d run from the
house in terror. The letter tore at my heart—yes, Vianney and I had bickered often at home, but now I realized
how much I meant to him. I felt guilty for leaving him alone and promised myself that I’d be a better sister to him.
Damascene was true to his word and visited me once a month. We’d sit together on the grass and talk for
hours. He always had good advice for me, especially when it came to studying.
“Pray, Immaculée. Pray before you do your homework and whenever you’re preparing for a test or exam. Then
study as hard as you can.”
I did as he said, praying especially hard before math exams, and I continued to excel in school. When Damascene visited, my girlfriends all demanded to know the identity of the handsome boy I’d been talking with so
intently.
“That was my big brother Damascene,” I’d proudly reply.
“No, it wasn’t. Nobody gets along so well with a brother. You looked like you actually enjoyed being with
him.”
I was so lucky to have my dear Damascene in my life. …
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of Wisdom, Butare, Southern Province, Rwanda
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The Anglican Church in Byumba, Northern Province, Rwanda

The Catholic Church in Rwamagana, Eastern Province, Rwanda
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Caption: “Cathedral in Cyangugu Diocese in [Western Province], Rwanda. Cyato Parish”

Caption: “Exterior of Genocide Memorial Church with Never Again Display in Foreground - KarongiKibuye - Western [Province], Rwanda”
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